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Adhesively bonded joints have been widely used to manufacture aircraft components. However, its
application to single load-path airframe structure is costly to certify as extensive validation testing is
required. Certification of bonded joints or patch repairs for primary aircraft structures requires
demonstration of damage tolerance. In recent years, a damage slow growth management strategy has
been considered acceptable by Federal Aviation Administration to reduce the maintenance cost. This
thesis evaluates the applicability of a damage slow growth management strategy to bonded joints/patch
repairs of primary aircraft structures through both experimental and computational study. The
investigation was carried out first by 2-D strip specimen assessment and finally using 3-D analysis of
wider panel specimen.
This research was a collaborative project between ARC Training Centre for Automated Manufacture of
Advanced Composites (AMAC) at the University of New South Wales (UNSW) and Defence Science
and Technology (DST) Group. Fatigue tests of 2-D strip specimen were conducted to investigate the
entire process of disbond growth from initiation up to joint ultimate failure. The residual static strength of
the joint as a function of disbond length was established using finite element modelling based on the
characteristic distance approach. A virtual crack close technique (VCCT) approach was utilised to
assess the strain energy release rates (SERRs) as a function of disbond crack length.
The measured disbond growth rates were correlated with the SERRs using a modified Paris law that
enabled prediction of joint fatigue life. The fatigue test results indicated that for a joint having a sufficient
static strength safety margin under a typical fatigue loading that would propagate disbond, the disbond
growth would remain stable within a particular length range. Thus, the slow growth approach would be
feasible for bonded joints/patch repairs if the patch is designed to be sufficiently large to allow extended
damage propagation.
Cohesive zone element (CZE) technique was utilised to assess the SERRs and estimate the disbond
growth of 3-D wider panel specimen analysis. The impact of local or partial width disbond (load
shedding effect) was investigated in detail. The results indicate that for a local or part width disbond,
some load was redistributed to the adjacent regions that causes a slower disbond growth compared to
the full width disbond.
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Abstract
Adhesively bonded joints have been widely used to manufacture aircraft
components. However, its application to single load-path airframe structure is costly to
certify as extensive validation testing is required. Certification of bonded joints or patch
repairs for primary aircraft structures requires demonstration of damage tolerance. In
recent years, a damage slow growth management strategy has been considered acceptable
by Federal Aviation Administration to reduce the maintenance cost. This thesis evaluates
the applicability of a damage slow growth management strategy to bonded joints/patch
repairs of primary aircraft structures through both experimental and computational study.
The investigation was carried out first by 2-D strip specimen assessment and finally using
3-D analysis of wide bonded metal joint.
This research was a collaborative project between ARC Training Centre for
Automated Manufacture of Advanced Composites (AMAC) at the University of New
South Wales (UNSW) and Defence Science and Technology (DST) Group. The double
overlap tapered end specimen (DOTES) specimen which represents both disbond tolerant
zone and safe-life zone in bonded patch repair was investigated first through a detailed
computational and experimental investigation. The residual static strength of the joint as
a function of disbond length was established using finite element modelling based on the
characteristic distance approach. The virtual crack close technique (VCCT) approach was
utilised to assess the strain energy release rates (SERRs) as a function of disbond crack
length.
Fatigue tests of the DOTES coupon specimen were conducted to investigate the
entire process of disbond growth from initiation up to ultimate failure of the joint. The
measured disbond growth rates were correlated with the SERRs using a modified Paris
i

law that enabled prediction of joint fatigue life. The fatigue test results indicated that for
a joint having a sufficient static strength safety margin under a typical fatigue loading that
would propagate disbond, the disbond growth would remain stable within a particular
length range. Thus, the slow growth approach would be feasible for bonded joints/patch
repairs if the patch is designed to be sufficiently large to allow extended damage
propagation.
Cohesive zone element (CZE) technique was utilised to assess the SERRs and
estimate the disbond growth of 3-D wide bonded metal joint analysis. The impact of local
or partial width disbond (load shedding effect) was investigated in detail. The results
indicate that for a local or part width disbond, some load was redistributed to the adjacent
regions (load shedding effect) that causes a slower disbond growth and accordingly longer
fatigue life compared to the full width disbond.

The key outcomes from this research are: (a) accurate prediction of the disbond growth
behaviour in bonded patch repairs through the developed generic patch repair specimen
i.e DOTES, (b) fatigue life prediction of the joints has been established through modified
Paris law, by conducting numerical integration and (c) the effect of initial disbond size in
3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen was investigated through computational
assessment using a cohesive fatigue model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Back in the fifteenth century, Leonardo DaVinci designed a brilliant helicopter
concept (see Figure 1.1) [1]. This design concept still exists until the twenty-first century
for the next generation composite aircraft. Indeed, adhesive bonding is required for this
concept to reduce weight and minimise stress concentrations. Thus, this concept was
unable to be realised until adhesive bonding technology has been developed to the point
where it is considered as reliable as mechanical fastener joining method [2].

Figure 1.1: Leonardo DaVinci's helicopter design concept [1].
The existence of bonding technology has been established since World War II. It
was firstly applied for bonded wood aircraft, namely de Havilland Mosquito. Later,
bonded metallic structures were established, called the Havilland Dove commuter
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aircraft, the Fokker F-27 Friendship turbo-prop, and the de Havilland Comet jetliner [2].
Sailplanes were the first large scale bonded composite aircraft developed by Germany in
1950s. Since then, composite bonding technology has been utilised for various type of
aircraft, such as small-powered aircraft, general transport and military and transport
aircraft. Recently, composite bonding technology was widely applied in large commercial
aircraft company such as Boeing and Airbus [1].
Nowadays, fleet operators are willing to use aircraft longer than their original
design life due to economic reasons. Fatigue became the most important issue while
maintaining these aircrafts or normally called as “aging aircraft”. Repairs are generally
needed to be safe, damage tolerant, and cost-effective. The Aloha Airlines Flight 243
(Boeing 737-200) accident was one example of repairs needed to be safe. An explosive
decompression was occurred in the upper cabin area as shown in Figure 1.2. Number of
researchers have identified the key issue, that is, there has been multiple fatigue cracks
existed in the riveted joints of the aircraft aluminium skin. Thus, a technique was required
to restore the desired service life of these aging aircrafts [3].

Figure 1.2: The Aloha Airlines flight 23 incident [3].
Qantas found a structural cracking in one of its Boeing 737 aircraft as stated in
the news found in Figure 1.3. Consequently, a total of 33 Boeing 737 aircraft required
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immediate inspection and needed to be grounded which resulted in a loss of billions of
dollars [4]. Damage in aircraft structures which might have appeared from manufacturing
defect, or caused during the service by blunt body impacts, operating loads or tool drops
was unavoidable. Thus, structural modifications of aircraft structures were required either
to extend the fatigue life or to repair damaged regions by reducing the stresses in potential
areas of cracking [1].

Figure 1.3: Crack found in Qantas plane Boeing 737 [4].
A study conducted by Vogelesang and Schijve [2] showed that fuselage repairs
on 71 Boeing 747 aircraft could extend the aircraft life with an average of 29,500 flying
hours. The adequate performance of an aircraft required proper maintenance technique
from the scheduled inspection to restore its structural integrity. The reliability of an
aircraft relied upon the repair design quality, repair technique, as well as the workmanship
applied in performing those repairs. Although there were numerous techniques to repair
primary aircraft structures as illustrated in Figure 1.4, this thesis will only focus on
adhesively bonded joint or repair mechanism.
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Figure 1.4: Repairing techniques a) mechanical fasteners b) adhesive bonding c) hybrid
joints.
Bonded patches are one of the reliable solutions to extend the service life of
aircraft structures [3]. Bonded patching provides many advantages over the conventional
mechanical fastened patches including improvement in damaged tolerance and reduction
of stress intensity factor [4]. In early 1970s, this bonded patch repair has been applied to
RAAF fighter aircraft by the Australian Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG).
Later in 1997, bonded composite doubler patch has been installed to the first commercial
aircraft, namely Delta Airlines L-1011. The right mid-section access door of the plane
has been reinforced by this composite doubler. The typical applications of bonded
composite doubler patch to commercial aircraft structures are shown in Figure 1.5. The
bonded repair technique has been approved by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) to extend the service life of commercial aging aircraft [5].
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1.5: Bonded repair applications on commercial aircraft structures a) fuselage skin
repair b) door corner repair [6].

1.2 Motivation
A brief history on the application of bonded joints or patch repairs for aircraft
structures has been provided in Section 1.1. In general, a reinforcing patch is required to
repair a significant structural damage either in metallic or composite airframe structures.
Traditionally, mechanical fasteners were used to attach the reinforcing patch. However,
the implementation of adhesive bonding to attach the reinforcing patch provides several
advantages, namely:
•

Enhance the repair efficiency;

•

Minimise variation in surface contour;

•

Prevent further damage in both parent structure and sub-structure;

•

Provide smoother stress transition than mechanical fasteners due to large contact
surfaces; and

•

Lighter than other repairing technique, which resulted in less consumption of
fuel.
Besides its advantages, the applications of adhesive bonding are limited to

multiple load-path primary or to secondary structures [7]. Defence Science and
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Technology Group (DSTG) has identified the key issues of bonded repairs application on
primary aircraft structures which is to satisfy the certification requirements. Certification
of bonded joints or patch repairs of primary aircraft structures requires demonstration of
damage tolerance. Traditionally, a demonstration of damage “no-growth” criteria under
a structural fatigue loading is required as per guidance from FAA AC20-107A (1984) [8],
due to the lack of understanding about fatigue damage in bonded joints or patch repairs.
In the most recent version of the guidance from FAA AC20-107B [9], a damage slow
growth management strategy is considered acceptable, provided that the slow growth is
predictable, and without reducing the strength of the bonded structures.
For the above requirements, “test” or “analysis supported by test” were required
to identify the compliance. For a typically one-off repair, design by analysis methods that
have been validated on generic, representative repairs, using material properties that have
been approved by representative coupon and element tests for the repair materials and
parent materials are highly desired [10]. This further motivates to develop a generic patch
repair design to satisfy the certification requirements.
The main requirements of bonded repair certification for primary aircraft structure
are listed as below [10]:
•

The strength and durability of adhesive bond-line must be assured within the
operating environment.

•

The requirements of all structural performance must be fulfilled.

In early 2000s, Chalkley et al. [11] proposed an approach to facilitate airworthiness
certification in relation to fatigue issues by means of generic patch repair joint called the
Double Overlap Fatigue Specimen (DOFS) and the Skin Double Specimen (SDS). These
two specimens have been successfully used to assess the behaviour of bonded joints under
6

fatigue loading [10-20]. However, assessment of a long disbond up to ultimate failure of
the joint was unachievable just based on testing these specimens. To implement the
damage slow growth management strategy, disbond stable growth range and allowable
fatigue life of a joint need to be determined. To achieve these, the entire process of
disbond growth from disbond initiation up to the ultimate failure of the joint needs to be
assessed. Therefore, development on generic patch repair design that can be used to assess
disbond growth up to ultimate failure of adhesively bonded joints is required.

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives
The aim of this research is to implement adhesively bonded joints or patch repairs
on primary aircraft structures. To achieve the overall aim of this research, the following
objectives were identified as follow:
i.

Design and development of defect or damage-tolerant for bonded joints and patch
repairs in primary aircraft structures;

ii.

Assess the suitability along with the support to damage growth management
approach for standard taper geometries; and

iii.

Satisfy the certification requirement of bonded joints or patch repairs on primary
aircraft structures together with damage tolerance in the tapered region.

Several works were attempted to accomplish these objectives, such as:
•

A detailed literature review on the certification requirements of bonded joints or
patch repairs for primary aircraft structures. Other factors that contributed to the
certification process such as damage assessment, repairing method, and damage
tolerance regions were reviewed, and the research gaps identified.

•

Development of generic patch repair specimen design represents both disbond
tolerant zone and safe-life zone in bonded patch repair was established.
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•

Robust simulation methods to assess the disbond growth of bonded joints or patch
repairs were established. The configured material model representing the FM3002K adhesive was tested using the single element analysis.

•

Parametric studies to investigate the influence of adherend thickness variations
to adhesive bond strength and disbond growth rate were carried out.

•

Experimental assessments (static and fatigue testing) of the designated bonded
joints were carried out to calibrate and validate the finite element (FE) model and
to measure the disbond growth rate.

•

A modified Paris law to predict the fatigue life of the joints has been established
by correlating the computational and measured results.

•

A cohesive fatigue damage model was established to investigate the effect of
initial disbond size on the disbond growth behaviour using 3D wide bonded metal
joint specimen.

1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is documented in seven chapters including the Introduction Chapter. A brief
overview of each chapter is defined as follow:
Chapter 2 Literature review
Initially, the classification of aircraft structures including the damage assessment and
repair requirements are reviewed. Furthermore, the certification requirements and
damage tolerance of repairs are discussed. Finally, the last part of the review focused on
the numerical analysis and fatigue crack growth for adhesively bonded structures.
Chapter 3 Material Properties, Modelling Approach and Design of the DOTES
Specimens
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The material properties of the Aluminium and FM300-2K adhesive film used in this study
are thoroughly described. The configured material properties in MSC Marc were assessed
using the single element analysis. The specimen configurations and modelling approach
used to assess the disbond growth in adhesive bonded joints or patch repairs were
discussed.
Chapter 4 Numerical Assessment of Disbond Growth and Fatigue Life of The
DOTES Specimens
Preliminary works focused on the simulation model to assess the disbond growth
behaviour, predict the structure residual strength and fatigue life of the double overlap
tapered end specimen (DOTES) were carried out in this chapter. The effect of joint
stiffness imbalance was performed to support the experimental design. Also, the fatigue
life prediction, slow growth approach and joint failure mode are discussed.
Chapter 5 Fatigue Disbond Growth Rate Correlation of the DOTES specimen
Experimental assessment to determine the residual strength of the joint as a function of
disbond length was carried out by conducting static residual strength tests under roomtemperature and hot-wet conditions. The process to establish the modified Paris law
correlation was defined in this chapter by correlating the computational and measure
results. As a result, the disbond length as a function of number of fatigue of cycles was
predicted using the modified Paris law through an integration calculation. Finally, the
fatigue life of the joint, that is, when the disbond length reached the critical value in which
the residual strength was equivalent to the fatigue peak load was also determined.
Chapter 6 Onset and Propagation of Disbonds in 3D Wide Bonded Metal Joint
Under Cyclic Loading using CZE Method
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The effect of initial disbond size to disbond growth behaviour was investigated
computationally through 3D wide bonded metal joint specimen in this chapter. Cohesive
fatigue damage model was developed to determine the strain energy release rates
(SERRs) as a function of disbond length and predict the disbond growth rate of the wide
bonded metal joint specimen. The focus was to investigate the effect of local or partial
width disbond (load shedding effect) to the behaviour of disbond growth.
Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work
The final chapter summarised the findings of this research and recommendations for
future work is discussed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
A graphical abstract to describe the literature review of this investigated topic is

illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical abstract.
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2.1 Introduction
Adhesively bonded joints have been used in various engineering applications
including aeronautical, automotive and space structures. It is considered as an easy
technique to join the components together with the assurance of design requirements [21]
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Single or double-sided doubler patches [22-24] along with
scarf or stepped patch repairs are mostly applied for bonded repair assessment of damage
structure specifically for aerospace applications [25-28]. The primary purpose of
repairing a structure is to restore both the stiffness and strength of the damage component

[29].
Figure 2.2: Comparison of standard mechanical fastened repair and adhesively bonded
repair [30].
Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG) has identified the key issues of
bonded repairs application on primary aircraft structures which is to satisfy the
certification requirements. The approaches to meet the key certification requirements are
described as follows:
•

Optimisation of damage removal to enhance the residual strength [31-33]
13

•

Design improvement and quality assurance assessment of bonded repair.

•

Ensure the initial and enduring integrity of the adhesive bond-line.

•

Satisfy all structural performance requirements [10].
Therefore, a proper repair design including the defect and damage tolerance, and

fatigue life assessment is required for certification of bonded repair. Accordingly, design
and development of defect or damage tolerant for bonded repairs in primary aircraft
structures together with the improvement of design and configuration of the overlap
bonded patch repair are the aims of this study.

2.2 Classification, Damage Assessment, Repair Requirements and
Inspection of Aircraft Structures
According to Baker [34], aircraft structures are divided into three categories for
inspection and repair purposes, namely primary, secondary and tertiary structure. Primary
aircraft structure can be defined as the critical part of an aircraft to ensure safe operation.
These parts include wings, empennage and fuselage of an aircraft. It is relatively thick
compared to other parts of the structure and generally highly loaded. The thickness of
primary aircraft structures ranging from 3 mm to over 25 mm [10].
Secondary structure is defined as a structure that will not lead to a loss when it fails,
but it would affect the aircraft operation. When failure of the structure would not
significantly impact the aircraft operation, it was classified as tertiary structure [35].
The damage assessment, repair requirements, and inspection technique for all the
classified structures mentioned above are significantly different. Details about the
certification and design of aircraft structures are defined as follows:
i.

Static Strength
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There are two categories in determining deformation due to static loading called
Design Limit Load (DLL) and Design Ultimate Load (DUL). DLL is when no
failure or unacceptable deformations occurred and generally considered as the
maximum load of the structure in its lifetime. On the other hand, DUL is when an
acceptable permanent deformation acquired, but no failure existed. Generally,
DUL is equal to 1.5 times DLL [36].
ii.

Fatigue Strength
There are three requirements used in designing aircraft structures, namely
safe life approach, fail-safe approach, and slow crack growth approach.
•

Safe-Life Approach

Safe-life approach is categorised in the situation where cracking does not appear
in the airframe life. This approach mostly used in designing older fighter aircraft
and United States Navy fighter aircraft such as F-18 and helicopters.
•

Fail-Safe Approach
➢ Alternate Load Path: in this approach, the structure is in damage
tolerance where cracking is possible to appear; however, it will not
weaken the structural strength less than the acceptable level. This
condition is generally satisfied by multi-load path design where the
remaining load paths are still able to provide the requisite residual
strength level when one of the load paths is failed. This approach
mostly used in large transport aircraft structure.
➢

Slow Crack Growth Approach: in this procedure, the damage tolerance
condition is similar to the alternate load path, but cracks will propagate
slowly and not lead to failure. This approach is suitable to apply for a
15

structure with a single load path where the failure condition is
catastrophic. Additionally, this approach is adopted for USAF fighter
aircraft.
iii.

Damage tolerance general requirement:
The structural strength should not drop below 1.2 x DLL when the structure
representative damage such as fatigue cracking, corrosion, and accidental
mechanical contact appeared. The size of critical damage must be able to be
detected by a high degree of probability.

iv.

Durability and financial requirement:
For the airframe life, costly repairs for damage due to fatigue or corrosion will not
occur [30].

2.3 Repairing Techniques
There are three common techniques of combining composite laminates namely
mechanical fastening, adhesively bonded and the combination of these two joints which
is called the hybrid joint [37]. Details of these repairing technique are defined in the
following sections.
2.3.1

Mechanical Fastener
Mechanical repair is also known as a traditional repair. The patch material is

attached to the parent structure through bolts, pins or rivets after removing the cracked
region. The purpose of this repairing method is to restore the mechanical properties
(residual strength, damage tolerance, fatigue resistance, and stiffness) to an acceptable
level [38]. When subjected to tensile loading, this repairing method commonly failed in
one or more of the three modes namely tension, shear-out and bearing failures [39].
Moreover, this repairing method creates a stress concentration issue that resulted from
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drilling the additional fastener hole [40]. During the fabrication process, the local
damages are generated into the composite laminate due to the implementation of
mechanical fastener. Consequently, strength degradation occurred in the structures.
Moreover, the mechanical fastener itself causes an increase in structural weight [41]. The
potential failure modes of mechanical fastener joints are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Failure modes in bolted repair applications to aircraft structures a) net
section failure b) bearing failure c) shear out failure and d) fastener failure [42].
2.3.2

Adhesive Bonding
Adhesive bonding is widely used to manufacture aircraft components. However,

its application to single load-path airframe structure is costly to certify as extensive
validation testing is required. Consequently most applications of bonded joints are limited
to multiple load-path primary or to secondary structures [43]. More recently, adhesive
bonding has been used to modify aircraft structures either to extend the fatigue life by
reducing the stresses in potential areas of cracking or to repair fatigue-cracks by stress
reduction and crack bridging. Because of the high reinforcing efficiency of bonded repairs
[43], residual cracks may be left in situ in many cases.
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Nowadays, bonded repair technology is commonly accepted as the alternative
method of mechanically fastened repairs for primary, secondary and tertiary aircraft
structures [44]. This method intends to reinstate the load path removed by the impact
damage or fatigue cracking [45]. Moreover, bonded joints perform better in disseminating
the load that causes the elimination of high-stress concentration issues occurred in bolted
joints. Consequently, this joint technique is more effective in structural cases than
mechanically fastened joints [37].
The use of adhesive patch bonding in repairing significant structural damage can
assist for increment in reinforcing efficiency, minimising the transition in surface contour,
and avoiding further damage penetration of the main structure and substructure. Metal or
composite materials can be used for the patch material of bonded repairs application.
Composite patch material offers many advantages compared to metal such as the ability
to match the stiffness, strength and thermal expansion coefficient of the parent structure,
and capability to fit into complex shapes [10]. The joining method and adhesive properties
influence the efficiency and structural property of adhesively bonded composite
structures [46].
In general, adhesively bonded joints provide numerous advantages over the
mechanically fastened joints which listed as follow [47]:
1. Large bond area for load transfer
2. Smooth external surfaces at the joint
3. Low-Stress Concentration
4. Less sensitivity to cyclic loading compared to mechanical fastened joint
5. High Strength to weight ratio
6. Crack retardation
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7. Electrical and thermal insulation
8. Time and cost saving
However, the application of this technique requires stringent cleaning and
processing steps to produce very efficient joints which can share the load over a large
area [30]. Also, ensuring the quality of bonds is a challenging task due to difficulty in
confirming joint integrity by inspection [47]. The primary issue of the adhesively bonded
joint is the structures must be destroyed when disassembling the bonded joint [41]. Also,
the analysis and design of this joint are complicated because of the non-linear properties
of the structure [48]. There are several types of adhesively bonded joints namely stepped,
single, double lap joints and scarf joints as demonstrated in Figure 2.4 [49].

Figure 2.4: Type of adhesively bonded joints [50].
Adhesively bonded joints have been widely used to repair cracks in aircraft
structures. A repair design tool has been developed by Ricio et al. [51] to obtain the
optimal repair geometry that can minimise the adhesive shear stress and the overlap
length. This tool is applicable for several joint configurations including single lap, double
lap and multi-stepped joints. Recently, Riccio et al. [52] performed a numerical
investigation of several bonded joints configuration through the simulation of elasticplastic and failure behaviour of ductile adhesive material. Experimental work has been
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performed by Okafor et al. [53] to verify the durability of cracked aluminium panel
repaired with single sided composite patch. They reported that the single sided composite
patch effectively increases the load carrying capacity by 42%.
2.3.3

Hybrid Joints
A hybrid joint is the combination of adhesive bonding and mechanical fastening.

This repairing method has been adopted to avoid catastrophic failure in the adhesive layer
[54]. Wang et al. [55] mentioned that the adhesive bond in hybrid joints was beneficial to
improve the fatigue and static strength resistance. Consequently, the stress concentrations
in the fastener holes region are much lower than in mechanically fastened joint. This
situation arises because of the existence of adhesive layer that causes the load is
distributed evenly in the bond region. Moreover, the fasteners in the hybrid joint are
useful to carry the remaining load [37]. A number of researchers [41, 56-62] have
investigated that initial failure of hybrid joints is mostly caused by debonding.
Hart-Smith [58] performed a non-linear analysis of bolted and bonded joints to
identify the strength of hybrid joint arrangements. The results indicated that hybrid joint
methods did not provide any significant benefit when compared to well-design adhesive
bonding. On the other hand, Hart-Smith [58] mentioned hybrid joint configurations were
beneficial to prevent defect or damage propagation. The illustration of hybrid joint
arrangements is depicted in Figure 2.5. The yellow line represents the adhesive layer in
the hybrid stepped lap joint configuration [55].

Figure 2.5: Hybrid Joint with bolt as the mechanical fastener and adhesive layer
indicated by the yellow line [55].
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2.4 Proposal for Repairs Certification
Airworthiness certification is the primary concern of repairing the critical damage
of primary structure, particularly in highly loaded condition [12]. Certification of bonded
joints or patch repairs of primary aircraft structures requires demonstration of damage
tolerance. Traditionally, a demonstration of damage no-growth under structural fatigue
loading is required. If disbond growth is detected in the critical region of a joint, even if
it is in a small, localised region, an aircraft would be grounded for repair or component
replacement. In recent years, in order to reduce maintenance cost, a damage slow growth
management strategy has been considered acceptable by Federal Aviation
Administration, provided the slow growth is predictable, and without reducing the
strength of the bonded structures below a required safety margin prior to scheduled
inspection [9].
A minor modification of the load path or stress elevation in the damaged region
does not affect much the certification base. It may be caused by the presence of an original
crack in the case of repairs to the metallic structure. Therefore, testing at the
representative joint level is required to achieve the design strength and fatigue durability
allowable. It can be done by investigating the representative joint design allowable that
is valid to the specific local repair region in the range of environmental situations and
similar geometries [36].
There are two types of generic bonded joints used for the validation process of
bonded patch repair certification which is known as the double overlap-joint fatigue
specimen (DOFS) and the skin doubler specimen (SDS). These two types of joint are
selected to demonstrate the bonded repair area with various damage-tolerance conditions.
Chalkley et al. [11] mentioned that these two generic joints are appropriate for illustrating
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the necessary materials allowable on the fatigue resistance of a bonded patch system.
More details about the DOFS and SDS are described in detail in section 2.5.2 and 2.5.3
respectively.

2.5 Damage Tolerance of Repairs
In general, damage tolerance can be defined as the capability of a structure to
sustain from the representative weakening defects that occur inside the structure under
typical loading conditions [63]. The damage tolerant conditions in primary aircraft
structures are becoming very significant because of the aircraft requirements for longer
design life and longer inspection intervals [64]. The primary target of damage tolerance
is the effect of damage that leads to failure in the patch material or patch disbonding from
the parent structure. The representative joint specimens described in section 2.5.2 and
2.5.3 could be used to determine the knockdown factors resulted from the presence of
disbonds [36]. Furthermore, knockdown factors can be defined as applied elements to
permit the corrupting influences such as voids, spectrum loading and undercure [11].
Moreover, significantly larger representative specimens are required for more realistic
evaluations of impact damage [36].
2.5.1

Damage-Tolerance Regions in a Bonded Repair
The schematic of a bonded patch repair in a cracked plate is illustrated in Figure

2.6. An area where disbond between the adherend and patch can be tolerated is called
disbond-tolerant zone. In this region, the disbond slightly reduce the repair effectiveness
that resulted in slow and stable of disbond growth under repeated loading.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of Bonded Patch Repair representing the damage tolerant and
safe-life zone [11].
Another region where disbond cannot be tolerated is called safe-life zone. The
patch ends are generally stepped and thinning down to the certain thickness [12]. A
greater driving force of disbond growth will occur in this region where shear and peel are
the damaging strains in the adhesive system [22].
Therefore, DOFS and SDS specimens are proposed to represent the disbond
tolerant zone and safe life zone. The DOFS represents the disbond tolerant zone in the
situation where the patch spans the crack. On the other hand, the SDS demonstrates safe
life zone at the patch termination [12].
2.5.2

Double Overlap Fatigue Specimen (DOFS)
The DOFS demonstrates the disbond tolerant zone in a bonded patch system of a

cracked plate [12]. Some information is required to identify the static and fatigue joints
strain allowable along with confirming the accuracy of the failure criteria based on the
coupon test data. It can be obtained from two approaches that are listed in Table 2.1.
Moreover, identifying the knockdown factors also required for various situations such as
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hot/wet conditions, non-optimum manufacture, typical damage, and more representative
loading conditions [36].
Table 2.1: The scheme of generic specimen joint to achieve system allowable [36].
Approach

Aims

Attempt the static strength tests

Check the strength against prediction
based on the coupon data.
•

Attempt fatigue tests

Obtain the B-basis threshold for
the fatigue disbond growth.

•

Use constant amplitude and
spectrum loading rate for the
disbond growth.

The geometry of the DOFS specimen is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Based on this
specimen design, Baker [36] stated that high shear stress is expected to occur at the middle
area of the joint that represents the fatigue crack region whereas the peel stress is supposed
to be negative at the middle of the joint that indicates peel damages will not arise in this
region.

Structural
film
adhesive
FM73

Figure 2.7: Schematic geometry of the DOFS [11].
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Chalkley and Baker [12, 13] conducted fatigue tests of the DOFS and
demonstrated that the adhesive shear strain range was a promising fatigue damage
parameter. In accordance, Baker [14] proposed the allowable adhesive shear strain range
for acceptable damage growth. Madelpech et al. [15] reported good correlation between
the disbond damage growth rate and disbond crack energy release rate from their fatigue
test results with DOFS specimens made of aluminium central adherend and Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) doublers. They also conducted generic specimen testing and
tried to use the correlation established from the DOFS tests to predict disbond growth
behaviour in the generic specimens. The prediction accuracy was poor; however, the
authors stated that it was due to inaccurate assumption of disbond growth pattern and
some experimental errors. Thus, the poor prediction accuracy did not necessarily cast
doubts on their general procedure.
There are some critical points to transfer the disbond growth rate data from the
DOFS to the generic structural design specimen which are specified as follow:
•

Using the driving force of disbond growth under fatigue loading condition to
validate the adhesive shear strain range

•

The analytical prediction and measurement of the adhesive shear strain in the
DOFS are demonstrated in good correlation.

•

Validation of the DOFS is performed through FE analysis based on the
analytical estimation of the adhesive shear strain obtained from the generic
structural specimen design [36].
According to Chalkley et al. [11], the strain range criterion of the DOFS is

convenient to use for designing the patch system; however, further validation is required.
The issue related to the damage parameter of the actual interface failure mode in
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composites is required to be figure out. Furthermore, the effects of environment and
temperature on disbond growth rate needs to be considered as failure modes in the
adhesive tend to change to cohesive at elevated temperatures especially in hot/wet
conditions.
2.5.3

Skin Doubler Specimen (SDS)
The Skin Doubler Specimen describes the ends of the repair patch system as

depicted in Figure 2.8 [11]. It consists of inner and outer adherends which are bonded
with epoxy adhesive film [65]. Matta et al. [66] mentioned that this specimen is also able
to perform as a case representative where restoration is needed to improve the strength
and stiffness of the flange at the flexural section. Furthermore, the configuration of this
specimen can represent the disbond initiation data; hence, it does not require Teflon film
as the starter crack length [11].
Specimen width: 20 mm

Stepped ends
of patches

Al2024-T3 bare inner
adherend (ti = 6.2 mm)
11 ply boron/epoxy outer

Figure 2.8: The Skin Doubler Specimen (SDS) [10, 11].
As mentioned earlier, the SDS is tested to analyse the safe-life zone of a bonded
patch repair. Hence, the emphasis of this test is to acquire disbond initiation data. This
disbond initiation can be identified using strain gauges. When one of the strain gauges
amplitude was dropped by 10%, the disbond initiation was indicated [11]. Regarding the
shear and peel stresses expectation, Baker [36] mentioned that the SDS had different
behaviour with the DOFS. When subjected to tensile loading, the main differentiation
between these two joints is that the adhesive peel stress at the ends of SDS is positive,
whilst for the DOFS is negative.
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The fatigue tests with SDS specimens conducted by Chalkley et al. [11] showed
that the disbond crack growth could be detected by measuring the reduction of strains at
the patch edge measured using a strain gauge. They stated that insufficient work had been
performed to establish any suitable Fatigue Damage Criteria (FDC). Several problems
including fundamental and contradictory related to negative peel stress and residual
stresses are required to be resolved. Consequently, Chalkley et al. [11] suggested that
further testing on all metal specimens are needed to differentiate the residual stress
problem. Therefore, design improvement of the SDS is essential to overcome the
fundamental and contradictory obstacles.
With the SDS specimens, Wang et al. [16] measured disbond crack growth rates
under fatigue loadings and assessed the effect of optimum outer adherend end taper
geometry on fatigue resistance. The authors reported that the predicted crack initiation
loads, based on the threshold value of mode I strain energy release rate (SERR) calculated
by means of the Virtual Crack Close Technique (VCCT), correlate well with the
experimental results. Cheuk et al. [17] assessed disbond growth behaviour of single and
multi, symmetrical and unsymmetrical disbond cracks under fatigue loadings. Pascoe et
al. [18] used a specimen similar to a SDS specimen but with the double ends to assess the
behaviour of disbonds at both ends (Figure 2.9). They also used an asymmetric specimen
with only single lap. They predicted disbond growth due to constant amplitude fatigue
loading by correlating the disbond growth rate with SERR calculated using VCCT. The
best correlation between the SERR and the growth rate was found when using the mode
II component of the SERR.
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Type II

Type I
AL 7175

HSS Glare
AL 7475

AL 7475
HSS Glare

AL 7175
AL 7475

Asymmetric

HSS Glare
AL 7175
AL 7475
HSS Glare
AL 7475
AL 7175
Symmetric

Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of the configuration of the test coupons used by
Pascoe et al. [18].

2.6 Structural Health Monitoring
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is one of the possible approaches to detect any
load transfer reduction in the patch system. It is also possible to recognise the damage
propagation in the parent structure. Furthermore, SHM can monitor the patch integrity
autonomously and on a continuous basis [67]. The primary goal of the SHM system is to
monitor the high-stress zones in the patch where failure is expected to result in total patch
failure or massive reduction in patching efficiency. Strain transfer is one of the patches
disbonding options to measure the patch efficiency and integrity at the tapered ends of a
patch system. It requires a fatigue durable strain gauges that embedded into the parent
structure [10]. Consequently, strain gauges are the most common strain measuring
options used in SHM systems as it offers several advantages such as easy to install, costeffective and good sensitivity of detection [68]. It indicates disbonding of the patch
through the reduction in strain transfer [30]. The application of strain gauges to detect
patch disbanding is demonstrated in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Application of strain gauge for SHM during fatigue test of bonded patch
repair to F-111 wing [67].

2.7 Numerical Analysis of Bonded Patch Repairs
Number researchers have been analysed the disbond growth of bonded patch repairs
using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) technique [11, 12, 69-71]. Chalkley and Baker [12]
performed a three-dimensional FEA to investigate the adhesive shear strain results. The
FEA results for adhesive elasticity case indicated a good agreement with the analytical
results. However, for the adhesive plasticity case, the results showed that the adhesive
shear strain values obtained from the FEA under-estimate the theoretical value. Hence,
further research on modelling the adhesive material properties in FEA is required to be
executed.
Previous work on modelling of structural adhesives has been done by several
researchers [72-77]. There are several approaches to model the structural adhesives,
namely: tied nodes, continuum damage modelling, linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) and cohesive zone modelling (CZM). Details of these approaches are defined in
the section below.
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2.7.1

Tied Nodes
In the tied node’s model, the nodes on the adherends are bond together, and failure

is predicted using a stress-based criterion [72, 78, 79]. Van Hoof [80] employed the model
of the tied node to illustrate the adhesive joints for delamination analysis in composite
materials. Trimino and Cronin [81] affirmed that the tied nodes method was useful to
identify the general behaviour of joints under specified loading conditions. However,
there is some constrained in the case of prediction capabilities as this model only require
limited information (i.e., stresses to failure). Moreover, it requires very refined meshes
for the element formulations that lead to computationally expensive and the calculation
times can be impractical and prohibitive [82].
2.7.2

Continuum Damage Modelling (CDM)
CDM approach has been used to identify the stress gradient in a joint and possible

to assist design engineer to characterise the adhesive performance in the specific joint
configuration [77, 83]. However, CDM leads to the increment in solution time for a
particular model due to the requirement of multiple elements through the adhesive
thickness. Consequently, this approach is rarely implemented for large structures due to
high computational cost. Also, a constitutive model is needed to define the material
response. This material sensitivity response such as damage, deformation rate and mode
of loading will be used to determine the use of a material model. Hence, determination of
the material classes such as elastic, viscoelastic, metal plasticity, viscoplastic and polymer
specific models are required as the aforementioned [81].
2.7.3

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)
Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) have been widely used to simulate the

fatigue crack growth behaviour [84]. The crack will propagate when the strain energy
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release rate (SERR) at the crack tip is equal to its critical value [85]. The virtual crack
closure technique (VCCT) is an effective method in LEFM to determine the SERR and
compute the crack growth by utilising the moving mesh technique. Further to its
application, a slight crack extension does not significantly modify the state of the crack
tip, and thus the separation can be estimated from the displacements of the nodes behind
the crack tip [86]. The VCCT was initially proposed by Rybicki and Kanninen [87] for
2D four node elements based on the Irwin’s crack closure integral, and later an eightnoded and quarter-point element was developed by Raju [88].
Jokinen et al. [89] used the VCCT method to analyse the crack growth of
adhesively bonded joints. The analyses were performed using double cantilever beam
(DCB) specimen bonded with epoxy adhesive. The authors concluded that linear VCCT
analysis is a suitable technique to analyse crack growth in a yielding adhesive particularly
when the crack growth is self-similar. Senthil et al. [90] performed a comprehensive
numerical study on the debond growth initiation of adhesively bonded composite joints
subjected to uni-axial compressive loading. The authors used the VCCT with mixedmode failure criteria to investigate the effect of laminate sequence and debond’s location,
shapes (square and circular) and sizes.
Quaresimin and Ricotta [91] developed a model based on the sequence of the
crack initiation and propagation phase to predict the fatigue life of bonded joints. The life
span of debond propagation in composite single lap joints (SLJ) was predicted using
integration of a Paris-like power law which relates the SERR to the crack growth rate.
The results have shown good agreement with the experimental fatigue data. Pirondi et al.
developed a VCCT fatigue model in Abaqus FE code based on the direct cyclic procedure.
The model was implemented to the DCB, ENF, and SLJ specimens. The authors
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compared the VCCT fatigue model with the cohesive zone modelling (CZM) fatigue
model. They concluded that generally the two models are in a good agreement with each
other. Moreover, they reported that CZM is easier to implement although requiring more
modelling effort.
Based on the literature, the VCCT method is considered as an efficient method to
model debond growth in bonded joints subjected to both static and fatigue loadings.
Although it has its own pros and cons, its application on FE method is continually
improving.
2.7.4

Cohesive Zone Modelling (CZM)
In the last decade, CZM has been widely used for strength prediction of the

adhesive joints. In FE analyses, CZM allows damage growth simulation inside the
interfaces between different materials or bulk regions of continuous materials [74, 92].
Shape variations in the feature of CZM can be integrated into the cohesive laws which
allow for a more accurate strength prediction. According to the results obtained by
Campilho et al. [93], bonded joints with ductile adhesives are profoundly affected by the
shape of CZM. Numerous researchers [92, 94, 95] mentioned that trapezoidal shape
provides the best correlation to the experimental data.
Although CZM is insufficient for determining the non-toughened epoxy response,
it is computationally effective and can reproduce the rate effects [81]. Also, cohesive
elements are useful to precisely determine the response of joint load and identify the crack
growth of bonded joints in Mode I loading condition [96-98] and Mixed Mode loading
conditions [99]. Campilho et al. [24] used zero thickness cohesive elements to evaluate
the stress distribution and residual strength of single and double lap of carbon epoxy
composite joints loaded under tensile loading. Fernández-Cañadas et al. [100]
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investigated the effect of the cohesive law shape and its parameters on the performance
of adhesively single lap CFRP joint under tensile loading. The analysis was conducted in
a 3D numerical model using cohesive elements. The authors reported that the difference
between linear, exponential, and trapezoidal cohesive laws was below ±7%.
Ridha et al. [101] investigated the residual strength, ultimate failure and damage
progression of a bonded composite scarf repairs using cohesive zone method (CZM) with
various cohesive law shapes. They concluded that the exponential cohesive law was
insensitive to the input parameters of cohesive elements, whilst the bi-linear and
trapezoidal cohesive laws were sensitive to the input parameters of cohesive elements.
Recently, Bayaramoglu et al. [102] conducted experimental tests of single step lap joint
(SSL) and compared the results with the FE analysis using CZM as the material model.
They reported that a good correlation was observed between the experimental results and
FE analysis.
In the past decade, Cohesive Zone Model (CZM) has been widely accepted as a
simulation tool for predicting the onset and propagation of debonding in bonded joints
subjected fatigue loading [103]. Linking the damage variable (d) with the crack growth
rate (da/dN) is the primary challenge in developing a cohesive fatigue model [104]. Turon
et al. [105] proposed a function to link the damage variable with crack propagation rate.
The fatigue model is developed based on the results generated from the loading history
that is quasi-static overload and cyclic loads. The correlation is defined as follows:
d𝑑

=
d𝑁

1 (∆𝑓 (1−𝑑)+∆𝑐 𝑑 )2 d𝑎
𝑙𝑝𝑧
∆𝑓 ∆𝑐
d𝑁

(2.1)

Where dd/dN is the rate of change of the damage variable, lpz is the length of process
zone, d is damage variable, da/dN is the rate of crack propagation described in Paris law,
∆𝑐 and ∆𝑓 are the critical and maximum displacement jump in cohesive law, respectively.
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However, the lpz was calculated based on the analytical expression which is then
implemented to constitutive model as a material property. This lpz would be subjected to
change with different adherend thicknesses and mix modes.
Moroni and Pirondi [106] developed a model based on Turon et al. [105] to predict
fatigue crack propagation in 2D geometries. They translated the crack growth rate into
the variation of damage distribution. The SERR was calculated based on a contour
integral covering a path around the cohesive zone. Later, Moroni et al. [107] extended the
model into 3D planar cracks. The authors used double cantilever beam (DCB), end loaded
split (ELS) and mixed mode end loaded split (MMELS) to verify the accuracy of the
model. The estimated SERR was compared with that determined using the VCCT method
and good agreement was achieved.
Recently, Davila [108] developed a cohesive fatigue model based on the S-N
diagram to predict the propagation rates of delamination in composites. The capability of
the developed fatigue model was assessed by comparing the predicted crack propagation
rates in DCB and mixed-mode bending (MMB) specimens with experimental data. The
specimens were manufactured from IM7/8552 graphite/epoxy material. The author
concluded that the proposed cohesive fatigue model is capable to predict the crack
propagation rate.
Compared to tied nodes model, cohesive elements permit the ductile adhesive
material to fail progressively [81]. Needleman [109] identified the limitations in cohesive
formulations including material parameters dependency on deformation rate and the size
effect. Accordingly, mechanical properties describing the adhesive material response is
essential for analysis using numerical methods [81]. Therefore, selection of material
models is critical which defined in the following section.
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2.8 Material Models for the Adhesive
For integration into the design process, the ability to model the adhesive joints are
very crucial. The small thickness of the adhesive layer is the first challenge in modelling
the adhesive joints which resulted in relatively small elements. Another problem is the
detail level in the material model that defines the mechanical properties which measured
as the inputs to the model. Therefore, selection on the adhesive material models is very
critical to improve the accuracy of design calculations as it determines the deformation
behaviour of the adhesive material. Details of literature reviews on material models for
the adhesive are described in the section below.
2.8.1

Deformation Behaviour of Toughened Adhesive
There are two types of deformation behaviours of toughened adhesive, one is

called linear elastic behaviour, and the other is non-linear behaviour. Initial yield stress
(𝜎𝑦 ) indicates the situation where plastic deformation in the elastic-plastic model is
started. A region in non-linear behaviour where the deformation leads to a plateau in stress
is called strain hardening. Moreover, an area where the minuscule change in stress with
the increment in strain prior to failure is called flow region. Details of the elastic-plastic
models are illustrated through the measurement of stress/strain curve loaded under
uniaxial tension as depicted in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Tensile stress/strain curve of toughened epoxy adhesive [110].
2.8.2

Elastic Behaviour
The elastic behaviour is defined through stress and strain positions up to the initial

yield stress. Dean and Crocker [110] affirmed that adhesives are linear viscoelastic
materials where the properties are depending on the timescale measurements. However,
the changes in timescale are relatively small in most of the experiment for glassy
adhesives (temperature below the glass to rubber transition temperature) [111]. Hence,
the effect of viscoelasticity can be ignored.
2.8.3

Non-Linear Behaviour
The relationships between stress and strain above the linear behaviour limit are

non-linear. In FE packages, the material non-linearity in rigid materials typically
considered as elastic-plastic models. Hence, stress analysis calculations in plastic
deformation region generally involve the use of a flow law and multiaxial yield criteria.
Accordingly, the Von Mises yield criterion and the Drucker-Prager yield criterion are
utilised to define the yield criteria of adhesives [112]. Raghava et al. [113] developed an
adhesive yield criterion that has been used by several researchers [114-118] to define the
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yield criterion in the deformation region. The two critical equations of the general stress
state are:
𝐽1 = (𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧 )
𝐽2′ =

𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
(𝜎𝑥 − 1 )2 + (𝜎𝑦 − 1 )2 + (𝜎𝑧 − 1 )2
3

3

3

2

2
2
2
+ 𝜏𝑥𝑦
+ 𝜏𝑥𝑧
+ 𝜏𝑦𝑧

(2.2)
(2.3)

Where 𝐽1 is the first stress invariant which measures the hydrostatic level and 𝐽2 is the
second stress invariant that measures the deviatoric stress level difference. The complete
equation of Raghava et al. adhesive yield criterion is:
𝐽1 (𝑆−1)+ √𝐽12 (𝑆−1)2 +12𝐽2 𝑆

𝜎𝑦 =

2𝑆

(2.4)

Whereas the Von Mises Criterion is:
𝜎𝑦 = √3𝐽2

(2.5)

The Drucker-Prager criterion is the alternative of adhesive yield criterion. Many
researchers [115], [119], [120] used this criterion as it considers a higher level of
hydrostatic stress. The complete equation of the Drucker-Prager criterion is:
𝜎𝑦 =
Where S =

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠

=

𝐽1 (𝑆−1)+[(𝑆+1)√3𝐽2 ]

𝑌𝑐
𝑌𝑡

2𝑆

(2.6)

and 𝜎𝑦 is the yield strength in the specific loading

direction. Figure 2.12 demonstrates the Rhagava et al. adhesive yield criterion and Von
Mises yield criterion whereas Figure 2.13 illustrates the yield envelopes comparison of
the Drucker-Prager yield criterion and Von Mises yield criterion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12: Yield Envelopes a) von Mises [121] b) Rhagava et al. [112].

Figure 2.13: Yield envelopes comparison between Von Mises and Drucker-Prager yield
criterion [112].

2.9 Fatigue Crack Growth
In late 1950s, number of researchers [122-125] used the Strain Energy Release Rate
(SERR) to characterise fatigue crack propagation. Later, Paris and Endorgan [126]
developed a crack propagation law based on the power law relationship between the SIF
range (∆K) and crack growth rate (da/dN).
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁

= C∆𝐾 𝑛

(2.7)
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Where C and n are material constants and ∆K refers to the stress intensity factor (SIF)
range caused by the cyclic fatigue loading (Kmax – Kmin). This equation is widely known
as the Paris crack growth equation. As conveyed by Hartman and Schijve [127], the
fatigue crack growth rate is comparable to the amount, in which ΔK exceeds its threshold
value ΔKth., i.e. to ΔK – ΔKth. Furthermore, Lindley et al. [128] stated that due to the
Paris equation underestimating the crack growth rate as Kmax approaches 70% Kc
(fracture toughness of the material), the fatigue crack growth behaviour is divided into
three regions as shown in Figure 2.14. The first region is the threshold region where
cracks do not propagate. In Region II, the curve is generally linear on logarithmic scales
which reflect to Equation 2.7. The third Region is the rapid crack growth, in which the
SIF approaches the material fracture toughness.
𝑑𝑎

Log ቀ𝑑𝑁ቁ
Region I

Region II

Region III

(Threshold)

(Paris Law)

(Fracture)

∆𝐾𝑡ℎ

𝐾𝑐

Log (∆𝐾)

Figure 2.14: Typical fatigue crack growth behaviour.
2.9.1

Fatigue in Adhesively Bonded Joint
In late 1970s, Wang et al. [129] performed an analysis based on finite element

method to investigate the stress distribution in a DCB specimen bonded with adhesive.
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The authors reported that for the crack embedded in the adhesive, the stresses field close
to the crack tip are singular and may be defined by the conventional strain energy release
rate and stress intensity factor. The stress field in the adhesive layer essentially becomes
uniform after a distance of less than one layer of adhesive thickness from the crack tip
[129]. As a result, when applying fracture mechanics approach to analyse the failure of
anisotropic bodies such as structural adhesive and fibre reinforced composite, G is
generally used rather than K as the adhesive material properties are governed by G [130,
131]. Thus, the Paris law is plotted in da/dN versus ΔG when analysing the fatigue crack
growth rate of structural adhesives.
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁

= D∆𝐺 𝑚

(2.8)

Where D and m are material constants determined from the experimental test.
2.9.2

Mixed-Mode Fatigue Crack Growth
Table 2.2 listed several modified Paris law equations which have been commonly

used to characterise the Mode I (GI) and Mode II (GII) crack propagation. Until now, there
is no universal equation for describing the mixed mode propagation in anisotropic
materials. It is worth considering that square root of G which is directly correlated with
K, or other forms of G are generally used rather than K as the variable [130, 131].
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Table 2.2: Various equations used to characterise the mixed mode crack propagation.
Reference

Equation
𝑑𝑎

Mall et al. [132, 133]

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑎

Gustafson and Hojo [134]

𝑑𝑁

= DI(∆𝐺𝐼 )𝑚𝐼 + DII(∆𝐺𝐼𝐼 )𝑚𝐼𝐼

𝑑𝑎

Quaresimin and Ricotta [91, 135]

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑎

Cheuk et al. [20]

𝑑𝑁

Rans et al. [137]

Benzeggagh and Kenane [138]

𝑑𝑎

𝐺

𝐼𝐼
= D[∆(𝐺𝐼 + 𝐺 +𝐺
𝐺𝐼𝐼 )]𝑚

𝑑𝑎

Brussat et al. [136]

= D[∆(𝐺𝐼 + 𝐺𝐼𝐼 )𝑚

𝐼

𝐼𝐼

2𝐺

= D[(1 + 𝐺 +𝐺𝐼𝐼 )∆𝐺𝐼 )]𝑚
𝐼

𝐼𝐼

𝐺

= D[∆(𝐺𝐼 + 𝐺 𝐼𝑐 𝐺𝐼𝐼 )]𝑚
𝐼𝐼𝑐

2 𝑚𝐼

2 𝑚𝐼𝐼

= DI[(∆√𝐺𝐼 ) ] + DII[(∆√𝐺𝐼𝐼 ) ]
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑎

𝛾

𝐺

𝐼𝐼
= D[∆(𝐺𝐼 + (𝐺𝐼𝐼 − 𝐺𝐼 ) ቀ𝐺 +𝐺
ቁ )]𝑚
𝑑𝑁
𝐼

𝐼𝐼

Disbond growth of adhesively bonded joints under fatigue loading has been
investigated by several researchers [10-20, 139-141]. Curley et al. [139] conducted
fatigue tests with short (12.7 mm long overlap) single lap joint specimens made of mild
steel adherends and AV119 epoxy adhesive. They reported that the experimentally
measured disbond growth rate and fatigue life could be predicted using a modified Paris
law as a function of strain energy release rates (SERR). Jones et al. [141] recently
discussed the requirements for implementing the slow damage growth management
approach for adhesively bonded joints. Based on review and assessment of the available
data in literature, they suggested the disbond growth could be accurately predicted using
a modified Paris law equation, namely the Hartman–Schijve crack growth equation.
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2.10 Specimen Preparation
Specimen preparation is the most crucial part for the bonded repair application
process. This includes material selections of the adherend and method to assess the bond
integrity. The two sub-sections below discuss the effect of clad layer on fatigue resistance
in adhesively bonded joints and test method to determine the quality of surface
preparation technique.
2.10.1 Effect of Clad Layer on Fatigue Strength
Fatigue cracking on aircraft components that are subjected to fatigue loading often
are followed by corrosion damage [142-144]. To address this issue, the substrate alloy is
cladded with a more anodic aluminium alloy. The thickness of the Clad layer is generally
below 5% of the sheet thickness. Although the existence of the clad layer is usually
neglected in the strength calculations, it has been observed that fatigue crack initiated in
the cladding layer is sooner than the bare alloys [143, 145].
Duquesnay et al. [146] performed an experimental test on central drilled hole
substrate to simulate the damage on aircraft skin, that was then repaired using adhesively
bonded patch over the top of the hole. The specimens were manufactured using Al2024T3 bare and Al7075-T6 clad material bonded with FM73 epoxy adhesive. The specimens
then tested under axial fatigue loading at R = 0 to represent aircraft cabin re-pressurisation
cycles. The authors observed that specimen with clad layer failed by fatigue crack
initiation at a stress levels lower by factor of two or greater than the unpatched substrates.
The cracks were observed to initiate and propagate at the cladding layer. Whilst for the
bare alloy patched specimen, no fatigue failure observed after 25 million cycles. The
results show that by applying an adhesively bonded patch repair to the clad aluminium
substrate, it will significantly reduce the fatigue strength as well as the life of the structure
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being repaired. Thus, it is strongly suggested to remove the clad layer prior to applying
the adhesively bonded patches.
2.10.2 Boeing Wedge Test (BWT)
BWT (ASTM D3762) has been widely used to assess the integrity and long-term
bond strength of an adhesively bonded joints in aircraft structure. This test method is
proven as the reliable method to determine the environmental durability and quality of
the surface preparation technique [147]. In addition, the environmental and moisture
effects of metal bonded structures have become the research interest over the years [148].
Davis and Bond [149] reported that insufficient surface preparation treatment will result
in poor environmental durability of the adhesive. Cognard [150] performed the BWT with
5 different adhesive types namely plastified epoxy, commercial adhesive (AV 118),
epoxy-nitrile, epoxy-nylon and fille nitrile epoxy in tropical environment (40℃ and 90%
RH) condition. The results have shown that the increase in fracture length is positively
corrected to the time of exposure. He concluded that the property of adhesive-bonded
joints decreases in strength under humid conditions. Sargent [151] conducted a durability
testing with small peel test specimens immersed in distilled and tap water. They
concluded that water has little effect on the bond integrity for a least seven years if the
adherends did not corrode. The author reported that pre-treatment of the adherends is the
main concern of bond integrity.
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2.11 Summary
This chapter discussed the relevant literature about the disbond growth assessment
of bonded joints or patch repairs for primary aircraft structures. The associated
certification requirements for primary aircraft structures have been examined. Other
factors that contribute to the certification process such as damage assessment, repairing
method, and damage tolerance regions were also reviewed. From the literature, it can be
summarised that:
•

Adhesively bonded joints offer many advantages among other repairing
techniques, such as minimising the transition in surface contour, avoiding further
damage in bonded parts, and distributing a more uniform stress. However,
certification of bonded joints or patch repairs for primary aircraft structures is still
a significant issue.
Research Gap 1: Opportunities to establish a novel solution to address the
certification issue of bonded joints or patch repairs of primary aircraft structures
were identified. Improved solutions should consider the demonstration of damage
tolerance.

•

The application of adhesively bonded joint technique requires stringent cleaning
and processing steps to produce very efficient joints which can share the load over
a large area. Also, ensuring the quality of bonds is a challenging task due to
difficulty in confirming joint integrity by inspection
Research Gap 2: The surface preparation technique prior to adhesive bonding is
the most crucial part for bonded repair application process. Thus, to perform
experimental tests, the skills of the technicians must be prior assessed to ensure
the adhesive bond quality.
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•

A damage slow growth management strategy has been considered acceptable to
reduce the maintenance cost, provided the slow growth is predictable and without
reducing the strength of the bonded structures below a required safety margin
prior to scheduled inspection [9].
Research Gap 3: Simulation models for understanding and computing the
disbond growth behaviour of bonded structures are required to help satisfy the
certification requirement and implement the damaged slow growth management
strategy.

•

The generic patch repair joint called the Double-Overlap Fatigue Specimen
(DOFS) and the Skin Doubler Specimen (SDS) have been effective to facilitate
airworthiness certification in relation to fatigue issues. However, assessment of a
long disbond up to ultimate failure of the joint cannot be achieved just based on
tests with these specimens.
Research Gap 4: The key focus is on the development of the generic patch repair
design which accounts for a long disbond assessment up to the ultimate failure of
the joint.

•

Finite Element Method (FEM) has been widely used for the analysis of
adhesively bonded joints. It provides a great advantage in determining the
mechanical properties of an adhesively bonded joints under different loading
conditions and any geometrical shape. Furthermore, it could be used in
conjunction with fracture mechanics (i.e. VCCT) and cohesive zone method
(CZM) to stimulate the crack growth.
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Research Gap 5: Finite Element Method (FEM) is required for the analysis of
disbond growths behaviour in adhesively bonded joints due to its versatility in
modelling with various approaches.
•

Strain energy release rate (G) is generally used rather than stress intensity factor
(K) when applying fracture mechanics approach to analyse the failure of
structural adhesive. However, there is no common equation to define the mixed
mode propagation in structural adhesive.
Research Gap 6: Relationship between the disbond growth rates and disbond
strain energy release rates (modified Paris Law) should be established. This is
achieved by (i) computationally determining strain energy release rates as a
function of disbond lengths and loads, (ii) conducting fatigue tests and measuring
the disbond growth rates at different disbond lengths and fatigue loads, and (iii)
correlating the computational and measured results.
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Chapter 3
Material Properties, Modelling Approach
and Design of the DOTES Specimens
Preface
The accuracy of an FE simulation is highly dependent on its capability to precisely
capture the material’s behaviour. This chapter discussed about the materials used, the
modelling approaches, and specimen designs of the double overlap tapered end specimen
(DOTES). Two specimen designs were considered in this study. One was considered as
a preliminary specimen design and the other was the refinement of the first specimen
design. The process of configuring a material model within MSC Marc is presented. The
equivalent von Mises stress/strain relationship was used to model the linear response of
FM300-2K adhesive material properties. Moreover, the plastic response was determined
using the von Mises yield criterion. The configured material model was tested using a
single element simulation. The residual strength of the designated bonded joints was
predicted using the analytical and FE approach. The analytical prediction implemented in
this work was developed by Hart-Smith [19], whereas the FE approaches used were the
total strain energy density of the adhesive material and the virtual crack closure technique
(VCCT). These approaches were used to predict the generic bonded joints that were
modelled in two dimensional. Later, in Chapter 6, the cohesive zone element (CZE)
method will be utilised to simulate the 3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen.
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3.1 Introduction
A good understanding of the material properties present in the adhesive epoxy is
required especially regarding their behaviour in strength and failure strain. It is also
important to understand the mapping process of material properties into the
implementation of material model in finite element analysis. Thus, the FEM will behave
similarly with the material being investigated.
This chapter aims to describe the coupon specimen design configuration, material
properties, and modelling approaches that were used in this research project. The effort
included:
•

to specify the coupon specimen design including the trial and refinement
specimen designs;

•

to define the material properties along with their behaviour in Hot-Wet
(HW) environment;

•

to describe the analytical (Hart-Smith) and FEM (adhesive element failure
criteria, the VCCT method and the CZE method) modelling approaches; and
finally

•

to calibrate the material properties of FM300-2K using single element
analysis to ensure that it was correctly implemented in the FE software.

In Chapter 4, the modelling approaches such as the Hart-Smith analytical formula,
adhesive element failure criteria and VCCT approach were used for computational
assessment of the disbond growth behaviour and fatigue life prediction of the designated
coupon specimen. As follows, experimental assessments were carried out in Chapter 5 to
calibrate and validate the FEM prediction model developed in Chapter 4. Later in Chapter
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6, the adhesive element failure criteria along with the CZE approach were used to assess
the disbond growth behaviour of the 3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen.
The accuracy of the numerical modelling discussed in the Chapters 4 -6 is strongly
linked to the three components specified in this chapter.

3.2 Specimen Design
The adhesively bonded patch repair configuration that is commonly used to repair
cracks in aircraft structures is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The outer edges of the patch were
tapered to minimise peel and shear stresses. The DOTES specimen illustrated in Figure
3.1 represented the area over the crack in the parent structure (previously analysed by the
DOFS specimen) and the area at the outer end of the patch (previously analysed by the
SDS specimen).
Parent Structure
The DOTES

Crack in the parent
structure

Tapered region
of the patch
system

Disbond-Tolerant
Zone

Load

Disbond
initiation

Patch
Safe-Life Zone

Figure 3.1: Schematic of bonded patch repair representing the disbond tolerant
and safe-life zones.
The geometry of the DOTES specimen shown in Figure 3.2 consists of three
different parts, namely inner adherend (thickness Ti), adhesive layer, and outer adherend
(thickness To). A gap of 2 mm between the inner adherends was created to simulate a
crack in the parent structure. For the baseline configuration, the thickness ratio between
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inner adherend and outer adherend was 2:1, while the selected value of To was 3 mm. The
aspect ratio between the inner adherend thickness and overlap length (L) was 1:30. The
thickness of the adhesive layer (ta) was 0.15 mm and the width of the specimen considered
was 20 mm.
Adhesive Layer

Safe-life zone

L = 180 mm

To
Ti
Grip length

Disbond-tolerant
zone

Tapered
length (S)

3°

Edge
thickness

Figure 3.2: The geometry of Double Overlap Tapered End Specimen (DOTES).
3.2.1

Specimen Overall Description
Two different configurations of the DOTES specimen design were considered

which mainly focused on the chamfer design at the tapered end and gripping length. The
first specimen design was depicted in Figure 3.3a which has a shorter tapered end and
thicker edge thickness. This specimen was called the DOTES-ST (short tapered). Whilst
the second specimen design was set to minimise the edge thickness which resulted in a
longer tapered end as shown in Figure 3.3b. This specimen was called the DOTES-LT
(long tapered).
Adhesive Layer

Safe-life zone

L = 180 mm

To
Ti
100 mm

30 mm

Disbond-tolerant zone

1.5 mm
3°

(a)
Adhesive Layer

Safe-life zone
L = 180 mm

To
Ti
90 mm

60 mm

Disbond-tolerant zone

3°

0.15mm

(b)

Figure 3.3: The DOTES configurations a) the DOTES-ST b) the DOTES-LT.
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The specimens used in this study are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, which are
experimental versions of the DOTES specimen (Figure 3.3). Due to symmetry, only the
right half of the DOTES specimen was considered. The adhesively bonded metal to metal
includes three different parts, namely inner adherend (thickness Ti), adhesive layer, and
outer adherend (thickness To). A gap of 2 mm between the inner adherend was created to
simulate the crack in the parent structure. The width of the specimen was 20 mm.

To = 3.18 mm
Ti = 6.35 mm
1.5 mm
S = 30 mm

L = 180 mm

90 mm (Grip = 40 mm)

100 mm

Gap = 2 mm
Teflon for specimen with pre-disbond from the tapered end
Teflon for specimen with pre-disbond from the gap region

Aluminium
Adhesive film

Figure 3.4: Schematic overview of the DOTES-ST coupon specimen configuration.
To = 3.18 mm
Ti = 6.35 mm
0.15 mm
L = 180 mm

90 mm (Grip = 40 mm)
Gap = 2 mm

S = 60 mm

Teflon for specimen with pre-disbond from the tapered end
Teflon for specimen with pre-disbond from the gap region

83 mm

Aluminium
Adhesive film

Figure 3.5: Schematic overview of the DOTES-LT specimen configuration.
3.2.2

The DOTES-ST Specimen Design
The geometry of the DOTES-ST coupon specimen configuration as marked by

the red rectangular box in Figure 3.3a is shown in Figure 3.4. This specimen design was
considered as the trial specimen for tests subjected to static and fatigue loading. The edge
thickness was set to 1.5 mm. For the baseline configuration (Balance joint configuration),
the tapered length was set to 30 mm to achieve 3° tapered angle at the chamfer. The gap
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region was extended by 90 mm for machine gripping and to avoid the end shoulder effect
on the test region. Teflon film was inserted between the adhesive film and inner adherend
to represent the pre-disbond. As shown in Figure 3.4, the Teflon illustrated in red
represents the Teflon position for specimen with pre-disbond from gap region, whilst the
green represents the Teflon position for specimen with pre-disbond from Tapered end.
3.2.3

The DOTES-LT Specimen Design
Assessment on the shear and peel stresses distribution along the tapered end of

1.5 mm edge thickness (The DOTES-ST specimen design) and 0.15 mm edge thickness
(maximum machine can reach) was conducted as demonstrated in Figure 3.6. The blue
curve showed the stresses of 1.5 mm edge thickness whereas the red curve showed the
stresses of 0.15 mm edge thickness. The FE results indicated that the shear and peel
stresses of 0.15 mm edge thickness were reduced by 51% and 47% respectively,
compared to the 1.5 mm edge thickness. Thus, another coupon specimen design was
considered to reduce the shear and peel stresses at the tapered region.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Stresses distribution along the tapered end of the joint with 0.15 mm and 1.5
mm edge thickness a) shear Stress b) peel stress.
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The new design of coupon specimen is shown in Figure 3.5 which was called the
DOTES-LT specimen. The edge thickness was reduced to 0.15 mm to minimise the peel
and shear stresses at the tapered end. Moreover, the tapered length was extended to 60
mm for maintaining the 3° tapered angle. Also, for the purpose of HW testing condition,
the gripping section was shortened from the DOTES-ST specimen. Apart from these three
changes, all specimen design was the same with the DOTES-ST specimen design.
3.2.4

Stress State in the DOTES
A distributed load of 1.4 kN/mm was applied to the inner adherend, which was

equivalent to 28 kN load on the full model. The peel and shear stresses distribution of the
DOTES-ST and the DOTES-LT specimens are presented in Figure 3.7. Since a linear
elastic model was implemented here, the plots for any other load would be similar and
thus can be obtained using a scale factor.
60 mm 120 mm

30 mm 150 mm
3.18 mm
3.18 mm

3ᵒ

(a)

3ᵒ

3.18 mm
3.18 mm

(b)

Figure 3.7: Shear and peel stresses along the mid-plane of the adhesive layer of the
DOTES, load/unit width = 1.4 kN/mm a) the DOTES-ST b) the DOTES-LT.
As shown in Figure 3.7a, at the end of the joints (gap region and tapered end), the
shear stress was high and gradually decreased to zero as it approached the middle of the
joint. Whilst for the peel stress, it was initially high at the tapered end of the joint and
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decreased to zero as it was further from the tapered end; it was then decreased to negative
as it approached the middle gap of the joint. This stress state in the middle gap region was
in good agreement with the double overlap fatigue specimen (DOFS) analysis done by
[11]; that is, a state of shear plus compressive peel stress.
Higher positive shear and peel stresses were observed at the tapered end for the
DOTES-ST specimen design (Figure 3.7a, 1.5 mm edge thickness). As compared to
Figure 3.7b, 0.15 mm edge thickness, the stress state at the tip of the tapered end was
reduced. Thus, high positive peel and shear stresses at the tapered end could be minimised
by reducing the edge thickness. The effect of edge thickness as a function of disbond
length is further discussed in Section 4.6.
3.2.5

Specimen Configuration
The baseline configuration shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 were used for testing under

fatigue loading in RD condition and static loading in HW condition. The thickness ratio
between inner adherend (ti) and outer adherend (to) was 2:1 with a Ti selected value of
6.35 mm. The aspect ratio between the inner adherend thickness and overlap length (L)
was 1:30.
Based on the work demonstrated by Hart-Smith [19], the loading capacity of an
adhesive bonded joint would reduce when the thickness ratio between the inner and outer
adherend was unbalanced (Ti ≠ 2To). The condition where the stiffness at one end of a
joint differs from the other end is represented in Figure 3.8. This phenomenon caused the
adhesive shear strain distribution to be rendered unsymmetric. The maximum strength of
the joints was reached when the stiffness ratio of the inner adherend (ti) was equivalent
to two times the outer adherend thickness (2to) (stiffness ratio = 1).
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Figure 3.8: Effect of adherend stiffness imbalance to the strength reduction of bonded
joints [19].
From this finding, it suggested that failure of the joint could be forced to be in the
adhesive. Thus, to force adhesive cohesive failure in the adhesive, thicker inner adherend
could be used for specimen with pre-disbond from the gap region, whilst thicker outer
adherend could be used for specimen with pre-disbond from the tapered end. The results
of tests where failure occurred cohesively in the adhesive were used for calibration of
material properties and mesh size used in numerical analysis.
The adherend thickness variations used for the static test are summarised in Table
3.1. The tapered length was adjusted in accordance with 3ᵒ tapered angle whereas the
overlap length was maintained at 180 mm.
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Table 3.1: Variation of specimen configuration of Batches 1 and 2 coupon design.
Inner

Outer

adherend

adherend

thickness

thickness

Thickness
Variation

ratio (Inner
to Outer)
(mm) (Ti)

Tapered

Overlap

Length

Length

(mm) (S)

(mm) (L)

(mm) (To)

DOTES-ST
1 – Thicker outer
1:1

6.35

6.35

60

180

3:1

9.53

3.18

30

180

adherend (TOA)
2 – Thicker inner
adherend (TIA)
DOTES-LT
1 – Thicker outer
1:1

6.35

6.35

120

180

3:1

9.53

3.18

60

180

adherend (TOA)
2 – Thicker inner
adherend (TIA)

3.3 Material
3.3.1

Aluminium
Aerospace-grade aluminium (AL 7050-T7451) was used for the inner and outer

adherend. The inner and outer adherend components of the DOTES-ST specimen were
manufactured from various thicknesses of aluminium plates as specified in Table 3.2. The
material properties of AL 7050-T7451 are presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Adherend thickness variations.
Variation

Aluminium thickness

1

3.18 mm (0.13 inch)

2

6.35 mm (0.25 inch)

3

9.53 mm (0.38 inch)

Table 3.3: Material properties of AL 7050-T7451 [152].
Aluminium
Young’s Modulus (E) = 71.7 GPa
Poisson’s ratio (v) = 0.33
Yield Strength (Sy) = 469 MPa
Ultimate Strength (SUT) = 524 MPa
In contrast with the DOTES-ST specimen, the DOTES-LT specimens were
manufactured using 6.35- and 9.53-mm aluminium plates due to the existence of clad
layer in the 3.18 mm aluminium sheet. Two researchers [146, 153] observed that patching
over the clad material would result in substrate failures at the tip of bonded patches. Thus,
3.18 mm adherend thickness was prepared from the 6.35 mm aluminium plates.
3.3.2

Adhesive
The adhesive used in this project was FM300-2K film, manufactured by Cytec

with a nominal uncured thickness of 0.41 mm. The adhesive was used to bond the inner
and outer adherend with the bond region of 180 mm x 20 mm (length x width). The
specimen was cured at 121 °C for 90 min in an autoclave at a pressure of 40 psi (275 kPa)
[154]. The curing process implemented in this experiment is demonstrated in Figure 3.9.
The blue curve represented the curing pressure whereas the red curve showed the curing
temperature.
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Figure 3.9: Curing procedure of FM300-2K.
Two different material properties adopted in this study are defined in Table 3.4.
One was measured from AAP 7021.016-1 [155] and the other from the Cytec [154]
manufacturer datasheet. The material properties measured from AAP 7021.016-1 was
used as the framework to implement the slow growth approach, predict allowable fatigue
life and determine inspection interval, in accordance with the guidance provided in FAA
AC 20-107B [9]. Also, assessment on the effect of rigidity imbalance between inner
adherend and outer adherend showed how varying the adherend thickness could affect
the adhesive bond strength and disbond growth rate. This information would be useful in
the design of validation experiment. The material properties provided by Cytec was used
to verify the FEA results with the experimental assessment.
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Table 3.4: FM300-2K material properties under RD and HW (80℃) conditions [37, 154,
155].
FM 300-2K (AAP 7021.016-1)

FM 300-2K (RD, 25℃)

FM 300-2K (HW, 80℃)

Shear Modulus (G) = 483 MPa

Elastic Modulus (E) = 2400

Elastic Modulus (E) = 1062

MPa

MPa

Max. Shear Strain (𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) =

Max. Shear Strain (𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) =

0.82

1.08

Max. Shear Stress (𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙) = 46.2

Max. Shear Stress (𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) =

Max. Shear Stress (𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) =

MPa

54.4 MPa

35.2 MPa

Max. Shear Strain (𝜸𝒎𝒂𝒙 ) = 0.19

Poisson’s Ratio (v) = 0.4
Bond-line thickness (𝜼) = 0.15 mm
Critical Energy Release Rate Mode I (GIc) = 1.3 kJ/m2
Critical Energy Release Rate Mode II (GIIc) = 5 kJ/m2

The specimens were tested in two different conditions, one was tested in room
temperature dry (RD) condition, and another was tested in hot wet (HW) condition. For
the hot-wet condition, the specimen was pre-conditioned at 80℃ in a humidity chamber.
Details of the pre-conditioning procedure are described in Section 5.2.4.

3.4 Modelling Approach
Two approaches were used in the modelling. The first was a closed-form analytical
model developed by Hart-Smith [11] which was used to predict the joint strength of
pristine specimens (without disbond). The second was finite element (FE) method used
to predict the residual strength and SERR of the joint with the existence of disbonds.
Details of these two approaches are described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.
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3.4.1

Analytical Approach
Hart-Smith developed an approach to predict the load carrying capacity of a

bonded joint based on the total strain energy density of the adhesive material [19]. For a
pristine specimen, Hart-Smith approach has been widely used and was reasonably
accurate to predict joint strength. For a balanced (Ti = 2To) joint with a long overlap
length, such as the DOTES design described above, the loading capacity can be estimated
using the following equation [19]:
𝛾

𝑃 = 4√𝐸𝑇𝑜 √𝜏𝑝 𝜂( 2𝑒 + 𝛾𝑝 )

(3.1)

where the elastic strain ( 𝛾𝑒 ) =𝜏𝑝 /G and the plastic strain (𝛾𝑝 ) = 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 - 𝛾𝑒 . The geometry
parameters (To and 𝜂) and material properties (E, 𝜏𝑝 , G, and 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) are provided in Figure
3.3 and Table 3.4.
3.4.2

FE Approach
Finite element (FE) technique was developed using the commercial software MSC

Marc to predict the propagation behaviour of the disbond in the bonded patch repair
configuration. Twofold symmetry (red marked zone in Figures 3.4 and 3.5) was
considered; and thus, only a quarter of the specimen was modelled. This model also
represented a single lap joint with full bending constraint.
In this FE investigations, 2D four-node linear plane-strain quadrilateral elements
were used. The element size in the adhesive bond-line was set to 0.075 mm in most areas.
There were two elements through the adhesive bond-line thickness corresponding to the
patch configuration. The mesh was redefined as disbond length increased as illustrated in
Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
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Disbond
propagated
from gap
region

Disbond initiated
from gap region

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Implementation of meshing strategy for disbond initiated from the
gap region a) disbond initiation (disbond length 0.15 mm) b) disbond propagation
(disbond length 1.2 mm).

Disbond
propagated
from tapered
end

Disbond
initiated
from tapered
end

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Implementation of meshing strategy for disbond initiated from
tapered end a) disbond initiation (disbond length 0.15 mm) b) disbond propagation
(disbond length 1.2 mm).
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For a disbond initiated from the gap region of the joint, the disbond was assumed
to initiate in the vertical direction through the adhesive thickness and propagate in the
horizontal direction through the middle of the adhesive layer (Figure 3.10). Whilst for a
disbond initiated from the tapered end of the joint, the disbond was assumed to initiate
and propagate in the middle of the adhesive layer as shown in Figure 3.11.
Fine element size was considered in the adhesive bond line at the disbond crack
tip region. Accordingly, a patch mesh configuration (see Figure 3.12a) was developed to
reduce the computational cost. As the element size was reduced, eight elements marked
in the red rectangular section of Figure 3.12a were replaced by another patch
configuration. Hence, the element size was reduced by half ratio as illustrated in Figure
3.12b. The material properties used in this model are listed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.12: Adhesive mesh refinement strategy a) patch configuration b) mesh
refinement.
3.4.2.1 Modelling of Adhesive Material
An elastic-perfectly plastic material model was considered for the adhesive
material. The linear response of FM300-2K material properties was defined through
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio (Table 3.4). In MSC Marc, the non-linear behaviour
was determined through the equivalent von Mises stress/strain relationship. The von
Mises yield criterion was used to determine the plastic response of the adhesive material
properties.
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To ensure the material property was correctly implemented, single element
analyses subjected to tension, compression and shear loadings as presented in Figure 3.13
were performed to examine the stress/strain relationship response. The shear stress/strain
curve obtained from the analysis was compared with the shear stress/strain curve from
the manufacturer datasheet.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3.13: Single element analysis using MSC. Marc a) tensile loading b)
compression loading c) shear loading.
The shear stress/strain curve obtained from the simulation was compared with the
defined shear stress/strain curve as depicted in Figure 3.14. It was concluded that the

Shear Stress (𝜏) (MPa)

equivalent stress/strain data defined in the material properties were acceptable.
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Single Element Analysis - Cytec
Manufacturer data sheet - Cytec
Single Element Analysis - AAP 7021.016-1
Manufacturer data sheet - AAP 7021.016-1

Figure 3.14: Elastic-perfectly plastic adhesive material (FM300-2K).
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3.4.2.2 Strength Prediction using adhesive element failure criteria.
The adhesive element failure criteria (total strain energy density of the adhesive
material) were used to predict the load carrying capacity. Failure of an adhesive element
was predicted when the strain in the element reached the maximum strain defined in Table
3.4 and Figure 3.14.
With the finer mesh around the stress concentration area, a lower strength of the
joint would be predicted. This issue of mesh dependence could be handled by using the
characteristic distance method proposed by Whitney and Nuismer [156]. The
characteristic distance generally was determined by calibration with the experimental test
result [157] or if available, with a known accurate analytical result.
A stepwise linear prediction concept was considered in this analysis to predict the
adhesive joint strength as a function of disbond length, through a series of static analyses
with a pre-defined disbond length.
The stability of disbond crack under static loading was determined by the
increment of failure load as disbond length increasd. Increasing failure load predicted a
stable crack, whereas a decreasing failure load predicted unstable crack propagation under
a static load.
3.4.2.3 Fracture Mechanics Approach
The virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) method is a well-established fracture
mechanics approach in predicting failure analysis of composite structures. In this study,
two-dimensional plane strain analysis was selected to examine the strain energy release
rate (SERR) along with considerations of joint geometry, loading conditions and the
assumption of uniform crack propagation. In order to numerically determine SERR
components, GI, GII, and GIII, several techniques can be applied. The technique and its
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applications are extensively covered in [87, 158, 159]. The implementations were based
on the nodal displacements (𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 ) behind the crack tip, nodal forces (Fx and Fy) at
the crack tip, and virtual crack jump (∆𝑎) ahead of the crack tip as illustrated in Figure
3.15 and stated in Equations (3.2), (3.3). The crack would propagate under a static load
when the energy release rate (G) reached the critical energy release rate required to
propagate a crack (Gc). Under fatigue loading, a crack would grow in a stable manner
when the energy release rate (G) decreased as the crack propagates; conversely, an
unstable crack propagation would occur.
Mode I:
𝐺𝐼 = −

1
2∆𝑎

𝐹𝑦 (𝛿𝑦2 − 𝛿𝑦1 )

(3.2)

𝐹𝑥 (𝛿𝑥2 − 𝛿𝑥1 )

(3.3)

Mode II:
𝐺𝐼𝐼 = −

1
2∆𝑎

Total (GT):
𝐺𝑇 = 𝐺𝐼 + 𝐺𝐼𝐼
𝒂

∆𝒂

𝜹𝒚𝟐
𝜹

(3.4)

𝜹𝒚𝟏

𝜹𝒙𝟐

∆𝒂
crack closed

𝐅𝐱

∆𝒂
crack closed

𝐅𝐲

𝜹𝒙𝟏

Figure 3.15: Virtual Crack Closure Technique for four nodes element (Adapted from
[160]).
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The SERR was calculated through MSC Marc post-processing VCCT results. The
mesh-sensitivity results presented in Figure 3.16 demonstrate that the total strain energy
release rate tend to converge with a smaller element size. According to Rybicki and
Kanninen [87], a good estimation of SERR was obtained when the element size around
the crack tip is small compared to the pre-defined crack length (less than 10% of the crack
length). In addition to the sensitivity analysis, the MSC Marc VCCT approach was also
benchmarked against previously published results [87, 158] to validate its accuracy.

Figure 3.16: H-convergence study for VCCT approach (Crack length = 0.15 mm).
3.4.2.4 Cohesive Zone Element (CZE) Approach
The Cohesive Zone Element (CZE) has been widely used to predict the strength of
adhesively bonded joints [74, 92]. When compared to the previous two methods defined
in Sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.2.3 (Adhesive element failure criteria and Virtual Crack
Closure Technique), the CZE method allows simulation of damage onset and growth
without requirements to define the initial crack. Therefore, the CZE method could predict
the residual strength up to the failure of the joint (propagation of cracks until failure of
the joint). The CZE method was also able to model the evolution of a 3-D crack
automatically, whilst the VCCT method has difficulty in propagating cracks in 3-D
conditions [161]. In Chapter 6, the cohesive fatigue model was developed to model the
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3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen. One of the major drawbacks of the CZE method
was the requirement to identify the regions where damage was prone to occur, especially
when modelling a relatively complex structure [162].
The implementation of the CZE method was based on the establishment of the
traction-separation laws (known as CZE laws) to model the interfaces [74]. Various
shapes of cohesive laws could be developed which depends on the nature of the materials
to be simulated [163]. In MSC Marc (2018 version), two standard functions were
available called the exponential and bi-linear functions. These two standard functions
were considered in this study to simulate the onset and propagation in the adhesive. Also,
these two standard functions were benchmarked against previously published results
[164] to validate their accuracy.
The schematic damage process zone of the cohesive zone model under Mode I
loading condition is presented in Figure 3.17. Also, the response of typical interface
element formulation, governed by bi-linear traction separation law to predict damage
initiation and propagation are shown in Figure 3.17. The key parameters such as fracture
energy (Gc), maximum traction (𝜎,𝜏) and Young’s modulus (E) defined in Table 3.4 were
required to generate the cohesive laws.
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Figure 3.17: Illustration of damage process zone along with corresponding bi-linear
traction–separation law in an adhesively bonded joint (Adapted from [165]).
The exponential traction-separation law of FM300-2K is shown in Figure 3.18.
Alfano [166] has shown that this exponential law was optimal in FE approximation.
According to the MSC Marc handbook [160], the key parameters to define the
exponential cohesive law are cohesive energy (Gc), maximum traction (Tc) and the critical
opening displacement (𝛿 c). Where Gc and Tc are defined in Table 3.4 and the critical
opening displacement was defined as [160]:
𝐺

𝛿𝑐 = 𝑒𝑇𝑐

𝑐

(3.5)

With coefficient of maximum shear to normal stress (𝛽1) = 𝜏/𝜎 and coefficient of cohesive
energy (𝛽2) = 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐶 /𝐺𝐼𝑐 .
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Figure 3.18: Exponential cohesive law of FM300-2K in Mode I, Mode II and MixedMode.
According to Wahab [167], bi-linear traction separation law is commonly used in
adhesively bonded joints and to model the cohesive fatigue damage. Also, Alfano [166]
reported that this bi-linear cohesive law showed a good balance between the accuracy of
simulation process and computational cost. Thus, the bi-linear cohesive law presented in
Figure 3.19 would be implemented to develop the fatigue damage model defined in
Chapter 6, Section 6.2. The key parameters required to define the bi-linear cohesive law
are cohesive energy (Gc), maximum traction (Tc) and elastic stiffness (K). By definition,
the normal elastic stiffness (Kn) is defined by dividing Young’s modulus (E) with the
cohesive element thickness. Similarly, the second and third shear elastic stiffnesses (Ks
and Kt) are determined by dividing the shear modulus (G) with cohesive element
thickness [168]. However, in this study, the elastic stiffnesses were adjusted with the
static test. The critical (𝛿 c) and maximum displacement (𝛿 m) can be defined as:
𝛿𝑐 =
𝛿𝑚 =

𝑇𝐶
𝐾
2𝐺𝐶
𝑇𝐶

(3.6)
(3.7)
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Where Gc and Tc are defined in Table 3.2 and coefficient of maximum shear to normal
stress (𝛽1) and coefficient of cohesive energy (𝛽2) are identical with exponential law.

Figure 3.19: Bi-linear cohesive law of FM300-2K in Mode I, Mode II and Mixed-Mode.
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3.5 Summary
•

Two different constitutive material properties of FM300-2K were used. These
properties were successfully used in the MSC Marc material model to represent
the numerical model of the adhesive layer. The failure behaviour was studied
through single element simulations subjected to various loading conditions.

•

The DOTES specimen was developed in this study for assessing a long disbond
up to the ultimate failure of the joint. Two coupon specimens design that represent
the DOTES were used. Also, the shear and peel stresses distribution of each
coupon specimen design was identified. The numerical results showed that by
reducing the edge thickness to 0.15 mm, the shear and peel stresses were also
reduced by 51% and 47%, respectively.

•

Three variations of specimen configuration were utilised to obtain adhesive
cohesive failure from the static test. The balance joint specimen was considered
as the baseline configuration. Under static loading, thicker inner adherend was
required to achieve adhesive cohesive failure of specimen with artificial disbond
from the gap region, which was defined as Variation 2, whilst thicker outer
adherend was required to achieve adhesive cohesive failure of the specimen with
artificial disbond from the tapered end.

•

The Hart-Smith analytical model was used to predict the joint strength of pristine
specimen. This approach has been widely used to predict the joint strength of
double lap joint.

•

The adhesive element failure criteria were used to predict the residual strength of
the joint with the existence of disbond. The characteristic distance was determined
when the predicted joint strength (disbond crack length approaches zero) using
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FEM analysis was equivalent to that predicted using the Hart-Smith analytical
formula. Once the experimental work was carried out, the characteristic distance
was determined by calibration with the experimental test result.
•

The VCCT technique was utilised to calculate the SERR of the joint with various
disbond lengths.

•

The CZE approach was used to determine the SERR and assess the disbond
growth behaviour of the 3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen.

The modelling approaches such as the Hart-Smith analytical formula, adhesive element
failure criteria and VCCT approach defined in this chapter were used to develop a
procedure to assess the disbond growth rate and fatigue life prediction of the DOTES
specimen in Chapter 4. Furthermore, experimental assessments were conducted in
Chapter 5 to calibrate and validate the FEM prediction model developed in Chapter 4.
Finally, the cohesive fatigue model was developed based on the CZE approach to assess
the disbond growth behaviour of the 3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Assessment of Disbond Growth
and Fatigue Life of the DOTES Specimens
Preface
This chapter presents the development of a numerical procedure for disbond growth
assessment of bonded joints or patch repairs used in primary aircraft structures. The
numerical investigation was carried out based on the 2-D strip specimen assessment. The
configured material properties and modelling approaches presented in Chapter 3, were
used to assess the residual strength, and analyse the SERR of the designated coupon
specimen. This chapter provides an analysis on the effect of stiffness imbalance and the
edge thickness variations of the DOTES specimen. The key highlights of the assessments
presented in this Chapter are: fatigue life prediction, slow growth approach and joint
failure mode. The numerical procedure performed was further expanded in Chapter 5 by
conducting the experimental assessment.
The research works presented in this chapter are part of a paper entitled “A procedure to
assess disbond growth and determine fatigue life of bonded joints and patch repairs for
primary airframe structures”, published in “International Journal of Fatigue” (DOI:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijfatigue.2020.105664).
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4.1 Introduction
Certification of bonded joints or patch repairs of primary aircraft structures requires
a demonstration of damage tolerance. Traditionally, a demonstration of damage nogrowth under structural fatigue loading is required. In recent years, a damage slow growth
management strategy was being considered acceptable to reduce the maintenance cost,
provided the slow growth was predictable and without reducing the strength of the bonded
structures below a required safety margin prior to scheduled inspection [9]. To help
satisfy the certification requirement and implement the damaged slow growth
management strategy, a numerical simulation model for assessing the disbond growth
behaviour of bonded structures is presented in this chapter.
By using MSC Marc, implicit finite element (FE) models were developed to assess
the residual strength and determine the SERR of a bonded joint with various disbond
lengths. The modelling approach, specimen configuration, and material properties
implemented have been discussed earlier in Chapter 3. Assessment of a long disbond
length, the effects of joint stiffness imbalance, and edge thickness variations were
performed to support the experimental design, presented in the next chapter. The work
conducted in this chapter mainly focuses on the procedure to assess the disbond tolerance
of metallic parent materials subjected to tension-tension fatigue loading. Although the
current analysis applies to both adhesively bonded joints and patch repairs, the discussion
below will primarily focus on bonded patch repairs.

4.2 Loading and Boundary Conditions
The geometry of the DOTES specimen used in this chapter was presented earlier in
Figure 3.4, section 3.2. The boundary conditions shown in Figure 4.1 were used to predict
the load carrying capacity and determine the SERR components of the joint. Later in
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Chapter 5, the full specimen model (Figure 4.1d) will be used to analyse the asymmetry
disbond propagation. All specimens were modelled using two-dimensional four-node
linear plane-strain quadrilateral elements.
For the double overlap fatigue specimen (DOFS) presented in Figure 4.1a, the total
overlap length was 90 mm. Similarly, the overlap length of the skin doubler specimen
(SDS) shown in Figure 4.1b, was 90 mm with an extended grip region of 50 mm. The
total overlap length of the double overlap tapered end specimen (DOTES) was equivalent
to the summation overlap length of the DOFS and the SDS specimen.
Ideally, the boundary condition of the DOFS specimen was equivalent to the left
half of the DOTES specimen (symmetry condition), whilst the boundary condition of the
SDS specimen was equivalent to the right half of the DOTES specimen (symmetry
condition). For the DOFS specimens, disbond was initiated and propagated from the gap
region whereas disbond was initiated and propagated from the tapered end for the SDS
specimens. Whereas for the DOTES specimens, disbond was initiated from either the gap
end or tapered region up to the ultimate failure of the joint.
Details of disbond initiation and propagation from the gap region and tapered end
were presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Loading and boundary conditions for: a) the DOFS, b) the SDS and c)
quarter model of the DOTES (symmetry disbond propagation) d) full model of the
DOTES (asymmetry disbond propagation).
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4.3 Assessment of Residual Static Strength of a Joint with Various
Disbond Crack Length
The failure load of a balanced joint configuration predicted using the analytical
approach were defined in Section 3.4.1. With the values of E, to, 𝜏𝑝 , 𝜂, 𝛾𝑒 and 𝛾𝑝 defined
in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, the failure load of a pristine specimen was predicted. to be 36.8 kN.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.2.2, the issue of mesh dependence was handled by using the
characteristic distance approach. The characteristic distance was so determined that the
predicted strength of a pristine specimen (disbond crack length equals zero) using FE
analysis was equivalent to the failure load predicted using the analytical approach.
The load carrying capacity of the DOFS, SDS, and DOTES were predicted using
the adhesive element failure criteria defined in Section 3.4.2.2 and the results are
presented in Figure 4.2 for comparison. The results were consistent between these three
specimens. As described earlier, the major difference between these three analyses was
that with DOTES analysis, the disbond could propagate up to the ultimate failure of the
joint. This is an essential part of the procedure to determine the fatigue life of the joint.

30 mm

The DOTES-ST

Figure 4.2: The load carrying capacity of the DOFS, the SDS, and the DOTES-ST.
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For disbond initiated from the gap region of the specimen (damage-tolerant zone),
the residual strength would reduce as the disbond length increases from zero (initiation)
to 6 mm; then subsequently became steady up to 150 mm. On the other hand, for disbond
initiated from the tapered end (safe-life zone), the residual strength would reduce as
disbond length increased up to 30 mm (where the outer adherend end taper terminates).
The curve then became flat as the disbond length further increased. It is mindful to note
that this analysis was done for specimen design with a tapered length of 30 mm (Batch 1
specimen design). It was observed that the residual strength rapidly decreased as the
disbond length approached the total overlap length of the specimen. In both cases, the
data showed a significant reduction of the residual strength as disbond length increased
from the initial point on the curve (0 mm disbond length).
In terms of progressive failure assessment for joint under a static load, the DOTES
curves in Figure 4.2 suggested that the disbond growth in both cases (disbond initiates
from the gap region or tapered end) was unstable. Particularly with a static load that could
initiate the disbond or propagate a short disbond crack would rapidly rapture the joint.
Thus, the fatigue peak load must be below the residual strength to avoid any instant static
failure while loaded under fatigue loading.
When disbond propagated to the length for which the residual strength was
equivalent to the fatigue peak stress, it would result in occurrence of a fatigue failure.
Nevertheless, it is possible to have slow disbond growth under fatigue loading that is
dependent on the ratio between the fatigue peak load and the residual strength. A good
indication of the growth rate could be determined by the SERR assessment which was
described in Section 4.4.
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The load-displacement curves of the DOTES-ST for disbonds initiated both from
the gap region and tapered end are plotted in Figure 4.3. Each curve represents a case
where the DOTES-ST has a particular existing disbond length and the load was applied
to the specimen (in the way as shown in Figure 4.1c) from zero up to the load that would
propagate the existing disbond crack (residual strength). Three disbond lengths, namely
6 mm, 120 mm and 165 mm were selected based on the load carrying capacity prediction
of the DOTES-ST in Figure 4.2 (one in initial higher load range, one in constant load
range, and one in final load drop range).

Figure 4.3: Load vs displacement curves of the DOTES-ST with various disbond
lengths (a) in both cases of disbond initiated from gap region and tapered end.
In addition, Figure 4.3 showed that the compliance of the joint (inverse of the slope
of the curves) was decreasing as the disbond crack length increased, and the maximum
displacement before the disbond was propagated increased initially and eventually
decreased as the disbond crack length increased.
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4.4 Determination of SERR
The strain energy release rate (SERR) was determined using two different constant
amplitude fatigue test conditions, called constant amplitude load (load control) and
constant amplitude joint end displacement (displacement control) methods. A generic
fatigue loading was considered to simulate the fatigue loading analysis by taking into
account the fatigue peak load and R-ratio. Moreover, the maximum fatigue peak load was
determined by the correlation of the static residual strength and the static strength safety
factor. A detailed description of the fatigue life approach is discussed in Section 4.7.
4.4.1

Load Control
A load of 20 kN (slightly lower than the predicted load in Figure 4.2 divided by a

safety factor of 1.5 in the range of disbond length up to 140 mm) was applied through the
entire disbond length variations. Note that for a different load applied, the SERR plots
would have a similar trend as with the 20 kN. Furthermore, Wang et al. [16] performed
the fatigue test using SDS specimens with the same configuration as described in Section
4.2. The authors observed that a fatigue peak load of 17 kN could propagate the disbond
crack.
The SERR results of the DOTES for both cases with disbond initiated from the
gap region and disbond initiated from the tapered end are presented in Figure 4.4. In
Figure 4.4a, the analysis results of disbond initiated from the gap region indicated that
Mode I was insignificant compared to Mode II. Thus, only SERR of Mode II was
considered.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Strain Energy Release Rate a) disbond initiated from the gap region b)
disbond initiated from the tapered end.
Different phenomenon was observed for disbond initiated from the tapered end.
As presented in Figure 4.4b, the results for disbond initiated from the tapered end signify
that Mode I provided 22% contribution to the total SERR. Also, from Reference [37], the
ratio between GIc and GIIc is 0.26:1 (1.3 kJ/m2 : 5 kJ/m2). Thus, in terms of the ratio to the
critical values of the SERR, for disbond initiated from the tapered end, Mode I and Mode
II have nearly equal contributions (1.08:1).
As illustrated in Figures 4.4 a and b, the SERR curves initially increased as the
disbond propagated. They then became steady when the disbond lengths reached a few
millimetres. The curves continue to be flat or rise slowly up to 120 mm disbond crack
length, followed by the rapid rise of SERRs.
Since the SERR was considered as the dominating factor to determine the fatigue
disbond growth rate, the analysis presented in Figure 4.4 indicated that the disbond
growth rate would initially increase as disbond propagates. Stable disbond propagation
could then be expected with a large range of disbond length before the disbond rapidly
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propagated. Thus, the results indeed suggested that the slow growth approach was
possible even when a disbond crack was significantly long.
4.4.2

Displacement Control
A fixed displacement which corresponded to an applied load of 20 kN where a

small disbond length of 0.15 mm existed in the specimen was applied through the entire
SERR calculations. As shown in Figure 4.5, the SERR predictions based on displacement
control have different trends from those with load control. This phenomenon was caused
due to the decreasing load with the displacement control as the disbond length increased,
since the disbond would reduce the specimen rigidity along the loading direction. In
contrast, with the load control technique, the displacement would increase as the disbond
propagated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: SERR assessment using displacement control a) disbond initiated
from the gap region and b) disbond initiated from the tapered end.
For disbond initiated from the gap region with a disbond length of 0 to 3.5 mm,
the SERR value increased which subsequently indicated that the disbond growth rate
would increase as the disbond length increased. However, with the disbond length of 3.5
mm up to at least 120 mm, the SERR value decreased. The analysis suggested that the
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disbond growth rate would decrease as the disbond length increased. Consequently,
within this range, the disbond crack would propagate in a stable manner under fatigue
loading [169].
With the implementation of displacement control technique, this could provide a
significant implication to the case of local or partial width disbond (load shedding effect).
From the results plotted in Figure 4.5, this technique was an additional factor to suggest
that stable disbond propagation was possible with a local disbond in the “safe life zone”
as illustrated in Figure 4.6, where the effect of load sharing or redistribution to the
adjacent region played an important role.
Disbond

Figure 4.6: Illustration of local disbond [11].
This displacement control technique was meaningful only when applied to the full
specimen (not the DOFS and the SDS specimens) that would reveal the effect of disbond
crack growth on specimen rigidity reduction; and consequently, load or SERR reduction.
Therefore, the DOTES specimen was valuable to be used in this analysis.

4.5 Effect of Stiffness Imbalance of Adherends
As described in Section 3.2.5, a study on adherend thickness variation was
conducted. Three variations, including the baseline configuration were considered in this
study. In Variation 1, the outer adherend thickness was increased from 3 mm to 6 mm.
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Whilst in Variation 2, the inner adherend thickness was increased from 6 mm to 9 mm as
specified in Table 3.1. The third variation was considered as the baseline configuration
(Ti = 2To).
4.5.1

Load Carrying Capacity Assessment
The load carrying capacity analyses with various disbond lengths estimated using

the element failure criteria as described in Section 3.4.2.2 are represented in Figure 4.7.
The element sizes used were identical for all adherend thickness variations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Variation of load carrying capacity with disbond initiation location:
a) from the gap region b) from the tapered end.
The results plotted in Figure 4.7a (disbond initiated from the gap region)
suggested that for disbond initiated from the gap region, the load carrying capacity of the
adhesive bonding would reduce when increasing the inner adherend thickness. In
contrast, the results presented in Figure 4.7b (disbond initiated from the tapered end)
showed that the load carrying capacity of adhesive bonding would reduce when
increasing the outer adherend thickness. Therefore, increasing the thicknesses of central
adherend and outer adherend indeed provided a way to reduce the strength of the joint
with disbond cracks initiated from the gap region and tapered end, respectively.
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4.5.2

Strain Energy Release Rate Assessment
The results of SERR calculation with adherend thickness variation are presented

in Figures. 4.8 and 4.9. A constant load of 20 kN was applied through all the inner
adherend thickness variations. Since Mode I SERR value (GI) was insignificant compared
to that of Mode II (GII) for disbond initiated from the gap region, only calculation of Gt
(GI + GII) is presented as plotted in Figure 4.10a. In this case Gt = GII.
35
30
Variation 1 (thickness ratio
1:1) - Mode I

SERR (J/m2)

25

Baseline (thickness ratio 2:1)
- Mode I

20
15

Variation 2 (thickness ratio
3:1) - Mode I

10

Variation 1 (thickness ratio
1:1) - Mode II

5

Baseline (thickness ratio 2:1)
- Mode II

0

Variation 2 (thickness ratio
3:1) - Mode II
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

Disbond Length (mm)

Figure 4.8: Variation of Mode I and Mode II of the SERRs for disbond initiated from
the tapered end.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Variation of total SERR a) disbond initiated from the gap region (Note that
GII = Gt) b) disbond initiated from the tapered end.
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For the case of disbond initiated from the tapered end, Mode I contributes about
22% of the total SERR for all the three adherend thickness variations (see Figure 4.8).
That is, the ratio between Mode I and Mode II components remained unchanged even
with varying adherend thicknesses.
The results of total SERR for both cases of disbonds initiated from the gap region
and tapered end are plotted in Figure 4.9. As shown in Figure 4.9a, for disbond initiated
from the gap region, when the central adherend thickness was increased from 6 mm to 9
mm (thickness ratio 3:1), the total SERR was increased by about 20% in the range where
the disbond crack length was over 6 mm; whilst for the disbond initiated from the tapered
end (Figure 4.9b), when the outer adherend thickness was increased from 3 mm to 6 mm
(thickness ratio 1:1), the total SERR was increased by about 33%. Thus, increasing the
thicknesses of central adherend and outer adherend also provided a way to increase
disbond growth rates of disbond cracks initiated from the gap region and tapered end,
respectively.

4.6 Effect of Edge Thickness on Peel and Shear Stresses
A distributed load of 1.4 kN/mm was applied to the end of the inner adherend,
which corresponds to a 28 kN load on the full model. The shear and peel stresses in the
middle line of adhesive layer for pristine specimen (specimen without disbond) are
presented in Figure 4.10. The peel and shear stresses were analysed at 0.225 mm from the
edge. The analyses were done with edge thickness ranging from 0 to 3 mm. 0.1 – 0.15
mm edge thickness was considered to be the maximum fabrication feasibility.
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Figure 4.10: Peel and shear stress plot with various edge thicknesses ranging from 0 to 3
mm, force per unit width 1.4 kN/mm.
It is shown in Figure 4.10 that the peel stress was negligible for the edge thickness
ranging from 0 to 0.15 mm. It then increased at an edge thickness of 0.3 mm up to 3 mm.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the edge thickness used for the preliminary design of the
DOTES-ST was 1.5 mm. High positive peel stress was observed with this designated
edge thickness. This high positive peel stress could be more detrimental than high shear
stress, which would assist disbond propagation at this region [170]. Therefore, with the
designated edge thickness for the DOTES-ST, disbond might tend to initiate and
propagate from the tapered end.
The shear and peel stress distribution with various disbond lengths initiated from
the tapered end and gap region are plotted in Figure 4.11 (the arrow sign illustrates the
direction of disbond initiation and propagation). In Figure 4.11a, the stresses distribution
of the DOTES-ST with an edge thickness of 1.5 mm were presented, which was used in
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this chapter’s discussion. On the other hand, Figure 4.11b illustrates the stresses
distribution when the edge thickness reaches the maximum fabrication feasibility (0.15
mm edge thickness).
30 mm

60 mm

150 mm
3 mm
3 mm

3ᵒ

(a)

120 mm
3 mm
3 mm

3ᵒ

(b)

Figure 4.11: Shear and Peel stresses distribution with various disbond lengths
along the mid-plane of the adhesive layer a) 1.5 mm edge thickness (The DOTES-ST)
b) 0.15 mm edge thickness (The DOTES-LT); load/unit width = 1.4 kN/mm.
The results indicated that reducing the edge thickness would consequently reduce
the shear and peel stresses by about 40% for disbond initiated and propagated from the
tapered end. Furthermore, the peel and shear stresses increased with disbond propagation
in the tapered region. After passing the tapered region, the shear stress has reached its
steady state. The peel stress behaved similarly with the shear stress in the tapered region.
However, it decreased towards the middle gap of the joints since the middle region was
dominated by Mode II (shear only).
In the case of disbond initiated and propagated from the gap region, the results
remained constant despite changing the edge thickness. Furthermore, within this gap
region, resembling the crack, the shear stress increased to a constant level having that the
peel stress was initially negative.
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4.7 Discussion
4.7.1

Fatigue Life Prediction Approach
The fatigue life of adhesive bonded joint could be predicted through three

components. The first component was to determine the SERR value as a function of
disbond length (using the approach described in Section 3.4.2.3 above). The second
component was to establish a relationship (modify Paris Law) between the fatigue
disbond growth rate and SERR value through fatigue experiment, which will be discussed
in Chapter 5. Achieving these two components would allow the disbond length to be
estimated as a function of number of fatigue cycles through an integration calculation.
The last component was to determine the residual strength of the joint as a function
of disbond crack length (using the approach described in Section 3.4.2.2). With the
addition of the third component, the fatigue life can be determined, that is, when the
disbond length reached its critical value with which the residual strength was equivalent
to the fatigue peak load. Note that the analyses performed in this chapter to calculate the
residual strength of the joint should be considered as preliminary. The issue of mesh
dependence in strength prediction using adhesive element failure criteria (refer to Section
3.4.2.2) could be further assessed and calibrated against experimental results.
4.7.2

Slow Growth Approach
The fatigue life of a bonded joint can be predicted using the procedure described

above. The applicability of slow growth management approach was further complicated
by the factors of static strength safety margin requirement (including various knockdown
factors) and defect tolerance requirement. The static strength safety margin requirement
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means the residual strength in the presence of a disbond must be at least 1.5 times1 the
fatigue peak load (otherwise a repair to, or replacement of, the joint would be required).
The defect tolerance requirement means an NDI detectable disbond size should be
assumed when the pristine specimen strength was estimated. These factors need to be
considered for a practical application to a slow growth approach. Only within these
constraints and if the fatigue loading was still able to propagate the disbond crack, could
the slow growth approach be utilised.
The above description regarding the implementation of slow growth approach can
be illustrated in Figure 4.12. This figure helped explain an important aspect of this study,
that is, traditionally people focused on the early stages of damage (disbond) growth,
whilst the damage considered in this research was far beyond that. For example, if we
have a typical fatigue peak load level as the dashed line in Figure 4.12, Category 2 damage
as defined in FAA AC 20-107B [1] (refer to Figure 4.13) was within Points c and d. The
region near Point c within Points a and c range and the region between Points c and d
were critically important for determining allowable fatigue life and inspection interval.

1 Residual strength needs to 1.5 times design limit load, or below this but above design limit load only for
a short while which can be confidently picked up by scheduled inspection.
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of Slow Growth Approach.
Category 1 Damage:
BVID, Allowed Manufacturing damage

Category 2 Damage:
VID, damage requiring repair per normal
inspection process
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1.5 Factor
of Safety
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Anomalous damage not covered in
design but known to operations,
requiring immediate repair

Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram of design load levels versus category of damage
severity (Adapted from [9]).
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4.7.3

Joint Failure Mode
The work conducted in this chapter focused on the investigation of adhesive

failure with an aim to design a specimen which has a disbond fatigue growth without
fatigue failure of the inner adherend or outer adherend. The approach described in Section
4.5 can be used to control the failure mode.
The study in this chapter was conducted to provide an approach that accurately
estimate adhesive failure behaviour, which will then contribute to the proper design of a
desirable adhesive joint in Chapter 5.
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4.8 Summary
•

The residual static strength of the joint as a function of disbond crack length was
established using the finite element method with adhesive element failure criteria
and progressive failure analysis. The results indicated that under the static load,
the disbond growth in both cases (disbond initiates from the gap region or tapered
end) was unstable. This happened particularly with a static load that can initiate
the disbond or propagate a short disbond crack that would rapidly rapture the joint.

•

A fatigue failure would occur when the disbond grows to the length in which the
residual strength was equivalent the fatigue peak stress. In addition, when a
fatigue loading with the peak load below the residual strength curves was
considered, it would result in a no instant static failure.

•

The SERR as a function of disbond length was assessed using the VCCT method.
The analysis indicated that for a joint having sufficient static strength to propagate
disbond with a safety margin under a typical fatigue loading, the disbond growth
would be stable within the significant length range, which was initiated from
either “disbond tolerant zone” or “safe-life zone”.

•

For a joint with a 180 mm overlap length and a tapered length of 30 mm, as
considered in discussions of this chapter, the stable disbond length range was over
130 mm.

•

The SERR results under constant amplitude end-displacement loading showed a
significant decrease in SERR value within the specified disbond length range as
the disbond length increased. The results suggested that for a local or part width
disbond (“safe life zone”), the load shedding effect (load sharing or redistribution
to the adjacent region) would further slow the damage growth.
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•

The study on the effect of rigidity imbalance between inner adherend and outer
adherend showed that varying the adherend thickness could affect the adhesive
bond strength and disbond growth rate.

•

The study on the effect of edge thickness indicated that by reducing the edge
thickness to 0.15 mm (maximum fabrication feasibility), the shear and peel
stresses would reduce by 40% as compared to the specimen design used in this
chapter (1.5 mm edge thickness).

The last two points will provide meaningful information in designing the experimental
validation. In Chapter 5, the numerical approach established in this chapter are
implemented and further assessed.
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Chapter 5
Fatigue Disbond Growth Rate Correlation of
the DOTES Specimens
Preface
This chapter details the process to establish the modified Paris law correlation which is
used to determine the fatigue life of the joint. The material properties and specimen
designs implemented were previously discussed in Chapter 3. The numerical assessment
of disbond slow growth management strategy for metallic joints performed in Chapter 4
was further expanded for implementation and assessment in this chapter. Static tests of
the designated bonded joint were carried out first to calibrate the mesh size used in finite
element (FE) modelling. As follow, fatigue tests were carried out to measure the disbond
growth rate of the double overlap tapered end specimen (DOTES). By correlating the
measured disbond growth rate and computationally determined strain energy release rates
(SERRs) of the joint, the modified Paris law relationship was established. Fatigue life
predictions based on the design allowable was considered. Later in Chapter 6, the
applicability of slow growth management strategy is further expanded using an active
CZE technique to predict the disbond propagation (in an un-predefined manner) in the 3D analysis of wide bonded metal joint specimen.
The research works presented in this chapter are part of a paper entitled “Experimental
and Computational Assessment of Disbond Growth and Fatigue Life of Bonded Joints
and Patch Repairs for Primary Airframe Structures“, published in “International Journal
of Fatigue“ (DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijfatigue.2022.106776).
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the implementation and assessment of a framework for the
disbond slow growth management strategy for metallic joints which has been carried out
earlier in Chapter 4. The specimen preparation including the surface treatment technique
and specimen pre-conditioning procedure was discussed in Section 5.2.
The residual strength of the joint as a function of disbond length was further
assessed by conducting the static residual strength tests under room temperature-dry (RD)
and hot-wet (HW) conditions. These tests were performed to calibrate and validate the
FEM prediction model. Subsequently, the allowable fatigue load range, particularly the
upper limit of the fatigue peak load could be determined.
The relationship between the disbond growth rates and disbond strain energy
release rates (modified Paris Law) was established by (i) computationally determining
strain energy release rates as a function of disbond lengths and loads, (ii) conducting
fatigue tests and measuring the disbond growth rates at different disbond lengths and
fatigue loads, and (iii) correlating the computational and measured results.
Using the established modified Paris law formulation, the disbond length as a
function of cycle count was estimated through an integration calculation. As for this
reason, the fatigue life of the joint could be determined by considering the instant static
failure of the joint, that is, when the disbond length reached the critical value in which the
residual strength was equivalent to the fatigue peak load.

5.2 Specimen Preparation
All specimens were prepared by trained staff at Defence Science and Technology
Group (DSTG), Melbourne. The samples from each batch were required to pass a Boeing
Wedge Test (BWT). Detailed explanations about the surface treatment procedures
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implemented and post-surface treatment process will be discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and
5.2.3, respectively.
The designated coupon specimen was tested in hot-wet environment to identify
the adhesive material behaviour in the aircraft service environment. Details of the test
matrix for the DOTES-ST (double overlap tapered end specimen – short tapered) and the
DOTES-LT (double overlap tapered end specimen – long tapered) specimen design are
explained in Section 5.2.5. The last sub-section discussed the static and fatigue testing
procedures applied for the experimental program.
5.2.1

Surface Treatment
The surface preparation technique prior to adhesive bonding was the most crucial

part of bonded repair application process. The aim was to remove the weak boundary
surface layer and create an oxidised layer which made the surface compatible for adhesive
bonding [171]. The lack of any available Non Destructive Inspection (NDI) methods to
determine the adhesive bond quality conveyed that skills of the technicians were
considered as the primary source to control the bond quality [172].
Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG) has done numerous
investigations on bonding procedures to determine if there was a deterioration effect on
the wedge test results [172]. These were done according to the Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF) engineering standard recommendation to provide a more robust system in
maintaining the quality of bonded patch repairs. To obtain good quality of bonding,
specialised training on the surface treatment was performed at DSTG along with support
from the experienced technical staff. The standard surface treatment [37] used by the
Australian Defence Science and Technology Group (DST Group) was:
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1. The material was cleaned using cleanroom wipes (Boeing distribution services,
Australia) wetted with Methyl-Ethyl-Ketone (MEK) by wiping unidirectionally,
first in 0ᵒ direction, then 90ᵒ direction.
2. The surface was abraded using ‘Scotch Brite’ (Scotch-Brite 3M No. 447, 3M,
Australia) pads soaked in MEK in unidirectional direction (0ᵒ direction then 90ᵒ
direction).
3. The surface was cleaned using MEK soaked lanoline and lint-free tissues.
4. The surface was abraded using ‘Scotch Brite’ pad soaked in deionised/distilled
water.
5. The surface was cleaned with distilled/deionized water-wetted cleanroom wipes.
6. The surface was water break tested by means of wetting the surface prepared with
deionised/distilled water and observed that no areas were free of water.
7. The specimen was dried using a hot air gun or in an oven at 120ᵒC for 15 minutes.
8. The surface was grit-blasted (AccuBRADE-50, Coltronics, Australia) using 50
µm aluminium oxide and dry nitrogen propellant with a pressure of 450 kPa.
9. The grit-blasted surface was immersed in the silane solution for 15 minutes. (1%
aqueous

solution

of

γ-glycidoxypropyl-trimethoxysilane

(γ-GPS)

in

distilled/deionized water was stirred for at least 1 hour).
10. The specimen was dried in an oven at 110ᵒC for 1 hour.
11. The specimen was cooled down, then proceed with adhesive bonding process
straight away.
The above process was verified in this study using the Boeing Wedge Test (BWT)
ASTM D3762 [147], which has been widely used as a quality control test to validate the
manufacturing process for bonded joints in aircraft structures.
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5.2.2

Boeing Wedge Test (BWT)
The wedge tests were manufactured from AL2024-T3 using FM300 adhesive film

in a configuration as shown in Figure 5.1. The aluminium surface was prepared using the
method defined in Section 5.2.1. In addition, the specimen was prepared and tested at 24
°C with 44.3% relative humidity, as measured by the equipment mounted on a wall in the
room.
152.4±3.2 mm

19.1±2 mm
3.2 mm
Separation
Film

152.4±3.2 mm

3 1 2 5 4
Trim
Adhesive

Trim
25.4±3.2 mm
(a)

3.2 mm
25.4±0.8 mm

25.4±0.8 mm

6.4±0.8 mm

(b)

Figure 5.1: Wedge test specimen assembly a) specimen configuration b) wedge
configuration (Adapted from [147]).
As per Cytec manufacturer’s recommendation for FM300 adhesive [173], the
panel was cured at 177 °C for 60 minutes in an autoclave at a pressure of 40 psi (275
kPa). To further the process, the panel was marked before it was trimmed into five
specimens as illustrated in Figure 5.1a. It is worth considering the similarity between the
surface preparation technique and the behaviours of FM300 and FM300-2k.
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Based on RAAF engineering standard DEFAUST 9005-A and the associated
document AAP 7021.016-2 [172], the acceptance criteria of a pristine wedge test was
defined as follow:
i.

The permissible crack growth in dry and humid conditions over 24 and 48
hours was 5.08 mm and 6.35 mm, respectively [174].

ii.

The region of crack growth should exhibit more than 90% of cohesion failure
for a technician to be qualified.
In this case, the cohesion failure indicated the failure where the crack propagated

within the adhesive layer. Whilst adhesion failure was referred to failure where the crack
propagates at the interface of the adhesive layer and aluminium.
The BWT results presented in Table 5.1 indicated that the quality of surface
treatment has met the criteria defined above. The results indicated that the crack
propagation was within the allowable crack growth range, as defined in the RAAF
standard. After the crack propagation was monitored, the specimens were separated to
identify the failure mode. A tiny area with voids was observed on specimens numbered 3
and 4 as shown by the red rectangular section in Figure 5.2. Nevertheless, after a detailed
inspection of the two surfaces, both specimens exhibited equal composition with no
silicon or aluminium detected, which suggested that the metallic side was covered by the
epoxy adhesive. As for this reason, the voided regions did not result from the inadequate
surface treatment.
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Table 5.1: Results of Boeing Wedge Test manufactured at DSTG.
Crack at 0

Crack at 24

Crack at 48

hours

hours

hours

Cohesive
Specimen

failure
Number

Side 1

Side 2

Side 1

Side 2

Side 1

Side 2

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

1

31.66

30.84

33.04

32.2

34.34

33.64

100%

2

31.47

30.2

31.68

31.05

31.95

32.27

100%

3

31.95

29.86

33.7

31.58

35.36

34.08

100%

4

31.84

30.72

32.45

32.75

33.92

34.22

100%

5

28.85

28.73

29.02

29.12

29.41

29.51

100%

region

Figure 5.2: Images of BWT results after testing and separation (the specimens were
marked following the configuration shown in Figure 5.1).
A factor that might cause the voided region was the peel angle generated during
the separation of post failure process. A high peel angle might arise following the
separation process, since there was difficulty in controlling the separation process using
a hammer. This phenomenon was observed by Rider et al. [172] which showed that
samples failed at high peel angles would show apparent adhesion failure. However, with
a more comprehensive failure analysis, it generally indicates that the crack propagates in
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proximity to the adhesive metal interface, but still within the adhesive layer. Hence, it can
be a proven example that the technician has been qualified for the surface treatment
process.
5.2.3

Post Surface Treatment Process
The post surface treatment process of the DOTES specimen was slightly different

as compared to the BWT specimen. With BWT, the specimen was trimmed from a panel
where surface cleaning was not required, and as for the DOTES specimen, surface
cleaning of the specimen was necessary. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the DOTES-ST
specimen curing process. As shown in Figure 5.3b, the adhesive was squeezed out to the
side of the specimen and the gap region (red rectangle section). This resulted in an uneven
bond-line thickness through the overlap length of the joint as presented in Figure 5.3c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: Post surface treatment process a) before curing b) after curing c) after
surface cleaning process.
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The uneven bond-line thickness during the curing process could be minimised by
covering the specimen with Teflon tape as presented in Figure 5.4. With this technique,
the adhesive was prevented to squeeze out during the curing process and helped minimise
the process of sanding the side surface of the specimen. During the cleaning process, the
adhesive spew fillet at the tapered region was carefully trimmed off using a file in a
consistent manner. The fillet was left about 2 mm in length with a radius of 2 mm. The
existence of spew fillet might reduce the stress concentration. However, the shape and
size of the spew fillet among the specimens tested were inconsistent due to the handmade
limitation.

Figure 5.4: Specimen covered with Teflon tape.
5.2.4

Specimen Pre-conditioning
According to CMH-17 [175], a relative humidity level of 85% was

recommended as the upper-bound value for an aircraft service environment. The
behaviour of adhesive material in the hot-wet environment (aircraft service environment)
tend to be weaker and demonstrates stronger viscous behaviour [176]. Hence, the static
loading capacity of an adhesively bonded joint was limited by its strength in such an
environment.
The specimens were required to be pre-conditioned prior to testing. Theoretically,
humidity conditioning was processed until tested specimens reach the equilibrium
moisture content. However, special considerations apply for adhesively bonded
specimens with metallic adherends. Since it might be impractical to wait for the entire
adhesive bond line to fully reach equilibrium, a fixed time conditioning could be applied
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to ensure the critical regions of the joint (near the end tips) reached the moisture
equilibrium state [177].
Higher humidity level (95% RH) could be used to accelerate the diffusion of
moisture into the sample to reduce the conditioning time required [178]. Also, CMH-17
recommended conditioning at a level of below 82℃ for materials cured lower than 177℃.
Thus, the specimens were conditioned at 71℃ with 95% relative humidity.
Based on DeIasi and Schultes calculations [179], the specimens would achieve
the equilibrium moisture level within 30 days at 77 ℃ with 90% RH. Thus, a total of 7
specimens were pre-conditioned for 33 days to achieve the equilibrium moisture level.
These specimens were used for both static and fatigue testing. Four specimens were used
for static testing and the rest were used for fatigue test.
The inner and outer adherends including the grip region were weighed using a
0.001 g digital precision scale before bonding (before addition of the adhesive). The
specimens were then weighed again after adding the adhesive and curing, to determine
the actual weight of the adhesive layer. During the pre-conditioning process, the
specimens were weighed every 3 days to assess the moisture content.
The percentage of moisture absorption in adhesive material was determined by
the weight differences of specimens before and after pre-conditioning. It was calculated
using Equation (5.1):
Mabsorption (%) =

𝑀𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

x 100

(5.1)

The moisture absorption results of the pre-conditioned specimens are summarised in
Table 5.2. It showed that the average moisture absorption was about 3%. This was
consistent with the study conducted by DeIasi and Schulte [179], who reported that
moisture absorption by FM300 adhesive at 77 ℃ with 90% RH was about 3%.
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Table 5.2: Summary results for moisture absorption.
Specimen

Mabsorption (%)

120 mm pre-crack from Tapered End (TE) S-1

3.22

120 mm pre-crack from Tapered End (TE) S-2

3.69

120 mm pre-crack from Tapered End (TE) S-3

3.37

120 mm pre-crack from Gap Region (GR) S-1

3.05

120 mm pre-crack from Gap Region (GR) S-2

3.24

120 mm pre-crack from Gap Region (GR) S-3

3.6

150 mm pre-crack from Tapered End (TE) S-5

3.3

5.2.5

Specimen Design Matrix
Based on the analyses performed in Chapter 4, the following test matrixes were

developed for static and fatigue testing. As the starting point, static tests of the DOTESST were carried out which was considered as the trial specimens. Subsequently, another
set of static tests was conducted using the DOTES-LT specimen followed by the fatigue
testing.
5.2.5.1 The DOTES-ST
A set of six specimens of baseline (Ti = 2To) configuration were manufactured and
tested under static loading conditions. The specimen configuration used was based on the
DOTES-ST specimen design with a shorter central adherend at the gripping area, as
shown in Figure 5.5. However, this specimen design resulted in an uneven bond-line
thickness at the gap region due to the adhesive that was squeezed out during the curing
process, as shown in Figure 5.3c. The specimen was then re-designed by extending the
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central adherend at the gripping area, which was known as the DOTES-ST specimen (see
Figure 3.4, Section 3.2.2).
To = 3.18 mm
Ti = 6.35 mm
1.5 mm
Grip =
60 mm

Gap = 50
mm

L = 180 mm

S = 30
mm

Teflon for specimen with pre-disbond from tapered
Teflon
end for specimen with pre-disbond from gap region

100 mm
Aluminium
Adhesive film

Figure 5.5: The DOTES-ST specimen configuration with shorter central adherend at the
gripping area.
Another set of the DOTES-ST specimens was manufactured and tested under
static loading conditions. As defined earlier in Section 3.2.5, the un-balanced (Ti ≠ 2To)
joint configuration was used for static testing at RD condition. Details of the DOTES-ST
specimen configuration used for the un-balanced joint configuration was described in
Section 3.2.2, Figure 3.4.
For specimens tested under static loading, cohesive failure of the adhesive was
required. This failure pattern could only be achieved with a long artificial disbond length.
Specimens with no disbond (pristine) or small artificial disbond length would fail in the
inner or outer adherends. The selection of artificial disbond length was based on the
residual strength analysis defined in Section 4.5.1 (load carrying capacity assessment on
the effect of stiffness imbalance of adherends).
The test matrix that has been constructed for the baseline and un-balanced joint
configuration are presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Test matrix of the DOTES-ST specimen.

Configuration

Variation 1 – Thicker outer
adherend (TOA)

Description

30 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)
150 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)
No pre-disbond (Pristine specimen)

Variation 2 – Thicker inner
30 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)
adherend (TIA)
150 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)
6 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)
6 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)
30 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)
Baseline
30 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)
100 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)
100 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

5.2.5.2 The DOTES-LT
A test matrix was developed for the static and fatigue loading conditions,
presented in Table 5.4. As described earlier in Section 3.2.5, the un-balanced (Ti ≠ 2To)
joint configurations were used for static testing at room temperature and dry (RD)
condition. For the baseline configuration (balanced joint), most of the specimens were
used for fatigue testing in RD condition, and some other were used for static testing in
Hot-Wet (HW) condition. For specimens tested under static loading condition, cohesive
failure could only develop in those specimens with long pre-disbond length (shorter
effective overlap length). Specimens with no disbond or small disbond length would fail
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in the inner or outer adherends. As the aforementioned, the pre-disbond length of static
specimen was selected based on the residual strength plot performed in Section 4.3 (which
showed the joint strength dropped when disbond length was 150 mm).
Table 5.4: Specimen matrix for static and fatigue tests.
Number of
specimens tested
Configuration

Description
Static

Fatigue

RD1 HW2 RD1 RW3
Variation 1-TOA

150 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

2

Variation 2-TIA

150 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

2

6 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

2

6 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

4

30 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

1

30 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

5

60 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

2

60 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

1

80 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

2

80 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

2

Baseline

120 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

1

3

2

120 mm pre-disbond from the Gap region (GR)

2

3

1

150 mm pre-disbond from the Tapered end (TE)

1

Notes:
1. RD = Room temperature and dry
2. HW = Hot and wet
3. RW = Room temperature and wet

All the fatigue tests were conducted at room temperature, and most of those
specimens used in the tests were dry specimens (not preconditioned in humidity
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environment). However, 7 specimens were pre-conditioned to see the effect of the
moisture on the joint fatigue performance.
5.2.6

Testing Procedure
The static and fatigue tests were carried out using several servo-hydraulic testing

machines. A detailed procedure of the static and fatigue tests is discussed in two-sub
sections below.
5.2.6.1 Static testing
The quasi-static tests at RD and hot-wet (HW) conditions were carried out using
INSTRON 8804 servo-hydraulic machine with 500 kN capacity. The machine was
controlled by a computer using Bluehill software.
A crosshead displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min was applied. The displacement and
load measurements were then recorded for each test. In regard to the hot-wet test
specimen, a heater was used to obtain the test temperature of 80℃. A thermocouple was
attached to the specimen surface during the test to control the test temperature within
80°C ±2°C.
5.2.6.2 Fatigue testing
The fatigue tests were carried out using the DOTES-LT specimen with INSTRON
8852 biaxial (100 kN capacity), servo-hydraulic testing machine. The system was
controlled by a computer using Bluehill software.
The fatigue tests were performed in load control mode at a frequency of 5 Hz with
a sinusoidal waveform. The load spectrum was maintained with constant amplitude
tension-tension fatigue loading at a stress ratio (R = σmin/σmax) of 0.1. The peak stresses
considered were in the practical load range for a joint i.e. not exceeding the nominal
design limit load. The maximum stress was calculated based on the ultimate failure load
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obtained from the results of the static tests in Section 5.3.2. Further details of the applied
cyclic load will be described in the fatigue test results section (Section 5.4).
The experimental setup for the fatigue test is depicted in Figure 5.6. The
specimens were white painted and highlighted with a 1 mm interval along the side to
facilitate measurement of the disbond propagation. The fatigue tests were carried out in
two different conditions: a) with an anti-bending fixture and b) without the anti-bending
fixture. Details of the test conditions are provided in Section 5.4. The tests without the
anti-bending fixture resulted in severe asymmetry in disbond propagation. When the antibending fixture was used, a) Teflon films were inserted in between the anti-bending
fixture and the specimen, and the hex screws were only finger tightened to minimise the
friction during the test, and b) thread-locker (Loctite 222) was applied to prevent any
thread loosening during the fatigue loading. The dimensions of the anti-bending fixture
used are shown in Figure 5.7.
Side View
Front View

Spirit
Levels

Instron
8852

Antibending
fixture
Specimen
with white
painting and
lines marking
Strain gauges
location
Microscope
camera

Figure 5.6: Experimental set up for fatigue testing.
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15 mm

50 mm

50 mm

80 mm

33 mm

50 mm

76 mm

(a)
Top
Fixture

Spacer

10 mm
Bottom fixture with
spacer
(b)

Figure 5.7: Anti-bending fixture a) top view b) side view.
A strain gauge was bonded to both sides of the outer adherend to monitor the
bending and the actual transmitted load. When there was no bending occurred, the strain
amplitude was constant from the beginning till the end of test as illustrated in Figure 5.8.

Strain Amplitude (𝜇𝜀)

The disbond propagation was tracked by a microscope camera.
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600
N

Number of Cycles
Strain Output Side 1

Strain Output Side 2

Figure 5.8: Illustration of strain gauges output (fatigue peak load of 33.3 kN, R = 0.1).

5.3 Static Test Results
The static tests carried out for the DOTES-ST and the DOTES-LT specimen were
subjected to tension static loading. The static test results with cohesive failure in the
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adhesive were used to calibrate the mesh size and material properties applied in the
numerical analysis. As an initiation, six specimens with baseline configuration were
tested under static loading conditions. The results showed significant adherend yielding
prior to the peak loads.
From the residual strength predictions in Chapter 4, modifying the adherend
thickness could reduce the load carrying capacity of adhesive bonding. Thus, the static
test carried out for another set of the DOTES-ST specimen was performed using the
modified adherend thickness at RD condition. In addition, the static test carried out for
the DOTES-LT specimen was performed using the un-balance configuration for the test
at RD condition and balance configuration for the test at HW condition.
5.3.1

The DOTES-ST
As stated above, the static tests of the DOTES-ST specimen were carried out in

RD condition. Three different adherend thickness variations (inner to outer adherend
thickness ratio) were used for the static test of the DOTES-ST including variation 1 thicker outer adherend (TOA), variation 2 – thicker inner adherend (TIA), and balanced
configuration. The static test results with various pre-disbond lengths for the balanced
and un-balanced joint configuration are discussed in the sub-sections below.
5.3.1.1 Balanced Joint Configuration
The static test results of baseline (Ti = 2To) configuration are presented in Figure
5.9. Most of the specimens showed significant adherend yielding prior to reaching the
peak loads with an average peak of about 65.7 kN (3.28 kN/mm). Among the 6 specimens
tested, one specimen failed adhesively with a peak load of 37.3 kN (1.86 kN/mm). This
might be caused by the inadequate bond-line thickness at the gap region as the adhesive
was squeezed out during the curing process (see Figure 5.3). In addition, the prediction
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of residual strength assessment defined in Section 4.3 suggested that the residual strength
of the baseline specimen (balance joint configuration) should be steady up to 150 mm
disbond length. Thus, the static test results from specimen with pre-disbond length of
100 mm from the tapered end was unacceptable. To achieve cohesive failure in the
adhesive, specimens with un-balanced joint configuration defined in section 3.3.5 were
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6 mm pre-disbond from gap region

6 mm pre-disbond from tapered end

30 mm pre-disbond from gap region

30 mm pre-disbond from tapered end

100 mm pre-disbond from gap region

100 mm pre-disbond from tapered end

(a)

5

Displacement (mm)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Static test results of the DOTES-ST with balance joint configuration a)
artificial disbond from gap region b) artificial disbond from tapered end.
5.3.1.2 Unbalanced Joint Configuration
Three specimens with un-balanced joint configuration were tested against various
artificial pre-disbond lengths initiated from the gap region. Among these 3 specimens,
one specimen was manufactured and tested without pre-disbond length (Pristine
specimen). The static test result of pristine specimen showed a significant adherend
yielding prior to reaching the failure load. A similar phenomenon was observed for
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specimen with pre-disbond length of 30 mm from the gap region. Therefore, the loading
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capacity of these two specimens was limited by the yield strength of the outer adherend.
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Displacement (mm)
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30 mm pre-disbond from gap region
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1

1.5
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Displacement (mm)
30 mm pre-disbond from tapered end
150 mm pre-disbond from tapered end

150 mm pre-disbond from gap region

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.10: Static test results of the DOTES - ST specimen design a) variation 2-TIA
b) variation 1-TOA.
A specimen with a longer artificial disbond length of 150 mm (only the tapered
region was bonded) from the gap region was tested. The static test results plotted in Figure
5.10a showed that the specimen fails at a peak load of 62.2 kN (3.11 kN/mm). Post testing
observation confirmed that no yielding at the outer adherend occurred. Thus, this failure
load was considered to determine the maximum applied cyclic loading in the next section.
The static test results of specimen with various artificial disbond lengths initiated
from the tapered end are shown in Figure 5.10b. The specimen with an artificial disbond
length of 30 mm from the tapered end experienced a significant inner adherend yielding
before reaching the peak load of 57.3 kN (2.86 kN/mm). However, the specimen with a
longer artificial disbond length of 150 mm from the tapered end showed a peak failure
load below the inner adherend yield strength that was 55.5 kN (2.73 kN/mm). Post testing
observation also showed that cohesive failure of the adhesive failure mode existed.
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5.3.2

The DOTES–LT
Based on the static test results from the DOTES-ST specimen, un-balanced

specimen configurations were required to obtain cohesive failure mode in the adhesive
for test at RD condition. Hence, the static test of the DOTES-LT specimen was carried
out with three different adherend thickness variations.
Like the DOTES-ST, the static tests of the un-balanced joint (variation 1 – TOA,
variation 2 – TIA) were conducted at room temperature (25℃) condition. Whilst the static
test of balanced joint configuration was performed at an elevated temperature of 80℃ in
which the specimens have been pre-conditioned for 33 days as discussed previously in
Section 5.2.4.
5.3.2.1 Balanced Joint Configuration
Tests conducted at 80°C using pre-conditioned specimens with artificial disbond
lengths up to 120 mm initiated from both gap and tapered ends still showed significant
adherend yield failure mode.
Since the total overlap length was 180 mm and length of the tapered region was
60 mm, creating an artificial disbond longer than 120 mm from the gap region was not
recommended. Thus, a specimen with a longer pre-disbond length (150 mm artificial
disbond) was created with initiation from the tapered region.
The test result for a specimen that has an artificial disbond length of 150 mm from
the tapered end is presented in Figure 5.11. A peak strength of 44.7 kN with a
displacement of 1.82 mm was recorded with cohesive failure mode in the adhesive.
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120 mm pre-disbond from GR - Specimen 1
120 mm pre-disbond from TE
120 mm pre-disbond from GR - Specimen 2
150 mm pre-disbond from TE

Figure 5.11: Static test results of the DOTES-LT specimen with baseline configuration
tested in Hot-Wet (HW) condition.
5.3.2.2 Unbalanced Joint Configuration
Four unbalanced specimens (Ti ≠ 2 To) with two different inner to outer adherend
ratios as specified in Table 3.1, Section 3.2.5 were tested in RD condition. The measured
load-displacement curves are presented in Figure 5.12. The unbalanced specimens with
thicker outer adherend (TOA) and pre-disbond from the tapered end (Variation 1) showed
a typical adhesive bonding failure pattern with an average failure load of 52.4 kN. Whilst
the unbalanced specimens with thicker inner adherend (TIA) and pre-disbond from the
gap region (Variation 2) showed significant non-linear response prior to reaching the peak
loads with an average peak load of 38 kN. Post testing observation confirmed the yield
of aluminium outer adherend has occurred inside the tapered region. Thus, the loading
capacity limited by the adhesive bonding of this joint would be higher than 38 kN. This
information was also used in the calibration of mesh size for the computational modelling,
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that is, the calibration using Variation 1 (TOA) specimen test results must yield a loading
capacity equal to or higher than 38 kN for Variation 2 (TIA) specimens (details in section
5.5.1).
150 mm pre-disbond from Gap region
(S-1) - Variation 2

60

150 mm pre-disbond from Gap region
(S-2) - Variation 2

50

150 mm pre-disbond from Tapered
end (S-1) - Variation 1

Load (kN)

40

150 mm pre-disbond from Tapered
end (S-2) - Variation 1

30
20
10
0
0

0.5

1
Displacement (mm)

1.5

2

Figure 5.12: Static test results of the DOTES – LT specimen with un-balanced
configuration tested in RD condition.

5.4 Fatigue Tests on DOTES-LT
The fatigue tests were performed for the DOTES-LT specimens. Two peak loads
were considered in the fatigue tests. The first was 33.3 kN, which was approximately the
upper limit value of the design limit load of this joint (determination of design limit load
is discussed in Section 5.5.1). The second was 27 kN, being 80% of the first load. As
defined in Table 5.4, most specimens tested were not pre-conditioned in a high humidity
environment, whilst a small number of specimens were preconditioned in such an
environment. The test conditions for the fatigue test are summarised in Table 5.5, with
results of each condition are discussed separately in subsequent sections.
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Table 5.5: Summary of fatigue test conditions.
Test condition

Humidity Condition

Peak load

Without anti-bending fixture

RD

27 kN

Without anti-bending fixture

RD

33.3 kN

With anti-bending fixture

RD

33.3 kN

With anti-bending fixture

RW

33.3 kN

5.4.1

Results from Tests without Anti-bending Fixture under Peak load of 27 kN
The results of specimens tested are presented in Table 5.6, excluding one

specimen that has a short pre-disbond length of 6 mm from the tapered end. For this
specimen, no disbond growth was observed until the outer aluminium adherend failed
under fatigue loading.
Table 5.6: Summary of fatigue test results tested without anti-bending fixture (Fatigue
peak load 27 kN).
Measured
No of
Conservatively
Initial
Measured
cycles
predicted No of
Disbond
Fatigue
when
cycles up to last
Length
Life (No
disbond
measured
1
(mm)
of cycles)
length
disbond length2
last
measured
Specimen with pre-disbond from Tapered End

Predicted
fatigue life
limited by
joint
residual
strength2
(No of
cycles)

Failure
Mode

Specimen
Type

No of
cycles
during
disbond
pregrowth
stage

30 mm (TE)

12,072

31

28,793

23,295

6,318

81,829

P3

120 mm (TE)

10,108

121

44,453

23,377

17,987

19,356

O4

P

Specimen with pre-disbond from Gap Region
6 mm (GR)

10,000

7

30 mm (GR)

22,000

31

120 mm (GR)

20,830

121

45,272

12,000

7,358

177,325

39,518

16,008

11,736

139,801

P

106,753

106,523

32,527

35,503

O

Notes:
1.

1. Measured fatigue life = Total number of cycles prior to failure – Number of cycles during disbond pre-growth
stage

2.

2. Refer to Section 5.7 for the prediction

3.

3. P = Failure of the outer adherend at gap region

4.

4. O = Disbond propagated at one side until outer adherend peeled out
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Since the pre-existing disbond in the specimens was created by artificially
embedding Teflon films, to consider the “naturally grown disbond”, a disbond pre-growth
stage was considered. In Table 5.6 the initial length listed in the third column was the first
measured disbond length of each specimen after disbond growth occurred. The numbers
of cycles during the disbond pre-growth stage were included in the table which was
correlated to the fatigue life of the aluminium adherends (though the life assessment of
the aluminium adherends was not the scope of this study). Table 5.6 also listed the fatigue
life and failure mode of each specimen which will be discussed in Section 5.4.5.
Since the anti-bending fixture was not used in these tests, significant uneven
disbond growth along the two bond-line of the double lap joint specimens was observed.
With the specimens having long pre-disbond (120 mm), disbond propagated nearly only
at one side of the joint until failure.
From Table 5.6, it was shown that the fatigue life of the specimens with 121 mm
initial disbond length was longer than that of the specimens with shorter initial disbond
lengths. A question would be why did the adherend failure not occur earlier in the
specimens with 121 mm initial disbond length? This phenomenon could be explained by
considering specimen bending compliance. The unsymmetrical disbond growth would
cause uneven loading in the two outer adherends at the gap region, whilst specimens with
longer initial disbond length would have larger bending compliance. This would result in
a lower uneven loading in the outer adherends when unsymmetrical disbond growth
occurred, and thus causing the adherend to have longer fatigue life. This hypothesis was
confirmed using FE analysis, as discussed in Section 5.5.
The fatigue life of specimens with disbond from the gap region was longer than
those with disbond from the tapered end, as observed using specimens with 121 mm initial
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disbond length shown in Table 5.6. Also, a similar phenomenon was detected in other
tests which will be presented below (Tables 5.7 – 5.9). This would suggest that the
disbond growth was more significantly influenced by Mode I than Mode II crack opening
mechanism. As predicted earlier in Chapter 4 and Section 5.5.2 (determination of SERR)
of this chapter, specimens with pre-disbond from the tapered end have significant Mode
I component, whilst specimens with pre-disbond from the gap region were dominated by
Mode II component.
5.4.2

Results from Tests without Anti-bending Fixture under Peak load of 33.3 kN
The fatigue test results tested without an anti-bending fixture are presented in

Table 5.7. As shown in this table, all the specimens failed in the form of disbond
propagation fast at one side until the outer adherend peeled off. As expected, the
specimens with longer initial disbond lengths had shorter fatigue life. Comparing the
fatigue test results in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, it was evident that the fatigue life of the
specimens loaded under higher peak loading had a much shorter fatigue life.
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Table 5.7: Summary of fatigue test results tested without anti-bending fixture (fatigue
peak load 33.3 kN).

Specimen Type

No of
cycles
during
disbond
pregrowth
stage

Initial
Disbond
Length
(mm)

Measured
Fatigue
Life (No
of cycles)1

Measured
No of
cycles
when
disbond
length
last
measured

Conservatively
predicted No of
cycles up to last
measured
disbond length2

Predicted
fatigue
life
limited by
joint
residual
strength2
(No of
cycles)

Failure
Mode

Specimen with pre-disbond from Tapered End
60 mm (TE)

2,356

62

24,981

24,930

17,697

35,903

O3

80 mm (TE)

3,026

84

22,484

22,255

13,853

27,236

O

80 mm (TE)

3,401

81

23,696

23,242

15,271

27,800

O

120 mm (TE)

55

122

18,318

18,167

12,166

12,256

O

64,436

O

Specimen with pre-disbond from Gap Region
60 mm (GR)

1,400

61

29,449

28,709

23,381

Notes:
5.

1. Measured fatigue life = Total number of cycles prior to failure – Number of cycles during disbond pre-growth
stage

6.

2. Refer to Section 5.7 for the prediction
3. O = Disbond propagated at one side until outer adherend peeled out

5.4.3

Results from Tests with Anti-bending Fixture under Peak load of 33.3 kN
In fatigue tests without using the anti-bending fixture, any asymmetrical disbond

growth would result in a bending load on the specimen, causing uneven loading on the
outer adherends, which in turn would result in a more significant uneven disbond growth,
as discussed in sections above.
Adhesively bonded joints on aircraft structures were generally supported (bending
constrained) and thus, their fatigue performance would be more representative when the
anti-bending fixture (Figure 5.7) was used in the tests. The results of specimens tested
with the anti-bending fixture under a peak load of 33.3 kN are presented in Table 5.8. As
shown in this table, the specimens with shorter initial disbond lengths (or in other words,
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longer effective overlap lengths) failed in the form of outer adherend fatigue failure, and
specimens with a long initial disbond length of 121 mm failed with adhesive bond line
fatigue failure.
Table 5.8: Summary of fatigue test results of specimen tested with anti-bending fixture
(fatigue peak load 33.3 kN).
Measured
No of
Conservatively
Initial
Measured
cycles
predicted No of
Disbond
Fatigue
when
cycles up to
Length
Life (No
disbond
last
measured
(mm)
of cycles)1
length
disbond length2
last
measured
Specimen with pre-disbond from Tapered End

Predicted
fatigue life
limited by
joint
residual
strength2
(No of
cycles)

Failure
Mode

Specimen
Type

No of
cycles
during
disbond
pregrowth
stage

6 mm (TE)

2,852

8

26,726

26,045

22,648

77,700

P3

6 mm (TE)

3,897

9

20,866

20,540

19,388

75,827

P

60 mm (TE)

5,234

64

21,086

20,231

12,769

34,903

P

120 mm (TE)

750

121

22,390

22,250

16,519

16,519

C4

Specimen with pre-disbond from Gap Region
6 mm (GR)

2,790

7

29,775

29,230

21,079

P

6 mm (GR)

1,200

7

24,645

23,800

13,701

6 mm (GR)

1,370

7

29,003

28,711

23,188

P

30 mm (GR)

1,350

32

31,150

30,518

26,321

P

30 mm (GR)

1,350

32

45,650

45,292

35,853

130,491

P

P
104,140

30 mm (GR)

1,650

32

37,196

37,150

31,633

P

30 mm (GR)

1,950

32

17,683

17,606

14,761

P

80 mm (GR)

2,760

82

23,425

23,298

21,090

P
51,409

80 mm (GR)

1,350

82

28,430

28,320

24,226

P

120 mm (GR)

4,650

121

34,297

34,252

17,050

17,501

C

120 mm (GR)

2,960

122

26,728

25,740

15,247

15,659

C

Notes:
7.

1. Measured fatigue life = Total number of cycles prior to failure – Number of cycles during disbond pre-growth
stage

8.

2. Refer to Section 5.7 for the prediction

9.

3. P = Failure of the outer adherend at gap region

10. 4. C = Cohesive failure
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For specimens with shorter pre-disbond lengths, the fatigue life of the outer
adherend was shorter than the fatigue life of the adhesive bonding. Thus, manufacturing
specimens with various pre-disbond lengths (as defined in Table 5.4) was important, to
allow the assessment of disbond growth rates (refer to Section 5.4.6) within the full
disbond length range of the DOTES specimens.
5.4.4

Results from Tests with Anti-bending Fixture under Peak load of 33.3 kN –

Pre-conditioned Specimens
The results of specimens that were pre-conditioned in a high humidity
environment are presented in Table 5.9. The failure mode of all the specimens was
symmetrical disbond propagation until the final failure. Compared to the fatigue life of
those specimens with similar initial disbond length shown in Table 5.8, the results
indicated a significant fatigue life reduction due to the high moisture content in adhesive
bond line.
Table 5.9: Summary of fatigue test results of pre-conditioned specimen tested with antibending fixture (fatigue peak load 33.3 kN).
Measured
No of
Conservatively
Initial
Measured
cycles
predicted No of
Disbond
Fatigue
when
cycles up to
Length
Life (No
disbond
last
measured
(mm)
of cycles)1
length
disbond length2
last
measured
Specimen with pre-disbond from Tapered End

Predicted
fatigue life
limited by
joint
residual
strength2
(No of
cycles)

Failure
Mode

Specimen
Type

No of
cycles
during
disbond
pregrowth
stage

120 mm (TE)

30

124

8,193

8,153

6,384

7,671

C3

120 mm (TE)

41

122

11,478

11,430

7,538

8,130

C

14,568

C

Specimen with pre-disbond from Gap Region
120 mm (GR)

183

122

19,531

18,831

14,125

Notes:
11. 1. Measured fatigue life = Total number of cycles prior to failure -– Number of cycles during disbond pre-growth
stage
12. 2. Refer to Section 5.7 for the prediction
3. C = Cohesive failure
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5.4.5

Failure Modes
Among the 28 specimens tested, three different failure patterns were observed, as

shown in Figure 5.13. The first failure was when the specimens failed in the form of outer
adherend fatigue failure at the gap region marked by (P). This failure pattern occurred
when tested without and with an anti-bending fixture. When the specimens were tested
without an anti-bending fixture, the specimens initially failed at one side of the outer
adherend then followed by the other side. Whilst for specimens tested with anti-bending
fixture, the specimens failed simultaneously at both sides of the outer adherend.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.13: Failure modes a) failure of the outer adherend at gap region (P) b) disbond
propagated at one side until outer adherend peeled out (O) c) cohesive failure (C).
The second failure mode marked by (O), which occurred when the specimens
tested without an anti-bending fixture. While performing the fatigue tests without an antibending fixture, uneven disbond propagation was observed on all the specimens despite
having it failed cohesively (one side disbond propagation) or at the outer adherend.
Disbond was propagated faster at one side until the outer adherend peeled off. Uneven
disbond growth along the two bond-line of the double lap joint specimens was observed,
with one side of the joint propagated faster until it reached failure.
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The last failure mode was cohesive failure (C) which was considered as the
desired failure pattern. This failure pattern was only achieved when the specimens were
tested with an anti-bending fixture.
5.4.6

Disbond Growth Rates
The measured disbond growth rates for all specimens with artificial disbond from

the gap region (GR) which have not been previously humidity pre-conditioned are plotted
in Figure 5.14. Since Mode II disbond growth dominated in these tests, the disbond
growth rates could be accurately described as a function of the GII strain energy release
rate of adhesive in a Paris typed form, although there was significant scatter which was
commonly associated with composites fatigue performance.
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R² = 0.8263

0.1
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∆GII/GIIC
Figure 5.14: Disbond growth correlation for normal specimen with pre-disbond from
gap region (27 and 33.3 kN fatigue peak load).
The measured disbond growth rates from all the tests using specimens without
humidity pre-conditioning, including specimens with initial disbond from the tapered end
(TE), are presented in Figure 5.15. Since both Mode I and Mode II disbond growths were
present, the disbond growth rates were needed to be described as functions of G I and GII
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strain energy release rates of adhesive in a more complicated Paris typed form. The
detailed process to build the Paris typed disbond growth rates prediction formulae will be
described in Section 5.6 below.
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Figure 5.15: Disbond growth correlation for normal specimen with pre-disbond from
gap region and tapered end (27 and 33.3 kN fatigue peak load).
Similar to Figures 5.14 and 5.15, the measured disbond growth rates from all tests
using specimens with humidity pre-conditioning are presented in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.
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Figure 5.16: Disbond growth correlation for specimens that have been pre-conditioned
with pre-disbond from gap region (33.3 kN fatigue peak load).
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Figure 5.17: Disbond growth correlation for the specimens that have been preconditioned with pre-disbond from gap region and tapered end (33.3 kN fatigue peak
load).
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5.5 Modelling Results
Assessment of the residual strength of a joint was conducted to determine the
disbond length where the instant static failure of the joint will occur. The VCCT method
was utilised to determine the SERR value of the joint with symmetry and asymmetry
disbond propagation. Using the modified Paris law (see Equation 5.3), a correlation
between the calculated SERR value and experimentally measured disbond growth rate
was established. Later, this correlation was used to predict the fatigue life of the joint.
5.5.1

Residual Static Strength Assessment of a Joint with Various Disbond Length
With the static failure loads obtained from the static test results of the DOTES-LT

specimen (section 5.3.2), the mesh size at the disbond tip of the FEM model was
calibrated. Using the failure load in Figure 5.12 for Variation 1 (TOA) specimen, the
mesh size was calibrated to 1.25E-2 mm. The predicted results using the FEM model with
this mesh size matched well with the measured failure loads of Variation 2 (TIA)
specimen (Figure 5.12) and hot-wet test specimen (Figure 5.11) and thus, this mesh size
was used in the following calculation.
The curves plotted in Figures 5.18 showed the load carrying capacity of the
baseline configuration with pre-disbond both from the gap region and tapered end of the
DOTES-LT specimen configuration. It is important to note that the joint static loading
capacity in terms of adhesive bonding, is limited by its hot-wet strength. With a typical
NDI detectable initial disbond length of 10 mm from the gap region assumed (damage
tolerance requirement), the joint ultimate load would be around 62.5 kN. The B-basis was
assumed to be typically 20% less than the joint ultimate load which resulted in 50 kN as
an ultimate for the joint. With a safety factor of 1.5, the design limit was calculated to be
33.3 kN. This load was also lower than the aluminium adherend strength (56.7 kN)
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divided by 1.5. Thus, 33.3 kN load was considered as the upper limit of the fatigue peak
load for this joint.
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Figure 5.18: Residual strength of the DOTES - LT specimen configuration (balanced
joint) for disbond initiated from gap region and tapered end (RD and HW).
The joint would rapture under static loads when the disbond reached the length
where the peak fatigue load was equivalent to the joint residual strength (points T33, G33,
T27 and G27 for the two load levels and disbond from two ends) as shown in Figure 5.18.
Thus, in the fatigue life prediction (section 5.4), the life of the joint with symmetry
disbond propagation should only be predicted up to:
i.

Points G33 (146 mm) and T33 (164 mm) for disbond initiated from the gap
region and tapered end, respectively, in the case of fatigue peak load
equals to 33.3 kN.

ii.

Points G27 (155 mm) and T27 (169 mm) for disbond initiated from the gap
region and tapered end, respectively, in the case of fatigue peak load
equals to 27 kN.
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For the joint with asymmetry disbond propagation, the residual strength of the
joint was predicted using the full model shown in Figure 4.1d (Section 4.2). The static
failure point prediction was dependent on the disbond length on both sides. For instance,
when the shorter disbond length from the tapered end (D2 in Figure 4.1d) was 80 mm,
the instant static failure of the joint was predicted at 168 mm of the longer disbond under
fatigue peak loading of 33.3 kN. Whilst, when the shorter disbond length increased to 120
mm, the instant static failure of the joint was predicted at 166 mm of the longer disbond.
5.5.2

Determination of Strain Energy Release Rates (SERRs)
The SERR values of the DOTES-LT specimen under peak loads of 33.3 kN and

27 kN were determined using the VCCT approach discussed in Section 3.4.2.3.
Since the fatigue test of the DOTES-LT specimen was typically conducted “with
and without” anti-bending fixture, “symmetry and asymmetry” disbond propagation was
observed. The procedure to account for symmetry and asymmetry disbond propagation
was discussed in two sub-sections below.
5.5.2.1 Symmetry Disbond Propagation
For specimens with symmetry disbond propagation, the SERR results of the
DOTES under 33.3 kN peak load for both cases with disbond initiated from the gap region
and tapered end are presented in Figures 5.19 a and b, respectively. A similar trend for
SERR vs disbond length could also be observed for the 27 kN peak load. The disbond
growth behaviour of specimen with disbond from gap region was mainly governed by the
shearing mode II as shown in Figure 5.19a. Whilst for specimen with disbond from the
tapered end, Mode I was about 25% of the Mode II SERR as presented in Figure 5.19b.
Considering that the critical strain energy release rate of Mode I was much lower than
that of Mode II, Mode I’s effect was also significant.
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Figure 5.19: SERR plot. a) disbond initiated and propagated from the gap region; b)
disbond initiated and propagated from the tapered end (Load = 33.3 kN).
5.5.2.2 Asymmetry Disbond Propagation
For specimens with disbond propagation dominated at one side, the full numerical
model was used (Figure 4.1d, section 4.2). As the SERR of each disbond was also
dependent on the other disbond length, both disbond lengths were needed when the SERR
was calculated.
A case where one disbond length was fixed at 75 mm (D2) and the other
propagated from 75 mm (D1) was shown in Figure 5.20a. In this case, SERR curves have
a “fish shape” (Figure 5.20a) where the GI and GII values of growing disbond (D1) initially
were higher than those of the fixed disbond (D2), which indicated faster disbond
propagation of D1. The disbond growth would alternate between D1 and D2 at 120 mm
and 140 mm for GII and GI, respectively, as indicated by the intersection of the SERR of
D1 and D2. This phenomenon was also noted in [17].
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Figure 5.20: GI and GII of asymmetry disbond propagation (disbond initiated from the
tapered end). a) SERR of D1 and D2 as a function of disbond 1 length, D1 (D2 = 75
mm); b) SERR of D1 and D2 as disbond 1 and disbond 2 propagate (Load 33.3 kN),
from a test described in Section 5.7.
In this study, the SERR was calculated for two purposes. One was to correlate the
experimentally measured growth rate and SERR value, and the other was to use the
correlation established in the prediction of the joint fatigue life. These will be further
discussed in Sections 5.6 and 5.7 below.

5.6 Correlation of Fatigue Disbond Crack Growth Rate Parameters
Crack propagation law developed by Paris and Endorgan [126] based on the power
law relationship between the stress intensity factor (SIF) range (∆K) and crack growth
rate (da/dN) was used in this work.
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁

= C∆𝐾 𝑚

(5.2)

Where C and m are material constants and ∆K refers to the SIF range caused by the cyclic
fatigue loading (Kmax – Kmin). Various forms of modified Paris laws have been developed
and reported in the literature [180, 181]. When applying the fracture mechanics approach
to analyse the failure of structural adhesive and fibre reinforced composite, √𝐺, which is
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directly correlated with K, or other forms of G are generally used rather than K as the
variable [130, 131]. With a trial to fit the measured data, the disbond growth relationship
shown in Equation 5.3 was considered in this study, where disbond growth contributions
from Mode I and II are assumed to be additive:
𝐝𝐚

∆𝐆

∆𝐆

= C1 ( 𝐆 𝐈)𝐦𝟏 + C2 ( 𝐆 𝐈𝐈 )𝐦𝟐
𝐝𝐍
𝐈𝐂

(5.3)

𝐈𝐈𝐂

Where C1 , m1 , C2 , and m2 are experimentally determined constants. GIC and GIIC are the
critical strain energy release rate that is defined in Table 3.4 and ∆𝐺 = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 - 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 .
The SERR components, GI and GII, were examined using the VCCT approach
defined in section 3.4.2.3. For the symmetrical model, the correlation between disbond
length and SERR value as defined in Figure 5.19 was used. For the asymmetrical model,
the SERR values were individually calculated using the measured uneven disbond lengths
with the full FEM model. The disbond growth rate (da/dN) was measured from the
experimental fatigue test.
Since GI was negligible for specimens with disbond from the gap region, an
attempt was made to determine the constants C2 and m2 by correlating only the Mode II
component with the experimental measured disbond growth rate. The results are plotted
in Figures 5.14 and 5.16 for specimens without and with hot-wet environmental preconditioning, which indicate a reasonable fitting with the measured data, even though
there was some scatter particularly with the growth rate measurement from tests with the
27 kN peak load.
Since GI and GII were both present for specimens with disbond from the tapered
end, all the four constants C1 , m1 , C2 , and m2

were needed in correlation with

experimental measured disbond growth rate from tests with these specimens. With C2 and
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m2 pre-defined above, the constants C1 and m1 were further determined using all data
from the experimentation and simulation including:
•

Specimens with disbond from gap region and tapered end,

•

Specimens with symmetry and asymmetry disbond propagation,

•

Specimens tested with a fatigue peak load of 27 and 33.3 kN,

•

Specimens with and without hot-wet environmental pre-conditioning,
respectively.

A Parameter sensitivity study was followed in Excel to further tune the disbond
growth correlation slightly. This was done by adjusting the constants C1 , m1 , C2 , and m2 .
The resultant constants C1 , m1 , C2 , and m2 values are listed in Table 5.10, and the fittings
are plotted in Figures 5.15 and 5.17.
Table 5.10: Values of 𝐶1 , 𝑚1 , 𝐶2 , and 𝑚2 parameters.
Parameter

Without hot-wet conditioning

With hot-wet conditioning*

m1

1.07

2.31

m2

0.83

1.05

C2

4E-6

7E-6

C1

8.4E-6

3.3E-4

* Specimens conditioned at 71℃ with 95% RH prior to fatigue testing

The reasonably high values of R2 in Figures 5.14 – 5.17 indicated a good
correlation between the experimental measured disbond growth and numerically
calculated SERR. It was also worth considering that Figures 5.15 and 5.17 (with data
from specimens with pre-disbond from gap region and tapered end) have almost equal
correlation coefficient (R2) than that with Figures 5.14 and 5.16 (containing only
specimens with pre-disbond from gap region).
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The results plotted in Figures 5.14 – 5.17 showed that lower fatigue peak load
result in a lower SERR components value and thus lower disbond growth rate. For preconditioned specimens, a higher disbond growth rate was attained due to the degradation
of the material properties.

5.7 Prediction of Specimen Disbond Growth and Fatigue Life
The approaches presented in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 above enabled prediction of
disbond growth and joint life under constant amplitude fatigue loading. It was worth
considering that this prediction only concerns adhesive bond strength of the joint.
Although the life prediction of the joint limited by the aluminium adherend fatigue
strength was also important, it was out of the scope of this study, and thus it required
further research to this study.
For a joint with symmetrical disbond growth (bending constrained structure), once
an initial disbond length was known, GI and GII SERR can be determined (Figure 5.19).
Using the formulae shown in Figures 5.15 or 5.17 (with the constants in Table 5.10), the
initial growth rate could also be calculated. With this rate and a small increment of
number of cycles, the increment of disbond length could be determined (or alternatively
with a small increment of disbond length, the increment of number of cycles could be
determined). This step could be repeated, that is, with a numerical integration process the
disbond length as a function of number of fatigue cycles, and joint fatigue life (when
disbond length reached the critical values discussed in Section 5.5.1), could be predicted.
For a joint with asymmetrical disbond growth, with given initial uneven disbond
lengths, GI and GII SERR values are needed to be determined for both disbonds. The
uneven initial growth rates could be calculated for disbond using the formulae shown in:
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i.

Figure 5.15 with constants defined in Table 5.10 for specimens without
pre-conditioning,

ii.

Figure 5.17 with constants defined in Table 5.10 for specimens with preconditioning.

With a small increment of number of cycles, the uneven increment of disbond
lengths could be determined. The remaining procedures were the same as those for the
joint with symmetrical disbond growth. Figure 5.20b shows a typical example of how
SERR values along both disbonds vary unevenly as disbonds propagate, which was
determined incrementally using this numerical integration method.
The above approaches would result in a prediction for the maximum likelihood
value of disbond growth and joint fatigue life. To predict with higher conservativeness,
the statistics aspect should be considered. Based on the information provided in Figure
5.15, a dimensionless variable defined using the following formula may be considered.
𝑧=

log(𝑦𝑖 )−log(ŷ𝑖 )
log(ŷ𝑖 )−log(1.0E−7)

(5.4)

where yi is the measured disbond growth rate, ŷ𝑖 is the predicted (maximum likelihood)
disbond growth rate, and the value 1.0E-7 is the lower margin of the growth rate range
considered. The part of log(𝑦𝑖 ) − log(ŷ𝑖 ) shows the scatter of the measured growth data.
The variable z can be interpreted as the ratio between the data scatter and the predicted
value in the range considered. The frequency distribution of the variable z with its 359
measured data, showing a normal distribution is plotted in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Normal distribution of the fatigue test results (the DOTES-LT specimen
not pre-conditioned, fatigue peak load of 27 and 33.3 kN).
The mean (𝜇) was calculated using Equation 5.5 to be a negligible value as
expected as the equation to calculate ŷ𝑖 was generated by regression. The standard
deviation (𝜎) was calculated using Equation 5.6 to be 0.12.
Ʃ

𝜇=

log(𝑦𝑖 )−log(ŷ𝑖 )
log(ŷ𝑖 )−log (1.00E−7)

𝑛
Ʃ(𝑧𝑖 −𝜇)2

𝜎=√

𝑛

(5.5)
(5.6)

where n is the number of sample points, n = 359.
If a conservativeness level similar to that used for B-basis design allowable was
considered, that is, a minimum threshold of 90% with a confidence level of 95%, the
growth rate used for prediction could be scaled up from the maximum likelihood
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prediction by a factor 1 + kB 𝜎, where kB is one-sided (B-basis) tolerance limit factor for
normal distribution [182, 183].
The value of kB was obtained from the table provided in [184] that is, 1.405 with
a calculated scale factor of 1.17 for 359 data points, presented in Figure 5.15. As shown
in the figure, most of the measured data points were below the B-basis line which
indicated that the growth rate estimation was indeed conservative.
An identical procedure was applied for the specimen that has been preconditioned, as described above. The calculated standard deviation and kB values were
0.07 and 1.634, respectively.
The conservative predictions for the fatigue disbond growth and life of both
specimen types (with and without pre-conditioning) are presented in Tables 5.6 – 5.9. In
Table 5.6, the predicted disbond growth lengths and joint fatigue lives for all cases were
conservative as compared to the measured tests data with a 27 kN peak load. Similarly,
the predicted disbond growth lengths up to the last measurement conducted during the
tests were conservative, as compared to the measured tests data with a 33.3 kN peak load,
as shown in Tables 5.7 – 5.9.
As shown in Tables. 5.8 and 5.9, in the tests conducted with a 33.3 kN peak load
using an anti-bending fixture, the predicted joint lives were conservative compared to the
measured data in the cases where the failure mode was adhesive failure (not adherend
failure).
Only in the tests with 33.3 kN peak load and without using the anti-bending
fixture, the predicted joint lives were un-conservative compared with the measured data
in the cases where the failure mode was adhesive failure. The B-basis line as shown in
Figure 5.15 was not conservative for high G values, which was the case for specimens
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with asymmetric disbond growth. This would contribute to non-conservative life
prediction. As noted earlier, adhesively bonded joints on aircraft structures were generally
supported (bending constrained) and thus their fatigue performance would be more
representative when the anti-bending fixture was used in the tests. Thus, no further efforts
were made to develop a more comprehensive FEM model to accurately simulate the last
stage fatigue tests where no anti-bending fixture was used.

5.8 Discussion
5.8.1

Disbond Initiated from the Tapered End and Gap Region
For disbond initiated from the tapered end, referring to Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19 b

and Equation 5.3, as the disbond propagated within the taper region, the residual strength
of the joint would decrease and the SERR/disbond growth rate would increase. Thus
indeed as described in [11] when the disbond propagated into a region of increasing patch
thickness through the taper, it would experience increasing stress and therefore
anticipated more rapid disbond growth.
Using Equation 5.3, the disbond growth behaviour under constant amplitude
fatigue loading could be estimated. The results with the fatigue peak load of 33.3 kN are
listed in Table 5.11. On one hand, the results clearly indicated that the disbond growth
rate would increase as the disbond length increased; and on the other hand, it showed that
after the disbond propagated beyond the taper length, there was still a significant fatigue
life remaining. If one considered a typical initial NDI detectable disbond of 10 mm length
was assumed due to the damage tolerance requirement, then the ratio of the fatigue life
(numbers of cycles) of the specimen with the disbond length beyond the taper region
compared to that within the taper region would be 1.8. Note that for more commonly used
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taper length in bonded joint designs (1:10 slope and edge thickness = 0.5 doubler
thickness), the tapered region would be shorter, and would show a higher ratio.
Table 5.11: Estimated disbond growth rates under the fatigue peak load of 33.3 kN,
predicted using Equation 5.3 applied with B-basis conservativeness.
Disbond

Disbond propagation

initiation

(mm)

Tapered end

Gap region

Number of cycles

Average growth
rates (mm/cycle)

2-10

11,463

9.98E-4

10-60

27,444

1.82E-3

60-164

43,769

2.38E-3

2-6

4,059

9.85E-4

6-120

112,796

1.01E-3

120-146

14,364

1.81E-3

The above discussion suggested that for disbond initiated from the tapered end,
the application of the slow growth management approach was conditional, that is, the
overlap length of the joint should be sufficiently long, and the fatigue peak load should
be within the slow growth allowable region shown in Figure 4.13, Chapter 4.
In contrast, according to Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19a and Equation 53, for disbond
initiated from the gap region, only within the first few millimetres, the residual strength
of the joint would decrease and the SERR/disbond growth rate would increase as the
disbond propagated. As shown in Table 5.11 and Figure 5.22, the growth rates only
slightly increased as the disbond propagated up to 120 mm. Thus, in this significantly
long range of disbond growth, the growth was slow and stable. Beyond that, the disbond
propagated into the tapered region, and the growth rate increased rapidly owing to doubler
thickness reduction, in addition to the reduction of the effective overlap length.
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Figure 5.22: Disbond growth rate estimation based on B-basis with various disbond
lengths, peak load of 33.3 kN.
Another factor to consider was the load bypass for a local or part width disbond
initiated from the gap region. The SERRs assessment using displacement control defined
in Section 4.4.2 indicated that as the disbond propagated, the compliance of the strip joint
specimen would increase significantly. Thus, with the local compliance increase at the
disbonded region, some load would be redistributed to the adjacent regions (load
shedding effect). This was an additional factor contributing to the disbond slow growth.
Note that this point merely suggested that a part width disbond would grow slower than
a full-width disbond. How a local disbond grows and affects the bonded joint/repair
effectiveness will be defined in Chapter 6.
5.8.2

Fatigue Life of Specimens with Humidity Conditioning
As reported in Section 5.4, the fatigue life of the specimens tested after the humidity

environment conditioning was significantly shorter than that without the conditioning. In
addition, the ultimate failure of all these specimens was adhesive bonding failure rather
than adherend fatigue failure. These results indicated that for a relatively weaker
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adhesive, the adhesive fatigue strength was the dominant factor influencing the joint
fatigue life.
It should also be noted that during specimen manufacture, corrosion-inhibiting
primer was not applied. Accordingly, the results would apply only to the joints
manufactured in such a way.
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5.9 Summary
The disbond growth rate formulation based on modified Paris law was successfully
determined through this computational and experimental study. From this study, it can be
summarised that:
•

The average moisture absorption of specimens pre-conditioning at 71℃ with 95%
relative humidity for 33 days was around 3%.

•

The residual static strength of the joint as a function of disbond length was
established using the finite element method with the adhesive material failure
criterion and progressive failure analysis.

•

The upper limit fatigue peak load was determined by considering a static strength
safety margin and manufacture defect tolerance, to be 33.3 kN.

•

The residual strength analysis results indicated that under peak load of 33.3 kN,
the joint would rapture at 146 mm and 167 mm disbond lengths for disbond
initiated from the gap region and tapered end of the joint, respectively. For a lower
peak load of 27 kN considered, these lengths increased to 155 mm and 169 mm.

•

Constant amplitude fatigue tests (R = 0.1) were conducted using specimens with
various initial disbond lengths. The entire disbond growth process up to joint
failure was monitored. The fatigue test indicated that the life of specimen with
artificial disbond length from gap region was longer than that from tapered end.

•

High moisture content in the adhesive bond line would result in a significant
reduction in fatigue life, as shown by the fatigue test results of specimens with
humidity pre-conditioning.

•

A virtual crack close technique approach was utilised to assess the strain energy
release rates as a function of the disbond crack length. The results suggested that
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for specimen with pre-disbond from the gap region, disbond growth was
dominated by Mode II whilst for specimen with pre-disbond from the tapered end,
Mode I contribute around 25% of the Mode II SERR.
•

A modified Paris law was established by correlating the measured disbond growth
rates with the strain energy release rates. Using the modified Paris law, the crack
growth length as a function of the number of fatigue load cycles, and the fatigue
life of each specimen were predicted by conducting numerical integration.

•

The scatter factor in the prediction was handled by using the statistics approach
and considering a conservativeness level similar to that used for the generation of
B-basis design allowable. The predicted disbond growth agreed well with the
measured values. For specimens with symmetric disbond growth and failed in the
form of adhesive cohesive failure, the predicted fatigue life also showed a good
correlation with the test results.

•

The computational and fatigue test results indicated that for a joint having a
sufficient static strength safety margin under a typical fatigue loading that would
propagate disbond, the disbond growth would be stable in a particular length
range.

From the analyses above, the slow growth approach was established for fatigue life
prediction and inspection of interval determination, which is in accordance with the
guidelines provided by FAA AC 20-107B [9]. In Chapter 6, the modified Paris law
correlation established in this chapter is compared with the cohesive zone element (CZE)
approach to assess the wide bonded metal joint specimen.
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Chapter 6
Onset and Propagation of Disbonds in 3D
Wide Bonded Metal Joint Under Cyclic
Loading Using CZE Method
Preface
This chapter details the cohesive element formulations which is used to predict the onset
and propagation of disbonds in a wide bonded metal joint specimen under cyclic loading.
The element stress-strain based adhesive failure criteria defined in Chapter 3 was utilised
to determine the residual strength of the wide bonded metal joint specimen. The CZE
approach was used to determine the strain energy release rates (SERRs) as a function of
disbond length and predict the disbond growth rate of wide bonded metal joint specimens.
The material input properties of the cohesive zone element (CZE) approach were
calibrated against the experimental results of the DOTES defined in Chapter 5. The
performance of the cohesive element formulations to predict the disbond growth under
fatigue loading was assessed using the DOTES specimen. The results were compared
with those predicted using the VCCT approach incorporating the Modified Paris law
established in Chapter 5. Using the developed cohesive element formulations, the effect
of load shedding (load sharing or redistribution to the adjacent region) on the propagation
behaviour of the disbond was investigated through the wide bonded metal joint specimen
in this chapter.
The research works presented in this chapter are part of a paper entitled “Computational
Assessment of Disbond Growth Behaviour in Adhesively Bonded Wide Joints/Patch
Repairs of Aircraft Primary Structures”, which is submitted to “Theoretical and Applied
Fracture Mechanics”.
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6.1 Introduction
In previous chapters of this thesis, a correlation of disbond growth rates with the
strain energy release rates (SERRs) calculation based on the modified Paris law was
established. Using the modified Paris law formulation, the life of the joint could be
predicted. In Chapters 4 and 5, the SERRs were determined using the virtual crack closure
technique (VCCT) approach. This VCCT approach, however, still has some difficulties
in propagating cracks within 3-D conditions [161]. Hence, the cohesive zone element
(CZE) approach was used in this chapter to determine the SERR and to predict the
disbond growth of 3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen.
Bazant and Chen [185] reported that the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
was not capable of predicting the crack nucleation as well as very short crack growth.
Hence, the element stress-strain based adhesive failure criteria defined in Chapter 3 was
used to assess the residual strength of wide bonded metal joint specimen. The upper limit
of fatigue peak load of the wide bonded metal joint specimen was assumed to be
equivalent to the upper limit fatigue peak load of the DOTES coupon specimen, which
was 1.665 kN/mm. With this fatigue peak load, the fatigue life of the wide bonded metal
joint specimen could be determined by considering the instant static failure of the joint,
that is, when the disbond length reached the critical value in which the residual strength
was equivalent to the fatigue peak load.
The investigation carried out in this chapter was based on a two-step approach: (1) 2D strip specimen assessment (the DOTES); and (2) 3-D analysis of the wide bonded metal
joint specimen. The 2-D strip specimen was used to calibrate the material input properties
of the cohesive zone element (CZE) technique against the experimental results defined in
Section 5.3. Also, the 2-D strip specimen was used to verify the cohesive fatigue model
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by comparing the predicted fatigue lives with that predicted using the VCCT approach
incorporating the established modified Paris law defined in Chapter 5. Afterwards, the
cohesive fatigue model was used to determine the SERRs and predict the disbond growth
rate of the wide bonded metal joint specimen. The analysis of how a local disbond
propagated and affected the bonded joint/repair effectiveness was performed in this
chapter using the 3D analysis of the wide bonded metal joint specimen.

6.2 Cohesive Fatigue Damage Model
The S-N curves are widely used in many engineering applications to calculate the
fatigue life under cyclic loads. Fatigue life prediction using the S-N diagrams did not
require computational tools as the calculations were essentially dependent on the stress
state. However, predicting the fatigue crack propagation was challenging. One of the key
challenges was the implementation of fracture mechanics tools as a function of energy
release rate (ERR).
The VCCT method was one of the methods used to calculate the ERR. However,
this approach still has difficulty in propagating cracks using three-dimensional models,
especially when the crack front was not aligned. CZE method has been widely accepted
as a simulation tool for predicting the onset and propagation of debonding in bonded
joints subjected to fatigue loading [103].
Recently, Davila [108] developed a damage model for cyclic loading that relied
on the loading history and damage accumulation at the integration point. The bi-linear
cohesive law implemented for the proposed cohesive fatigue damage model is presented
in Figure 6.1. Similar to the static analysis, the cohesive law consisted of an elastic range,
0–E, followed by the “tearing” line, E-T as shown in Figure 6.1a. Any point outside the
cohesive law corresponded to failure in the material state. The material experienced
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fatigue damage when 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝜎𝑐 as illustrated in Figure 6.1a. Furthermore, at point P in
Figure 6.1b, the damage, d, accumulated with the number of cycles. As a result, the
maximum displacement jump, 𝜆 increased from points A to F. At point F, unstable failure
occurred as 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 exceeded the load carrying capacity of the material defined by tearing
region, E-T.
𝝈

𝝈

𝜎𝑐

𝜎𝑐

E

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

A Fatigue

𝜎𝑅𝑒𝑠

Unstable
failure

F

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

P
K

(1-𝑑 𝑓 )K
(1-d)K

𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛
T

𝜆𝑓

0

∆

0

(a)

Δ𝑐

𝜆 𝜆∗

∆

Δ𝑓

(b)

Figure 6.1: Bi-linear cohesive fatigue damage a) definition of fatigue under constant
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 b) description of displacement jump in fatigue (Adapted from [108]).
The heuristic fatigue damage accumulation model of was expressed in terms of
stress-amplification exponent 𝛽 and 𝛾:
𝜆 𝛽

𝑑𝐷

= (D + 𝛾)ቀ𝜆 ቁ
𝑑𝑁

(6.1)

∗

Where the coefficients 𝛽(R) and 𝛾(R) are functions of the stress ratio (R) which are
calculated by curves fitting from the integral equation to the S-N curve. The integral
equation was:
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝛽

𝑁𝑓 = ቀ

𝜎𝑐

ቁ

𝐷 𝐹 (1−𝐷)𝛽

∫0

𝐷+𝛾

dD

(6.2)

Davila [108] determined the typical coefficients 𝛽 and 𝛾 as a function of stress
ratio (R) as presented in Table 6.1, based on Fleck’s assessment result [186] that the
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endurance limit of a number of materials (including polymer) subjected to fully reversible
loading approximately was equivalent to 1/3 of the yield strength, Goodman diagram and
the assumed positions of low cycle limit and endurance limit anchor points of the S-N
curve.
Table 6.1: 𝛽 and 𝛾 coefficients for various typical stress ratio [108].
R

𝛾

𝛽

-0.1

0.001911

13.611

0

0.002142

21.842

0.1

0.002194

23.649

0.5

0.002643

38.033

Davila [108] also demonstrated the link between Equation 6.1 and the Paris law.
According to Vieira [187], several theoretical considerations were used to predict the
linear relationship between 𝛽 and m of the Paris law exponent (Equation 5.2).
Furthermore, Allegri and Wisnom [188] calculated the correlation of m = 𝛽/2 by utilising
the Mode II damage evolution model, which showed a good approximation for both Mode
I and Mixed-mode analyses.
A modified Paris law relationship was established previously in Chapter 5 using
extensive experimental data. Thus, the parameters 𝛽 and 𝛾 in Equation 6.1 could
alternatively be determined by using the link with this modified Paris law.
A similar approach used by Davila [108] was implemented in the current study,
that is, the prediction was started using the coefficients 𝛽 and 𝛾 as provided in Table 6.1.
The fatigue life prediction for the DOTES specimen was benchmarked against the results
from the prediction previously conducted using the VCCT approach and modified Paris
law which will be discussed in Section 6.4.2.2.
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It should be emphasized that generally to apply the cohesive fatigue damage
model as developed by Davila, fatigue tests must be conducted to establish the S-N curve
of the test specimens. Unless the S-N curve is fully consistent with that used by Davila,
the parameters used in the model need to be determined using the S-N curve
established and the procedures described by Davila [108].
The terms 𝜆 and 𝜆∗ in Equation 6.1 are the relative displacement jump at point P
defined in Figure 6.1b and expressed as:
𝜆
𝜆∗

𝜎

𝑚𝑎𝑥
= (1−𝐷)𝜎

𝑐

(6.3)

Where the damage norm (D) is:
𝜆 −Δ

D = Δ∗ −Δ𝑐

𝑐

𝑓

(6.4)

This damage norm is a linear function of displacement jump in fatigue. The relation of
damage norm (D) and loss of stiffness (1-d) can be interpreted as:
(1−D)∆𝑐

1-d = 𝐷∆

𝑓 +(1−𝐷)∆𝑐

6.2.1

(6.5)

Mixed Mode
The mixed-mode cohesive model implemented was based on the mixed-mode

model developed by Turon et al. [189]. The model was established with the correlation
between Modes I and II parameters. The authors [189] showed that the ratio of ∆𝑐 /∆𝑓
should be consistent for all mix modes to obtain thermodynamic consistency. The
correlation is:
∆𝑐
∆𝑓

= 2𝐾

𝜎𝑐2

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝐼𝑐

= 2𝐾

𝜏𝑐2

𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑐

(6.6)

Where 𝜎𝑐 and 𝜏𝑐 are the interlaminar peel and shear strengths; 𝐺𝐼𝑐 and 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑐 are the critical
ERR for Modes I and II; 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 and 𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 are the penalty stiffness in Modes I and II,
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respectively. For the bilinear cohesive law, the effective mixed-mode displacement jump
is defined as:
𝜆=

𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 〈𝜆2𝐼 〉+𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝜆2𝐼𝐼 +𝜆2𝐼𝐼𝐼 )

(6.7)

2
2
〈𝜆2𝐼 〉+𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟
√𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
(𝜆2𝐼𝐼 +𝜆2𝐼𝐼𝐼 )

In which 𝜆𝐼 is the opening displacement jump, and 𝜆𝐼𝐼 and 𝜆𝐼𝐼𝐼 are the orthogonal in-plane
displacement jumps. The mixed-mode ratio is:
𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝜆2𝐼𝐼 +𝜆2𝐼𝐼𝐼 )
2
2
2
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 〈𝜆𝐼 〉+𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝜆𝐼𝐼 +𝜆𝐼𝐼𝐼 )

𝜉= 𝐾

(6.8)

And the mixed-mode penalty stiffness is defined as:
𝐾2

〈𝜆2 〉+𝐾2

(𝜆2 +𝜆2 )

𝐾𝐵 = 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 〈𝜆𝐼2〉+𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝜆𝐼𝐼2 +𝜆𝐼𝐼𝐼
2 )
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙

𝐼

𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝐼𝐼

(6.9)

𝐼𝐼𝐼

Finally, the critical (∆𝑐 ) and maximum displacement (∆𝑓 ) in mixed-mode are:
√

∆𝑐 =

𝜎2
𝑐

𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙

𝜏2
𝜎2
𝑐 −
𝑐
)𝜉 𝜂
𝐾𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙

+(

√𝐾𝐵

and ∆𝑓 = ∆𝑐

2𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝐼𝑐
𝜎𝑐2

(6.10)

Where 𝜂 is the interpolation parameter of Benzeggagh and Kenane delamination
propagation criterion [138].
6.2.2

Determination of Crack Propagation
The crack length of the CZE fatigue damage could be determined by adding the

damage state variable of each cohesive element multiplied by the area of cohesive
element. For elements in the process zone where d is a range from 0 to 1, the damage
variable considered was the average of the damage from the integration points of each
cohesive element. The illustration of the damage distribution in the process zone for 2D
and 3D models is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of damage in cohesive element a) 2D (side view) b) 3D (top
view).
The crack extension (∆𝑎) can be defined as:
𝑑

∆𝑎 = ∑ 𝑛

𝑐𝑧

𝐴𝑐𝑧

(6.11)

Where:
𝐴𝑐𝑧 = cohesive element length (𝑙𝑐𝑧 ) x 𝑛𝑐𝑧

for 2D model

𝐴𝑐𝑧 = cohesive element length (𝑙𝑐𝑧 ) x cohesive element width (𝑤𝑐𝑧 ) x 𝑛𝑐𝑧 for 3D model
𝑛𝑐𝑧 = number of cohesive elements in the process zone
∑𝑑

d = 𝑛 , 𝑛𝑖𝑝 is the number of integration points of the cohesive element.
𝑖𝑝

6.2.3

Determination of Strain Energy Release Rate Using CZE
The energy release rate (G) can be determined using the constitutive law of the

selected cohesive zone model:
∆

G = ∫0 𝜎(∆) 𝑑∆

(6.12)

The maximum energy release rate (Gmax) and change in the energy release rate (∆𝐺 =
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) used in the Paris law formulation could be calculated based on the area of
the cohesive law as illustrated in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Definition of the strain energy release rate in bi-linear cohesive fatigue law
(Adapted from [105]).
The equation of Gmax can be defined as:
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝜎𝑐
2

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜆

2

for 𝜆 <= Δ𝑐

Δ −𝜆

[((𝜆 − Δ𝑐 ) (Δ 𝑓−Δ + 1)) + Δ𝑐 ] for Δ𝑐 < 𝜆 < Δ𝑓
𝑓

𝑐

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐺𝑐

for 𝜆 = Δ𝑓

(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)

The correlation of Gmax with load ratio (R) is:
𝑅2 =

𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛

(6.16)

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

Thus, the variation of energy release rate (∆𝐺) can be defined as:
Δ𝐺 =
Δ𝐺 =

𝜎𝑐
2

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜆 (1-𝑅 2 )

2
Δ −𝜆

[((𝜆 − Δ𝑐 ) (Δ 𝑓−Δ + 1)) + Δ𝑐 ](1-𝑅 2 )
𝑓

𝑐

Δ𝐺 = 𝐺𝑐 (1-𝑅 2 )

for 𝜆 <= Δ𝑐

(6.17)

for Δ𝑐 < 𝜆 < Δ𝑓

(6.18)

for 𝜆 = Δ𝑓

(6.19)
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When the variation of load ratio (R) was considered, a higher load ratio would decrease
the variation in the energy release rate, as illustrated in Figure 6.4.
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𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥
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∆
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𝝈
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𝜎𝑐

∆𝐺1
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Δ𝑐

𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛1 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

Figure 6.4: The effect of load ratio (R > 0) on strain energy release rate (Adapted from
[105]).

6.3 User Subroutine
A user written Ucohesive subroutine was developed for MSC Marc cohesive
element. The subroutine was called for every increment and integration point. Three
modules were created for sharing data and/or procedures, namely: parameters, data, and
calculations. One of the advantages of using a module is that it can be tested and updated
separately from the main program. The parameter module contained all the parameters
required for bi-linear cohesive law such as penalty stiffness (K), critical ERR (G), and
maximum traction (𝜎𝑐 ). The data module was created to store all the data required for
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each increment (D, d, and G). The last module was used to define all the functions
required. The Ucohesive subroutine was responsible for calling all the modules.
The Ubginc subroutine was used to initialise and modify the stored data, which
was run at the beginning of each increment. In addition, the Uedinc subroutine was called
at the end of the last increment to represent the total crack propagation and SERR
calculation. The connections between the subroutines, Marc, and modules are illustrated
in Figure 6.5.
MSC Marc

Ubginc

Parameters

Ucohesive

Data

Uedinc

Procedures

Figure 6.5: Interactions between MSC Marc, subroutines and modules.
The implementation of the cohesive fatigue damage under the quasi-static loading
was achieved by adding the fatigue damage calculation into the Ucohesive which is
illustrated in Figure 6.6.
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Di = 0, λ, ∆N

𝜆∗ = (∆𝑓 − ∆𝑐 )𝐷 + ∆𝑐

𝜆 𝛽

∆𝐷 = (𝐷 + 𝛾) ቀ ቁ ∆N
𝜆∗

fat

D = D + ∆𝐷

T

D =

𝜆∗ −∆𝑐
(∆𝑓 −∆𝑐 )

T

fat

D = max (D ; D )

1-d =

(1−D)∆𝑐
𝐷∆𝑓 +(1−𝐷)∆𝑐

Df, (1-d)
Dfat: Fatigue damage

λ: displacement jump

𝜆∗ : reference displacement

DT: Tearing damage

(1-d): loss of stiffness

∆𝑓 : maximum displacement

∆𝐷: Incremental fatigue damage

∆𝑐 : critical displacement ∆N: step size for number of cycles

Figure 6.6: Calculation of fatigue damage cohesive law using SCL procedure (Adapted
from [108]).
The damage calculation procedures defined in the subroutine that account for
tearing, and fatigue damage are described in detail in Figure 6.7. The output of the
subroutine is the damage state variable (d).
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Figure 6.7: UCohesive subroutine algorithm dependencies.
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6.4 2D Finite Element Modelling
6.4.1

Static Loading
Interfacial failure that might arise from debonding of the adhesive was modelled

using the Cohesive Zone Element (CZE) method with bi-linear and exponential tractionseparation law. MSC Marc, a commercial finite element software was utilised in this
study to predict the disbond growth initiation load (residual strength) of the DOTES with
a pre-defined disbond. Cohesive failure was modelled through the insertion of a layer of
cohesive elements at the adhesive interface. The irreversible response is characterised by
increasing the damage ranging from 0 (onset delamination) to 1 (full delamination).
Maximum effective traction (𝑡𝑐 ) responses in pure Mode I and II along with the behaviour
of the interface material under mixed-mode loading were calculated using the exponential
and bi-linear function defined in Section 3.4.2.4.
Two-dimensional four-node linear plane-strain quadrilateral elements were used.
The element size in the adhesive bond-line was set to 3.75E-2 mm in most areas. There
were four elements through the adhesive bond-line thickness along with the interface
element embedded in the middle of the adhesive bond-line.
According to Johnson et al. [190], the cohesive element was usually applied with
a small thickness to reduce the convergence issue. For this reason, a cohesive thickness
of 1E-2 mm was selected. Furthermore, meshing configuration was applied above and
below the adhesive bond-line to reduce the computational cost. The mesh refinement
strategy and boundary conditions applied are presented in Figure 6.8. Note that only
specimens with adhesive cohesive failure mode (specimen with 150 mm pre-disbond)
were modelled using the CZE technique.
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Figure 6.8: Boundary conditions and meshing strategy implemented for the DOTES
specimen using the CZE approach.
6.4.1.1 DOTES-ST Specimen Configuration
The residual strength prediction using the CZE method of DOTES-ST unbalanced specimen with 150 mm pre-disbond length is plotted in Figure 6.9. The
predicted results using exponential and bi-linear cohesive laws were correlated against
the experimental results of the specimen with 150 mm pre-disbond length plotted in
Figure 5.10, Section 5.3.1.2. As mentioned earlier in Section 3.4.2.4, the elastic
stiffnesses of bi-linear cohesive law were calibrated against the static test results, which
were Kn = 24,000 N/mm and Ks, Kt = 3,200 N/mm.
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Figure 6.9: Residual strength comparison of DOTES-ST specimen with 150 mm predisbond length at RD condition a) pre-disbond from the tapered end, Variation 1 –
thicker outer adherend (TOA) b) pre-disbond from the gap region, Variation 2 – thicker
inner adherend (TIA).
The residual strength prediction results showed that:
•

For specimen with pre-disbond from the tapered end, Variation 1 – (TOA),
the residual strength prediction using exponential law was under-predicted by
0.4%; whilst the prediction using bi-linear law under-predicted by 2.4%
against the experimental failure load as presented in Figure 6.9a.

•

For specimen with pre-disbond from the gap region, Variation 2 – (TIA), the
residual strength prediction using exponential law was over-predicted by
0.62%; whereas the prediction using bi-linear law under-predicted by 2.86%
against the experimental failure load as shown in Figure 6.9b.
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From the numerical results, it was found that the predicted displacement was
significantly lower than that measured from the experiments. This was caused by the
compliance of the simulated section that was significantly lower than that of the system
reflected by the measured crosshead displacement.
6.4.1.2 DOTES-LT Specimen Configuration
The predicted joint residual strength of the DOTES-LT un-balanced specimen is
plotted in Figure 6.10. Since two specimens were tested for each configuration (Variation
1 - TOA and Variation 2 - TIA), the predicted residual strength using the CZE approach
was correlated against the average experimental failure load of the two specimens tested
defined in Section 5.3.2, which was 52.4 kN for specimen with 150 mm pre-disbond from
the tapered end (Variation 1 - TOA) and 38 kN for specimen with 150 mm pre-disbond
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Figure 6.10: Residual strength comparison of DOTES-LT specimen with 150 mm predisbond length at RD condition a) pre-disbond from the tapered end, Variation 1 - TOA
b) pre-disbond from gap region, Variation 2 – TIA.
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Similar to the description in Section 6.4.1.1, exponential and bi-linear cohesive
laws were implemented to predict the joint residual strength at RD condition. The results
showed that:
•

For specimen with pre-disbond from the tapered end, Variation 1 - TOA
(Figure 6.10b), the residual strength prediction using exponential law was
over-predicted by 2%; whilst the prediction using bi-linear law was overpredicted by 3% against the average experimental failure load.

•

For specimen with pre-disbond from the gap region, Variation 2 - TIA (Figure
6.10a), the residual strength prediction using exponential law was overpredicted by 2.58%; whereas the prediction using bi-linear law over-predicted
by 3.1% against the average experimental failure load.

The residual strength predictions of the baseline specimen configuration at HW
condition are shown in Figure 6.11. Compared to the failure load obtained from the
experimental test using the specimen with a pre-disbond of 150 mm from the tapered end,
plotted in Figure 5.11, the predicted results were over-predicted by 1.1% and 4.6% using
the exponential and bi-linear cohesive laws, respectively.
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Figure 6.11: Residual strength comparison of DOTES-LT specimen (baseline
configuration) with 150 mm pre-disbond length from the tapered end at HW condition.
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All joint residual strength results predicted using both cohesive laws provided a
good correlation with the results obtained from the experimental test. Thus, it was proven
that both exponential and bi-linear cohesive laws could accurately be used to predict the
residual strength of adhesively bonded joints. In the following section, the bi-linear
cohesive law will be utilised to model the fatigue damage law.
6.4.2

Fatigue Loading
The cohesive fatigue model was applied using simplified cyclic loading (SCL)

procedure as presented in Figure 6.12 to avoid high computational expenses. The analysis
was performed in two steps. Firstly, the load was ramped up to the maximum load (steps
0 to 1). Then, it was held constant throughout the entire analysis. No fatigue damage was
allowed during the first step. However, the solution was recalculated during the second
step to account for the internal load redistribution (tearing and fatigue damage
accumulation). The stress ratio (R) was introduced to account for the effect of cyclic on
fatigue damage.
F

Fmax

0

1 2 3 4

5

N

Time

Figure 6.12: Simplified cyclic loading (SCL) procedure (Adapted from [108]).
6.4.2.1 Validation with Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) Specimen
The double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen has been widely used as a regular
test method to determine the onset of delamination growth. As has been done by Davila
[108], the developed Ucohesive subroutine was benchmarked against the DCB published
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results in [108] to validate its accuracy. The specimen configurations and material
properties of using IM7/8852 graphite/epoxy unidirectional tape are summarised in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.
Table 6.2: Dimensions of DCB specimen.
𝒂𝒐 (mm)

w (mm)

h (mm)

L (mm)

50.8

25.4

2.25
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Table 6.3: Material Properties of IM7/8852 [191].
E11 (avg T/C)

146,671 MPa

E22 = E33

8703 MPa

G12 = G13

5164 MPa

G23

3001 MPa

GIc

0.24 N mm/mm2

GIIc

0.739 N mm/mm2

𝝈𝒄

80.1 MPa

𝝉𝒄

97.6 MPa

𝝂𝟏𝟐 = 𝝂𝟏𝟑

0.32

𝝂𝟐𝟑

0.435

The parametric model was created in MSC Marc based on the model developed
by Davila in Abaqus/std. The DCB model shown in Figure 6.13 was created in twodimensional and three-dimensional. For the two-dimensional model, four-node linear
plane-strain quadrilateral elements were used. The element size was set to 0.1 mm for the
entire cohesive zone element with three layers through the arm thickness. For the threedimensional model, eight-node hexahedral solid elements were used. The specimen was
modelled with five elements across the width and three elements through the thickness.
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Similar to the 2D model, the cohesive element at the propagation zone was sized to 0.1
mm. Also, the propagation zone length varied from 5 to 15 mm depending on the crack
propagation length required.

0.5𝛿, 0.5F

h

.

𝑎𝑜

Crack
propagation
zone

-0.5𝛿, 0.5F

Figure 6.13: Two-dimensional FE model of DCB specimen with 25.4 mm geometric
properties.
The crack propagation with a various number of cycles is presented in Figure
6.14. The red elements shown in Figure 6.14a were the completely damaged element,
followed by the process zone and those to the right were intact. The points which
correspond to the crack propagation length are reflected in Figure 6.14b. The results
showed that both 2D and 3D analyses were well correlated to the FE analysis performed
by Davila [108]. It was shown that the results converged with 1000 cycles/increment.
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Figure 6.14: Implementation of cohesive fatigue damage law in DCB specimen with
applied displacement (𝛿) of 1.92 mm a) detail of propagation zone (2D model) b) crack
propagation as a function of number of cycles.
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6.4.2.2 The DOTES Coupon Specimen
The SERR calculation using the cohesive fatigue model defined in Section 6.2.3
was compared with that determined using the VCCT approach. The meshing strategy and
boundary conditions applied are presented in Figures 6.8. The material properties used
are defined in Table 3.4 with normal elastic stiffness (Kn) of 24,000 N/mm, and shear
elastic stiffness (Ks) of 3,200 N/mm as stated in Section 6.4.1.1.
The comparison of SERR results presented in Figure 6.15 for specimen with
baseline configurations was determined using the VCCT method and cohesive fatigue
model, with an applied load of 33.3 kN. A similar trend could also be observed with
different applied loads. The results showed a good correlation using both techniques. As
expected, Mode II was dominated for the case of disbond initiated from the gap region.
Whilst for disbond initiated from the tapered end, Mode I contributed around 22% of the
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Figure 6.15: SERR curve a) disbond initiated and propagated from the gap end; b)
disbond initiated and propagated from the tapered end (Load = 33.3 kN).
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An attempt was made to verify the approach described in Section 6.2.2
(determination of the crack propagation). The disbond crack propagation was predicted
using:
i.

Specimen with pre-disbond length of 60 mm initiated from the gap region
and tapered end, for the case of fatigue peak load equals to 33.3 kN, R =
0.1 (the 60 mm pre-disbond length was considered as it was within the
steady-state range of the SERR value as presented in Figure 5.19); and

ii.

Specimen with pre-disbond length of 30 mm initiated from the gap region
and tapered end, for the case of fatigue peak load equals to 27 kN, R = 0.1.

The predicted results determined using the proposed method defined in Section
6.2 were compared with the life prediction determined using the VCCT approach
incorporating the established modified Paris law and experimental test data defined in
Section 5.6 (Equation 5.3 with the parameters defined in Table 5.10 for without hot-wet
conditioning) and Section 5.4.1, respectively.
The comparison of predicted disbond growth results is plotted in Figure 6.16. It is
shown that for the case of fatigue peak load equals to 33.3 kN, the CZE fatigue damage
formulation underpredicts the disbond growth by 11% for specimen with disbond
initiated from the tapered end, whilst it overpredicts the disbond growth by 8% for the
specimen with disbond initiated from the gap region. Furthermore, the average difference
between the CZE fatigue damage prediction with experimental data is about 33%. This
difference is considered insignificant for the fatigue life prediction.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the predicted disbond growth with fatigue peak load of 33.3
and 27 kN.

6.5 3D Finite Element Modelling
In this section, the effect of local or partial width disbond was investigated through
an extended version of the DOTES coupon specimen. This specimen could be represented
as: i) double lap joint, and ii) fully damaged panel reinforced with a bonded patch.
Assessment of the joint residual strength was conducted by means of the CZE approach
to determine the instant static failure of the joint. The SERRs value of the wide bonded
metal joint specimen as a function of disbond length was determined using the CZE
approach, as defined in Section 6.2.3. The Ucohesive subroutine defined in Section 6.3
was used to determine the SERRs value and predict the disbond growth rate based on the
cohesive fatigue damage formulation.
6.5.1

Geometry and Boundary Conditions
The geometry of the fully damaged panel repaired with an adhesively bonded patch

specimen is presented in Figure 6.17. It is worth noting that this specimen is similar to
the extended version of the DOTES coupon specimen. Hence, it also consists of three
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different components, called the parent structure (thickness Ti), adhesive layer (thickness
𝜂) and patches (thickness To).
360 mm

100 mm

100 mm

3°

3°

110 mm
2 mm

(a)
240 mm

Adhesive Layer

60 mm
To = 3.18 mm

3°

3°

Ti = 6.35 mm
To = 3.18 mm
2 mm gap
(b)
30 mm

60 mm

3°
3°

1.5 mm

0.15 mm
(c)

(d)

Figure 6.17: Wide bonded metal joint specimen configuration a) top view b) side view
c) tapered side for disbond initiated from tapered end d) tapered side for disbond
initiated from gap region.
A gap with dimensions of 110 x 2 mm (length x width) was created in the parent
structure, which represents a fully damaged parent structure. For this wide bonded metal
joint specimen configuration, balance joint configuration with a thickness ratio between
inner adherend and outer adherend of 2:1 was considered. The commercial software MSC
Marc was utilised to predict the disbond propagation behaviour in the wide bonded metal
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joint specimen. The twofold symmetry (red marked zone in Figures 6.17 a and b) was
considered; and thus, only one-eighth of the specimen was modelled. It should be noted
that two different tapered configurations were considered as shown in Figures 6.17 c and
d. For the case of disbond initiated from the gap region, an edge thickness of 0.15 mm
was applied to reduce the peel stress at the tapered section (similar to the DOTES-LT
specimen design defined in Section 3.2.3). Whilst edge thickness of 1.5 mm was
implemented for the case of disbond initiated from tapered end (DOTES-ST specimen
design in Section 3.2.2).
The boundary conditions implemented are shown in Figure 6.18. To simulate the
symmetry conditions, symmetry plane 1 of the specimen, symmetry plane 2 of the patch,
and the bottom surface of the parent structure were constrained (displacement in the xaxis, z-axis and y-axis were set to zero respectively). In addition, the end edge of the
parent structure was constrained in a manner to represent the test machine loading
condition.
End edge
Edge
thickness

3°

Parent
Disbond
initiated from
tapered end

Patch
Part width

Full width

Side edge

Symmetry plane 1
Adhesive
Disbond
initiated from
gap region
z y

Full width
Part width

x
Symmetry plane 2

Figure 6.18: Three-layers finite element model (one-eighth portion).
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According to a mesh sensitivity study performed by Anyfantis and Tsouvalis
[192], the effect of 3D element sizes of (0.2 x 0.2) mm2, (0.5 x 0.5) mm2, and (1 x 1) mm2
towards the single lap and double lap joints strength was less than 3%. Furthermore, Davila
et al. [193] performed a numerical study on the effect of various element sizes (3-D, 8 nodes
element) to predict the maximum load of double cantilever beam specimen (DCB). The
results indicated that poor accuracy was observed when using element size greater than 1.25
mm. This was consistent with the results from Gonçalves [194], using a 1 mm element size,
18 node quadratic elements. Thus, this study uses a three-dimensional eight-node

isoparametric solid elements along with a cohesive element size of 1 x 1 x 0.01 mm in
most areas.
As stated in Section 6.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 6.8, the cohesive interface
element was embedded in the adhesive bond-line. Two different shapes of pre-disbond
initiated from both ends (gap region and tapered end) were considered, called full-width
disbond and part width disbond as illustrated in Figure 6.18. The full-width pre-disbond
shape has similar behaviour to the DOTES coupon specimen (2D analysis) whilst the part
width pre-disbond shape was used to investigate the implication of local or part width
disbond as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
6.5.2

Residual Static Strength Assessment
The residual strength of the wide bonded metal joint specimen was conducted using

the element stress-strain based adhesive failure criteria. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2.2,
the issue of mesh dependence was handled using the characteristic distance approach. The
characteristic distance was so determined by calibrating the mesh size of 3D analysis with
the static test result of the DOTES defined in Section 5.3.2, which was 0.1 mm. To reduce
the computational cost, the symmetry model presented in Figure 6.18 was used along with
mesh size refinement around the disbond crack tip by means of mesh biased technique.
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The predicted residual strength as a function of disbond length for specimen with
full and part width disbonds, initiated from both ends (gap region and tapered end) are
presented in Figure 6.19, where the disbond front shape was kept unchanged. For the
specimen with full-width disbond initiated from the gap region, the residual strength was
steady up to 120 mm; it then gradually decreased when approaching the total overlap
length of the specimen. On the other hand, for disbond initiated from the tapered end, the
residual strength would reduce as disbond lengths increased up to 30 mm (where the outer
adherend end taper terminates). The curve then became flat as the disbond length further
increases, followed by a rapid decrease as the disbond length approached the total overlap
length of the specimen. It is important to note that this analysis was done for specimen
design with a tapered length of 30 mm as the result was sensitive to the tapered length.
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Figure 6.19: Residual strength prediction of wide bonded metal joint specimen for
disbond initiated from the gap and tapered ends under HW condition.
The curve plotted in Figure 6.19 was limited by the adhesive strength under hotwet condition. Considering the upper limit of the fatigue peak load for the DOTES coupon
specimen was 33.3 kN (load/unit width = 1.665 kN/mm), the upper limit of fatigue peak
load for wide bonded metal joint specimen was calculated to be 183.15 kN (1.665 kN/mm
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x 110 mm). The joint would rapture under static loading when the disbond reached its
length, where the peak fatigue load was equivalent to the joint residual strength (points
GR and TE for disbond from two ends) as presented in Figure 6.19. Thus, in the fatigue
life prediction, the life of the wide bonded metal joint specimen should only be predicted
up to points GR (148 mm) and TE (161 mm) for the case of full width disbond initiated
from the gap region and tapered end, respectively.
For the case of part width disbond initiated from the gap region, the joint residual
strength was steady throughout the entire disbond length. Whilst for the case of part width
disbond initiated from the tapered end, the joint residual strength would slightly decrease
as the disbond length increases up to 30 mm; followed by a flat curve as the disbond
length increases.
The ultimate failure would occur when the static residual strength of the specimen
was equivalent to the fatigue peak load, in which the disbond front shape was not predefined but from the disbond growth calculation. Further details will be provided in
Section 6.5.4.
6.5.3

Determination of Strain Energy Release Rate
Using the approach described in Section 6.2.3 and the developed subroutine

defined in Section 6.3, the SERR components as a function of the disbond length of the
wide bonded metal joint specimen were determined.
A load of 183.15 kN (load/unit width = 1.665 kN/mm) was applied through the
entire disbond length variations. As expected, the SERR results of disbond initiated from
the gap region indicate that Mode I was insignificant compared to Mode II. This
phenomenon was observed for both full width and part width disbond. Thus, only SERR
of Mode II was considered as shown in Figure 6.20a.
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Figure 6.20: SERR plot for a) disbond initiated and propagated from the gap
region and b) disbond initiated and propagated from the tapered end (Load = 183.15
kN).
For the case of disbond initiated from the tapered end, Mode I contributed around
14% to the total SERR. This indicated that the contribution of Mode I in wide bonded
metal joint specimen was slightly lower than that in the DOTES coupon specimen (Mode
I contributes around 22% to the total SERR).
As shown in Figure 6.20, in the cases of full-width disbond, as the disbond lengths
increase, the SERR values initially would increase slowly, then gradually faster, and then
rapidly increasing when the disbond lengths approached 150 mm and 160 mm, in the
cases of disbond from gap end and tapered end, respectively.
The impact of local or part width disbond to the SERR calculations was presented
in Figures 6.20 a and b for the case of disbond initiated from the gap region and tapered
end, respectively. Significant reduction of the SERR values was observed compared to
the SERR results calculated from full-width disbond. This indicated that as the pre175

existing disbond increased, the initial disbond growth rate in the part width disbond case
would not increase significantly, due to the effect of load redistribution to the adjacent
regions (load shedding effect).
6.5.4

Disbond Growth Prediction
The cohesive fatigue damage model defined in Section 6.2 was used to predict the

disbond growth and fatigue life of a 3-D wide bonded metal joint specimen. The disbond
growth behaviour of part and full-width disbonds of the wide bonded metal joint specimen
are illustrated in Figures 6.21 – 6.23. A pre-disbond length of 30 mm was considered in
this study.
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Figure 6.21: Details of propagation zone of a wide bonded metal joint specimen with
part width disbond initiated from gap region a) 40,000 cycles b) 100,000 cycles (peak
load of 183.15 kN and R = 0.1).
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Figure 6.22: Details of propagation zone of the wide bonded metal joint specimen with
part width disbond initiated from tapered end a) 40,000 cycles b) 100,000 cycles (peak
load of 183.15 kN and R = 0.1).
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Figure 6.23: Details of propagation zone-wide bonded metal joint specimen with fullwidth disbond within 100,000 cycles a) disbond initiated from gap region b) disbond
initiated from tapered end (peak load of 183.15 kN and R = 0.1).
Numerical studies using various elements sizes indicated that the prediction’s
accuracy was notably lower if the size of the element was greater than a certain maximum
value. The prediction of full-width disbond propagation within 20,000 cycles, initiated
from the gap region was conducted with various element sizes. The results plotted in
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Figure 6.24 indicate that the predicted disbond length tends to converge as the element
size increases. Poor predictions were observed when the element area was greater than
1.25 mm2. The analysis was conducted with 200 cycles per increment.
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Figure 6.24: Disbond length as a function of the element size.
The disbond growth behaviour for specimens with part width disbond from the
gap region is illustrated in Figure 6.21. As presented, disbond growth was initiated from
the side edge of the pre-existing disbond crack region, and then propagated through the
width of the specimen. This confirmed the indication made previously in Chapters 4 and
5 for the case of a local or part width disbond. Due to the compliance increase at the
disbonded region, some load would be redistributed to the adjacent regions that delayed
disbond growth at the initial disbonded region (load shedding effect).
The part-width disbond has similar behaviour with the full-width disbond when
the disbond was propagated beyond the artificial disbond crack front shape and formed a
full-width disbond as reflected in Figures 6.21b and 6.23a for the case of disbond initiated
from the gap region. The disbond growth behaviour for disbond initiated from the tapered
end (presented in Figures. 6.22 and 6.23b) was similar to that in the case of disbond
initiated from the gap region.
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The predicted average disbond growth rates of the specimen with full-width and
part-width disbond initiated from both ends (gap region and tapered end) are summarised
in Table 6.4. It was shown that the predicted average disbond growth rates of the specimen
with pre-disbond from the tapered end were higher than that from the gap region. This
was consistent with the results from the DOTES coupon specimen in Chapter 5.
Table 6.4: Wide bonded metal joint specimen disbond growth prediction (predisbond length of 30 mm).
Initial part width disbond

Description

Initial full-width disbond

Average
Maximum
Maximum
disbond
Disbond Number
Disbond
growth
Length of Cycles
Length
rate
(mm)
(mm)
(mm/cycle)

Average
Number disbond
of
growth
Cycles
rate
(mm/cycle)

Disbond
initiated from
tapered end
(TE)

161

132,800 1.29 x 10-3

161

118,200 1.38 x 10-3

Disbond
initiated from
gap region
(GR)

148

154,800 9.23 x 10-4

148

124,400 1.02 x 10-3

From the residual strength assessment conducted in Section 6.5.2, the wide
bonded metal joint specimen would rapture rapidly under fatigue peak load of 183.15 kN
when reached the disbond lengths of 148 and 161 mm from the gap region and tapered
end, respectively. Therefore, the life of the joint should only be predicted to these disbond
lengths as presented in Table 6.4. Note that the disbond length considered here was the
average disbond growth of the fastest and slowest sides from the inverted arch as shown
in Figures 6.21 – 6.23.
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6.6 Summary
The applicability of the slow growth management strategy for disbond in a wide
bonded metal joint specimen was evaluated computationally in this study using the CZE
approach. The material input properties of the CZE approach were calibrated against the
experimental results in Chapter 5 by using a 2-D strip specimen. The capability of the
cohesive fatigue damage model was assessed by comparing the predicted fatigue lives
with those predicted using the established modified Paris law and experimental data. A
good correlation of the predicted fatigue lives was shown. Thus, the CZE approach was
used to analyse disbond growth behaviour in a wide bonded metal joint specimen. From
the analyses above, it can be summarised that:
•

By considering an identical load/unit width of 1.665 kN/mm with the DOTES
coupon specimen, the upper limit fatigue peak load of the wide bonded metal
joint specimen was determined to be 183.15 kN

•

The residual strength results indicated that under the peak load of 183.15 kN,
the wide bonded metal joint specimen would rapture at 148 mm and 161 mm
disbond lengths for disbond initiated from the gap region and tapered end of
the joint, respectively.

•

The strain energy release rates (SERRs) determined using the cohesive
fatigue model showed a good correlation with the one calculated using the
VCCT approach. Thus, the SERRs value as a function of disbond length of
the wide bonded metal joint specimen with part and full-width disbond were
assessed using the cohesive fatigue model.

•

Significant reduction of the SERR values was observed for the case of part
width or local disbond. This suggested that as the disbond propagated, some
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load was redistributed to the adjacent regions (load shedding effect) that
caused a slower disbond growth compared to the full-width disbond.
•

The cohesive fatigue model implemented in the Ucohesive subroutine was
also used to predict the disbond propagation of wide bonded metal joint
specimens.

•

A slower disbond growth rate was observed for specimens with part width
disbond. This indicated that as the disbond propagates, some load was
redistributed to the adjacent regions (load shedding effect) which caused a
slower disbond growth compared to the full-width disbond.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Overview
The cost of airworthiness certification has been recognised as a significant
concern in adhesively bonded joints, especially for damage repair in highly loaded regions
[12]. The generic patch repair specimens are called the Double-Overlap Fatigue Specimen
(DOFS), which represents the “disbond tolerant zone” and the Skin Doubler Specimen
(SDS), which represents the “safe-life zone” have been established in aircraft industry to
minimise the costs of the certification process. However, assessment of a long disbond
up to ultimate failure of the joint could not be achieved just on the basis of these two
specimens. Ideally, the entire process of disbond growth from disbond initiation up to the
ultimate failure of the joint needs to be assessed in order to implement the damage slow
growth management strategy. In this thesis, a generic patch repair specimen, called double
overlap tapered end specimen (DOTES), contains both “disbond tolerant zone” and “safelife zone” in the bonded patch repair was considered. Assessment of a joint with a long
crack (either from the middle or ends of the overlap), up to the length corresponding to
the ultimate failure of the specimens under any peak load could be conducted. The
investigation was extended to identify the effect of local or part width disbond growth to
bonded joint or repair effectiveness using wide bonded metal joint specimen. Numerical
procedure to assess disbond growth in bonded joints or patch repairs used in primary
aircraft structures was first carried out. Subsequently, static and fatigue testing at coupon
specimen level were conducted to determine the allowable fatigue load range and
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established the modified Paris law relationships. Finally, numerical modelling of static
and cyclic loaded of wide bonded metal joint specimen was investigated in this thesis.

7.2 Key Findings and Advancements
Based on the critical review of literature presented in Chapter 2, adhesively bonded
joints were identified as a more effective joint technique in terms of structural cases than
mechanically fastened joints. Among the various advantages of adhesively bonded joints,
it was identified that a detail assessment on damage slow growth management strategy
was required to help satisfy the certification requirement of bonded joints or patch repairs
for primary aircraft structures.
The key contributions of this thesis are discussed in the following sub-sections.
7.2.1

Introducing The Modelling Approaches and Generic Patch Repair Design to

Understand Disbond Growth Behaviour in Bonded Structure
The Hart-Smith analytical approach has been widely used to predict the joint
strength of a pristine specimen. In finite element (FE) modelling, the joint residual
strength with the existence of disbond was predicted using the adhesive element failure
criteria. Initially, the characteristic distance was determined when the predicted joint
strength of pristine specimen using FE analysis was equivalent to that predicted using the
Hart-Smith analytical formula. The characteristic distance was determined by calibration
with the experimental test results.
The strain energy release rate (SERR) of the joint as a function of disbond length
was determined using the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) for 2D analysis and
cohesive zone element (CZE) approach for 3D analysis. The CZE approach was also
utilised to assess the disbond growth behaviour in 3D FE modelling.
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Two coupon specimen designs that represent the DOTES were used, called the
DOTES-ST (short tapered) and the DOTES-LT (long tapered). Analysis on the shear and
peel stresses distribution of each coupon specimen design was conducted. The numerical
results showed that by reducing the edge thickness to 0.15 mm, the shear and peel stresses
were also reduced by 51% and 47%, respectively.
The material properties and modelling approach used for all numerical studies
carried out in this thesis were defined in Chapter 3. Single element simulations subjected
to various loading conditions were conducted to ensure the FM300-2K material properties
were correctly implemented. A good correlation was observed with the manufacturer data
sheet.
7.2.2

Implementation of Slow growth Approach to Bonded Joints or Patch Repairs

Used in Primary Aircraft Structures
With the analyses conducted in Chapter 4, the framework to implement the slow
growth approach, predict allowable fatigue life and determine inspection interval, in
accordance with the guidance provided in FAA AC 20-107B [9], was established. The
entire process of a disbond crack growth from disbond initiation up to the ultimate failure
of a typical double lap metallic joint was investigated using the DOTES-ST specimen.
The residual static strength of the joint as function of disbond crack length was established
using the finite element method with adhesive element failure criteria and a progressive
failure analysis. The results indicated that under the static load the crack growth in both
cases (disbond initiates from the gap region or from tapered end) was unstable.
Particularly with a static load that was able to initiate the disbond or propagate a short
disbond crack, the joint would rapture rapidly. However, when a fatigue loading with the
peak load below the residual strength curves was considered, there would be no instant
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static failure. A fatigue failure would occur when the disbond crack propagated to the
length with which the residual strength was equivalent to the fatigue peak stress.
The SERRs analysis indicated that for a joint having sufficient static strength
safety margin under a typical fatigue loading that would propagate disbond crack, disbond
growth would be stable in a particular length range. These include disbond initiated from
either “disbond tolerant zone” or “safe-life zone”. The SERR results under constant
amplitude end-displacement loading showed significant drop in SERR as the disbond
crack length increases in a reasonable disbond crack length range. This result suggested
for a local or part width disbond, the load shedding effect (load sharing or redistribution
to the adjacent region) would further slow the damage growth. This might have a
significant implication for application of the slow growth approach to the case of a local
disbond in the “safe life zone”.
The effect of rigidity imbalance between inner adherend and outer adherend was
observed. The numerical results showed that varying the adherend thickness could affect
the adhesive bond strength and disbond growth rate. This information would be useful in
design of validation experiment.
7.2.3

Establishment of Relationship Between Disbond Growth Rates and Disbond

Strain Energy Release Rates
The applicability of the slow growth management strategy for disbond in bonded
joints or patch repairs of primary aircraft structures was evaluated computationally and
experimentally in Chapter 5 using the DOTES coupon specimen.
Boeing Wedge Test (BWT) was used to verify the quality of the bonding process.
Part of the specimens were pre-conditioned at 71℃ with 95% relative humidity for 33
days. Static testing of DOTES-ST specimen under room temperature and dry (RD)
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condition was first carried out as a preliminary test. As followed, static testing of the
DOTES-LT specimen was conducted in RD and hot wet (HW) conditions. The element
size used in the FE method was determined through calibration against the static strength
of the DOTES-LT specimens measured in (RD) and (HW) conditions. The upper limit
fatigue peak load was determined by considering a static strength safety margin and
manufacture defect tolerance, to be 33.3 kN.
Constant amplitude fatigue (R = 0.1) tests were conducted using the DOTES-LT
specimens with various initial disbond lengths. The entire disbond growth process up to
joint failure was monitored. Part of the specimens were tested with an anti-bending fixture
applied to simulate the joints on aircraft where the bending was constrained. The disbond
growth in these specimens was essentially sympatric. In other specimens tested without
attaching the anti-bending fixture in the tests, significant asymmetrical disbond growth
was observed. The VCCT method was used to assess the SERRs as a function of the
disbond crack length. A half model and full model were used to simulate the specimens
having symmetric and asymmetric disbond propagations, respectively. A modified Paris
law was established by correlating the measured disbond growth rates with the SERRs.
The specimens with humidity pre-conditioning showed faster disbond growth rate and
shorter fatigue life. For these specimens, the modified Paris law was formed using
different set of parameters.
Using the modified Paris law, the disbond growth length as a function of the
number of fatigue load cycles, and the fatigue life of each specimen were predicted by
conducting numerical integration. The scatter factor was handled by using the statistics
approach and considering a conservativeness level similar to that used for generation of
B-basis design allowable. The predicted disbond growth was agreed well with the
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measured values. For specimens with symmetric disbond growth and failed in the form
of cohesive failure of the adhesive, the predicted fatigue life was also agreed with the test
results reasonably well.
The computational and fatigue test results indicated that for a joint having a
sufficient static strength safety margin under a typical fatigue loading that would
propagate disbond, the disbond growth would be stable in a particular length range. Thus,
the slow growth approach would be feasible for a bonded joint/patch repairs if the
doubler/patch was designed to be sufficiently long to allow extended damage
propagation, whilst in the case when patch size must be limited, the design for safe-life
for the patch termination region in critical repairs must be considered. Should disbond
growth occur in this case, the joint must be repaired or replaced.
7.2.4

Investigation on The Effect of Initial Disbond Size to Disbond Growth

Behaviour
The effect of initial disbond size to disbond growth behaviour was investigated
computationally using 3D analysis of wide bonded metal joint specimen in Chapter 6.
Two pre-disbond shapes were considered called full width and part width disbonds.
The residual static strength of the specimen as a function of disbond length was
established using the adhesive element failure criteria. The upper limit fatigue peak load
of the wide bonded metal joint specimen was determined by considering static strength
of the joint and static safety margin together with material knock down factors to be 183
kN (same as that for DOTES specimen considered in Chapter 5 in terms of load per
specimen width).
Using the developed subroutine for the CZE approach, the SERR of the DOTES
specimen as a function of disbond crack length was calculated and compared with that
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determined using the VCCT approach. A good correlation between the two approaches
were established. Thus, the SERR value as a function of disbond length of the wide
bonded metal joint specimen with part and full width disbond was assessed using the CZE
approach. Significant reduction of the SERR values was observed in the case of part width
or local disbond.
The cohesive fatigue model written in Ucohesive subroutine was used to predict the
disbond propagation of the DOTES. The predicted results agreed well with that predicted
previously using the VCCT approach and established modified Paris law. The cohesive
fatigue model was then used to predict disbond propagation in the wide bonded metal
joint specimen. It was found that for a specimen with the full width disbond, the disbond
at the side edge would grow faster than that in the middle. For a specimen with a part
width disbond, the disbond growth would initiate from the side edge of the disbond region
instead of its front, resulting in the disbond growth in adjacent region to “catch up” and
form a full width disbond. This load redistribution effect resulted in an overall
significantly slower disbond growth and thus longer fatigue life of the joint with part
width disbond than that with a full width disbond.

7.3 Future Work
This section outlines some key areas for the implementation of slow damage growth
for management of bonded repairs where further research is still needed.
7.3.1

Fatigue Load Range
The number of fatigue tests based on coupon specimen level conducted in this

study was limited. More tests are needed to fully define the slow growth allowable range,
a significant task to be considered in future. Also, the effect of stress ratio on fatigue crack
growth rate is important. As discussed in Chapter 5, only one stress ratio was considered
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(R = 0.1) in this study. To fully understand the effect of stress ratio on fatigue crack
growth rate, the work could be further expanded by considering cyclic load with various
stress ratios. In addition, typical loading spectrum such as fighter aircraft lower wing skins
(FALSTAFF) and transport aircraft lower wing skins (TWIST) should be considered to
represent the actual stresses and strains experienced by the components during the service.
For composite materials, environmental conditions including temperature and moisture
effect were important. Hence, the environmental FALSTAFF (ENDSTAFF) loading
spectrum was typically used to represent the stresses and environmental conditions
encountered by composite structures in a modern fighter aircraft.
7.3.2

Manufacturing and Testing of Wide Bonded Metal Joint Specimen
A wide panel with equal width of patch and panel is required for the influence of

part-width disbonds in a wide specimen. Chapter 6 provides a numerical model to address
this issue; however, unfortunately, the manufacturing and testing of a wide panel
specimen were not addressed in this thesis due to the time constraint. Further work should
be performed including manufacturing and testing of wide bonded metal joint specimen
for the purpose of calibration/validation of the numerical model. Thus, the effect of initial
disbond size on disbond growth behaviour could be further expanded for implementation
and assessment.
7.3.3

Non-Destructive Inspection (NDI) Method
It was shown in Chapter 5 that a microscope camera was capable for monitoring

the disbond propagation in the DOTES coupon specimen. However, a more robust NDI
method was required to capture the disbond crack front shape and its behaviour for the
experimental test of wide bonded metal joint specimen. Promising NDI methods such as
thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA) or C-scan could be more effective for imaging the
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disbond crack front shape and the disbond propagation behaviour with aluminium (outer
adherend) thickness of 3.18 mm.
7.3.4

Large Panel with Patch Repair
Ideally, the implementation of damage slow growth approach should be expanded

to a cracked large panel bonded with aluminium patch repair as presented in Figure 7.1.
A numerical study investigating the driving force parameters of disbond growth, and
crack growth in the parent structure as the disbond length increases should be carried out.
560 mm

240 mm
20 mm
F

70 mm

6ᵒ
3ᵒ

30 mm
3ᵒ

crack

F

310 mm

6ᵒ
100 mm
60 mm

50 mm
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Figure 7.1: Large panel bonded with aluminium patch repair.
7.3.5

Adherend Material Consideration
The work conducted in this study was focused on aluminium patch material to

simplify the interpretation compared with composite patch material, and thus, composite
patches will be considered for the future research.
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